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DISCLOSURE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
Certain statements contained in this report that are not historical facts constitute forward-looking statements, within the meaning of the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, and are intended to be covered by the safe harbors created by that Act. Reliance should not
be placed on forward-looking statements because they involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors, which may cause
actual results, performance, or achievements to differ materially from those expressed or implied. Any forward-looking statement speaks only
as of the date made. We undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date on
which they are made.
These forward-looking statements are not guarantees of the future as there are a number of meaningful factors that could cause AspenBio’s
actual results to vary materially from those indicated by such forward-looking statements. These statements are based on certain assumptions
made based on experience, expected future developments and other factors AspenBio believes are appropriate in the circumstances.
Meaningful factors, which could cause actual results to differ from expectations, many of which are beyond the control of AspenBio, include,
but are not limited to, our ability to successfully complete the clinical trial data assessments required for FDA submission, obtain FDA
approval for, cost effectively manufacture and generate revenues from, the appendicitis test in development, as well as the animal health
products and other new products developed by AspenBio, and our ability to retain the scientific management team to advance the products in
development, execute agreements to provide AspenBio with rights to meet its objectives, overcome adverse changes in market conditions and
the regulatory environment, obtain and enforce intellectual property rights, obtain adequate financing in the future through product licensing,
co-promotional arrangements, public or private equity or debt financing or otherwise; general business conditions; competition; business
abilities and judgment of personnel; availability of qualified personnel; and other factors referenced herein in “Risk Factors”.
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PART I
ITEM 1.

BUSINESS.

Overview
AspenBio Pharma, Inc. (the “Company” or “AspenBio” also “we”, “us” or “our”) is an emerging bio-pharmaceutical company
dedicated to the discovery, development, manufacture, and marketing of novel proprietary products that have large worldwide market
potential. We were formed in August 2000 as a Colorado corporation to produce purified proteins for diagnostic applications and have
successfully leveraged our science and technology to develop a pipeline of new products. From our inception to the present we have produced
and sold purified proteins for diagnostic applications. Our expertise in these scientific processes has allowed us to advance a pipeline of new
products. Today, the Company is primarily focused on advancing towards commercialization our recently patented blood-based human
diagnostic test, AppyScore™ to aid in the evaluation of acute appendicitis, as well as several novel reproduction drugs for use in high value
animals and livestock production.
Glossary of Terms
Artificially inseminated (“AI”)— the process in which a female has been bred via use of semen which does not involve the physical live
mounting / breeding using a bull
Biomarker tests — tests that identify and quantify markers associated with disease or medical condition
Chorionic gonadotropin (“hCG”) — a hormone that induces ovulation
Compounded Deslorelin reagents — synthetic gonadotropin releasing hormone drug
Culled from the herd — removed from the herd
ELISA (“Enzyme Linked Immunosorbant Assay”) — immunological method used to test a sample for a protein marker
Embryo transfer — transfer of an embryo from one female to another
Follicle stimulating hormone (“FSH”) — hormone that induces follicular development
Genomics — method of identifying target genes
GMP \ cGMP — Good Manufacturing Practice \ Good Manufacturing Practice compliant
GnRH-derived products — synthetic gonadotropin releasing hormone compounds
Gonadorelin — synthetic gonadotropin releasing hormone compound
Gonadotropins — See LH and FSH
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Heterodimeric complex — natural form of gonadotropin comprising a complex of an alpha and beta subunit which can easily become
dissociated
Histopathologic — pertaining cell and histological structure in diseased tissue
Immunoassay-based — test that uses antibody-antigen interaction as method of measure
INADA — an investigational new animal drug application filed with the FDA
Luteinizing hormone (“LH”) — hormone that induces ovulation
Neutrophils — one of the five cell types that make up the total white blood count (WBC). It is usually the most abundant and its role is to
digest and kill microorganisms.
Prostaglandin — hormone that causes regression of the corpus luteum
Proteomics — method of identifying target proteins
Recombinant — Novel DNA made by genetic engineering
Single-chain analogs — see single-chain gonadotropin
Single-chain gonadotropin — recombinant forms of gonadotropins composed of the alpha and beta subunits fused in a single polypeptide
Single-polypeptide-chain-variants- see single-chain gonadotropin
Superovulation — using hormone treatment to stimulate a female to produce more than one ova at one time
WBC — an abbreviation for white blood cell count. The white blood cells are analyzed from a blood sample collected as part of a standard
protocol for patients suspected of having appendicitis who have entered the Emergency Department of a hospital.
Human Diagnostics
AppyScore is the only known blood-based test to aid in the evaluation of appendicitis. The test is designed to provide a timely,
quantitative, and objective assessment for appendicitis which we believe will significantly aid Emergency Department (“ED”) physicians in
evaluating patients complaining of abdominal pain suspicious for appendicitis. AppyScore measures the plasma concentration of MRP 8/14
(aka S100A8/A9 and calprotectin) an inflammation biomarker that correlates with the likelihood of having acute appendicitis. We believe
that AppyScore has the potential to enhance the accuracy and speed of a physician’s evaluation of suspected appendicitis, and improve the
standard of care for acute abdominal pain. The focus of our product is to help the physician identify those patients who are suspected of
having appendicitis but are at low risk. We believe AppyScore may potentially mitigate unnecessary radiologic imaging in a percentage of
the patient population entering Emergency Departments throughout the U. S. suspected of having appendicitis, but are at low risk. The use of
AppyScore in Emergency Departments could positively impact resource utilization and improve patient management and throughput.
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Appendicitis Overview and Market
Appendicitis is a rapidly progressing condition which typically occurs over a period of 24 to 36 hours from start to perforation. Failure
to accurately diagnose and treat appendicitis before perforation can lead to serious complications and, in some cases, death. The current
diagnostic and treatment paradigm for appendicitis includes review of the patient’s clinical presentation, health history, blood chemistry, and
white blood count. In the U.S. patients who are considered to be at risk for appendicitis are typically sent for computed tomography (“CT”)
imaging (or in some cases ultrasound) for further diagnosis and then surgery if indicated. Unfortunately, imaging-based methods and
interpretations and can lead to inaccurate or inconclusive diagnosis. One medical report (Graff et al., 2000 Acad Emerg Med Vol 7 n 11 pp
1244-55) that analyzed approximately 1,026 appendicitis patients from 12 hospitals found that an average of 18.6% of patients (ranging from
10.6% to 27.8%) were incorrectly diagnosed as not having appendicitis and were sent home, only to return to the emergency department with
more advanced or perforated (burst) appendicitis. It is estimated that approximately 5-7% of the world’s population will get appendicitis in
their lifetime. In the U.S. alone, we estimate that there are approximately 6,000,000 patients who enter emergency departments annually
complaining of abdominal pain and resulting in approximately 320,000 appendectomies. To date there appears to be no individual sign,
symptom, test, or procedure capable of providing a conclusive diagnosis of appendicitis. Although the use of CT appears to be the most
widely used diagnostic tool in the U. S., its results are subject to interpretation and can be inconclusive in addition to subjecting many patients
to large doses of radiation. Recently the United States Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) released a report called “Initiative to Reduce
Unnecessary Radiation Exposure from Medical Imaging” which we believe could have positive implications for a test like AppyScore in
helping certain patients avoid CT scanning. Misdiagnosis of appendicitis can lead not only to unnecessary surgery but also to delay of proper
therapy for the actual underlying condition. In addition, approximately 58,000 patients annually suffer a perforated appendix because they are
not diagnosed correctly or in time. A dilemma for physicians is minimizing the negative appendectomy surgery rate without increasing the
incidence of a life threatening perforation among patients referred for suspected appendicitis. We expect AppyScore will provide an additional
objective tool to assist physicians in their initial clinical evaluation in patients with abdominal pain suspicious for appendicitis.
Clinical and Product Development - Appendicitis
We began product development in 2003 of AppyScore, a blood-based, human diagnostic test to aid in the evaluation of
appendicitis. In December 2008, we completed an 800 patient clinical trial for AppyScore for use as an aid in the evaluation of appendicitis.
Based on these results, in June 2009 we submitted a 510(k) with the FDA to seek clearance of the AppyScore ELISA platform used in this
trial. In August 2009 the FDA responded to our submission with a request for additional information. Management of AspenBio had
determined in advance of the 510(k) application submission (and in consultation with their regulatory consultants, Becker & Associates
Consulting of Washington, DC) that the FDA might request additional data and information and had proceeded proactively with certain
additional analyses and testing, including the initiation of an additional clinical trial.
In March 2010, we expect to complete enrollment for our ongoing clinical trial (approximately 800 patients) of AppyScore. The
patients enrolled in this clinical trial were seen in the emergency departments of more than a dozen well-known hospitals across the United
States. Given the time estimate to complete this current trial and related data analysis, the Company has withdrawn its 510(k) submitted to the
FDA in June 2009 and plans to submit, during the second quarter of 2010, a new 510(k) with full results from the ongoing clinical trial. This
clinical trial is statistically sized to stand alone and thereby will become the pivotal trial to support the new 510(k) submission.
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Based upon post-hoc analyses of the December 2008 trial data, as well as input from a panel of clinical experts assembled by
AspenBio’s regulatory consultants, the Statistical Analysis Plan (“SAP”) for the ongoing clinical trial defines a study end point for the
AppyScore test alone, and additionally, adds two alternative end points which evaluate the AppyScore result in combination with either white
blood cell count (“WBC”) or neutrophil count. Applying the parameters of this SAP in a retrospective analysis of the previous clinical trial
data on hand, the negative predictive value (“NPV”) of AppyScore was improved to more than 95% in the subset of patients who have
negative results for either the combination of AppyScore/WBC or AppyScore/neutrophil count. While there can be no assurance that these
results will be repeated in the ongoing clinical trial, we believe such results, if repeated, could substantially enhance the clinical utility and
value of AppyScore in the emergency department setting.
The SAP provided for an independent statistician to conduct an interim analysis of the ongoing clinical trial. Interim statistical
analyses are conducted to advise clinical trial sponsors on the progress of a study to determine if: 1) a trial should be stopped as the defined
end point(s) will not be reached; 2) a trial should be stopped as the end point(s) have already been reached; or 3) a trial should continue as
planned. A fourth item was included in our interim analysis to determine if the clinical trial size should be expanded in order to generate the
statistical power needed to reach the defined end point(s).The interim analysis report for our trial concluded that the trial should continue as
planned. Based upon the data set, the interim analysis determined that the trial is adequately sized (800 patients) for the primary endpoint, the
use of AppyScore test alone. The data set gathered for the interim analysis was not sufficient to provide guidance, at this stage, on whether the
trial is adequately sized for the secondary endpoints -- using AppyScore in combination with either WBC or neutrophil count, and these results
will not be known until the trial is completed.
It is expected that the product’s intended use will be to aid in the evaluation of appendicitis, when AppyScore is used in conjunction
with other clinical findings and laboratory tests.
We are pursuing a 510(k) (Pre-Market Notification) regulatory clearance with the 510(k) submission based on comparing the new
diagnostic device to an existing assay, or “predicate”. Although we have made our submission using a predicate, we expect that because
AppyScore is the first blood-based test to aid in the evaluation of acute appendicitis, FDA may not agree that this predicate is appropriate.
However, if this happens we would then expect to be told by FDA that there is no acceptable substantially equivalent predicate and the
application would be routed into the de novo process, a procedural method that places a new diagnostic test on the de novo path (meaning that
a new classification will be assigned for the device).
To date, approximately 50 products have successfully followed this path since this approach was first used in 1997. If AppyScore
follows the de novo process there are benefits to AspenBio, including once cleared it may allow greater flexibility to make product
modifications and upgrades.
While the ELISA-based supplemental AppyScore trial has been proceeding, we continue to advance our second generation
AppyScore product -- a stand-alone, state-of-the-art cassette and reader instrument platform. In February 2010 a manufacturing agreement
was signed with LRE to manufacture the instruments needed to read the cassettes used to process each blood sample. LRE has substantially
completed the development of the AppyScore instrument and we are currently using 20 devices for testing in our laboratory. LRE is a
recognized leader in world-wide instrument development and manufacturing. In the near future AspenBio also expects to sign an agreement
for the manufacture of the cassette devices with an independent highly regarded world leader in manufacturing such medical
devices. Development of the AppyScore cassettes has been substantially completed and we are currently testing them in our laboratory.
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The cassette and reader instrument platform will provide AppyScore results more rapidly and efficiently than the ELISA format and
will significantly improve ease of use by reducing an operator's processing steps. We anticipate being in a position to begin clinical trials for
this rapid assay in the second half of 2010 and these trials will be designed to support a 510(k) submission for this platform using the ELISA
test as a predicate, assuming the ELISA test is cleared by the FDA. The cassette and reader instrument platform will be the product that we
expect to commercialize commencing in 2011.
Animal Healthcare
Through our “single-chain gonadotropin” platform technology, licensed from Washington University in St. Louis and further
developed at AspenBio, we are developing animal healthcare products focused on reproduction, initially in bovine, to be followed by other
livestock species of economic importance. Our largest opportunity to date in this area is BoviPure LH™ – a recombinant hormone analog that
induces ovulation and may reduce the risk of pregnancy loss in dairy cows. We are also developing a novel breakthrough drug for superovulation of cows: BoviPure FSH™, a single-chain bovine FSH analog that works in a single dose versus conventional FSH drugs which
require a total of 8 doses to be given every 12 hours for four consecutive days. Both of these drugs, BoviPure LH and BoviPure FSH, were
licensed in 2008 to Novartis Animal Health under a long-term world-wide development and marketing agreement and are currently advancing
in the FDA approval process.
BoviPure LH
Currently, approximately 70% of dairy cows fail to conceive or maintain a viable pregnancy after artificial insemination (“AI”)
resulting in significant financial and production losses to the dairy. BoviPure LH utilizes our exclusively licensed “single-chain gonadotropin”
recombinant drug technology which we believe will offer cost and performance advantages over conventional bovine hormone products
available in the worldwide market. We believe this drug may create a totally new pregnancy maintenance market to enhance dairy economics
for artificially inseminated dairy cows.
It is estimated that there are between 16 and 20 million artificial insemination attempts annually in dairy cows in the United States
alone. Recent research has indicated that BoviPure LH may provide additional economic benefits to expand the market potential for use with
artificial insemination in dairy cows. We believe the U.S. pregnancy maintenance annual market for BoviPure LH could exceed $200 million
annually which would be marketed under the Novartis Animal Health agreement. We also believe there are similar potential markets outside
the U.S.
Human Diagnostic Antigens
AspenBio is a supplier of purified proteins for diagnostic applications to large medical diagnostic companies and research institutions.
We manufacture and sell approximately 20-30 purified protein products primarily for use as controls by diagnostic test kit manufacturers and
research facilities, to determine whether diagnostic test kits are functioning properly. In 2009, we had approximately $291,000 in revenue from
these products. As a result of the development activities and priorities we have placed on the blood-based human diagnostic test, AppyScore
and the novel reproduction drugs for use in high value animals, the scientific resources and activities associated with the antigen business have
been reapportioned to other activities for 2010.
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Corporate Information
We are located at 1585 S. Perry Street, Castle Rock, CO 80104. Our phone number is (303) 794-2000 and our facsimile is (303) 7988332. We currently employ thirty-three full-time employees and three part-time employees. We believe our relationships with our employees
are good. We also regularly use part-time student interns and additional temporary and contract personnel depending upon our research and
development needs at any given time. We maintain a website at www.aspenbiopharma.com.
Available Information
You can access, free of charge, our annual reports on Form 10-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, current reports on Form
8-K, and amendments to these reports as filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) under the Securities and
Exchange Act of 1934. These documents may be accessed on our website: www.aspenbiopharma.com. These documents are placed
on our website as soon as is reasonably practicable after their filing with the SEC. The information contained in, or that can be
accessed through, the website is not part of this annual report. These documents may also be found at the SEC’s website at
www.sec.gov.
Product Overview
Our current approach is to search for opportunities where we can use our scientific expertise in the fields of protein purification,
molecular biology, genomics and proteomics to create unique, competitive, and if possible, proprietary and/or patented products. We also
focus on expanding into other uses for purified proteins, principally for diagnosis and treatment of humans and animals. An important factor in
the development of diagnostics products is the potential to proceed relatively more rapidly from product concept to saleable product as
compared to therapeutic products which often require many more years to reach the market, due to significantly more stringent regulatory
requirements.
Products currently in our pipeline consist of product candidates in various stages of clinical and pre-clinical development. One of our
business strategies is to focus primarily on products and technologies which we believe have attractive worldwide markets and significant
product margin potential. Our appendicitis test AppyScore is an example of this primary focus. We also pursue technologies under “inlicensing” agreements with third parties such as universities, researchers or individuals; add value by advancing the stage of research and
development on the technologies through proof of concept, and then will either “out-license” to “Big Pharma and or Diagnostic” companies
and/or continue with in-house development towards regulatory approval, product introduction and launch. Our work with Novartis Animal
Health on our bovine products is an example of this strategy. Presently many if not all development products in our existing pipeline are
under the regulatory jurisdiction of the FDA.
AppyScore Human Appendicitis Blood Test
Appendicitis is a common acute surgical problem primarily affecting children and young adults under 30 years of age. It typically is
an acute event that occurs between 24 and 36 hours from the initiation of symptoms to the point where if appendicitis is present and the
appendix is not removed, it may perforate or burst causing a potentially life threatening event. It is estimated that approximately 6,000,000
patients enter U.S. emergency departments with abdominal pain each year and that after diagnosis this results in approximately 320,000
appendectomies.
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An accurate diagnosis of appendicitis is a difficult challenge for emergency department doctors and the ability to do so effectively is a
significant factor in achieving a successful patient outcome. An accurate and effective diagnosis, however, can be time consuming, expensive
and difficult because there is considerable overlap between appendicitis symptoms and those of other clinical conditions. Furthermore, to date
there appears to be no individual sign, symptom, test, or procedure capable of providing a conclusive diagnosis of appendicitis. Misdiagnosis
of appendicitis can lead not only to unnecessary surgery but also to delay of proper therapy for the actual underlying condition. Published data
from several sources indicates that in the United States, an estimated 10-15% of appendectomies remove a normal appendix due primarily to
incorrect diagnosis prior to surgery. In addition, approximately 58,000 patients annually suffer a perforated (or burst) appendix because they
are not diagnosed in time. A dilemma for surgeons is minimizing the negative appendectomy surgery rate without increasing the incidence of
perforation among patients referred for suspected appendicitis. Techniques currently used by emergency department doctors to diagnose
millions of patients complaining of abdominal pain are expensive, time consuming, and can have high error rates. After performing basic tests
and a physical health examination, a CT scan is the most common emergency department diagnostic method used in the U.S. to evaluate
appendicitis for patients with abdominal pain. Currently the total estimated cost of an abdominal or pelvic CT scan plus associated fees can
range from several hundreds of dollars to well over several thousands of dollars per procedure resulting in a total estimated expenditure of
over $1.0 billion annually in the U.S. on CT scans to diagnose appendicitis. The scans can take more than four hours to complete (including
typical processing time) and expose many patients to high levels of ionizing radiation. While CT scans are still the current medical standard
for diagnosing appendicitis, CT diagnostic error rates are estimated to exceed 15% and a high percentage of CT scans are simply inconclusive.
The present approach contributes to a significantly large number of unnecessary (negative) appendectomies, as well as false-negative
conclusions due to a lack of diagnostic accuracy.
In addition to health risks, hospital charges for unnecessary (negative) appendectomies are estimated to cost approximately $740
million annually in the U.S. alone (Flum et al., Arch Surg. 2002;137:799-804). Additionally up to 25% of patients are not diagnosed correctly
in time and suffer a potentially life-threatening perforation of the appendix requiring immediate and more complex emergency surgery. Due to
a very high risk of serious internal infection, perforated appendix cases require a more lengthy hospital stay, longer recovery or treatment
period, substantially increased cost and tremendous discomfort for the patient. Appendicitis is one of the leading causes of litigation related
claims of medical malpractice due to many factors including high diagnostic error rates, negative appendectomies, and increased cost and
complications in cases where the appendix perforates.
Appendicitis most frequently occurs in patients aged 10 to 30, but can affect all ages. Using a CT scan to diagnose appendicitis is
especially difficult in children and young adults because many patients in this age group have low body fat resulting in very poor tissue
differentiation or contrast on the CT scan. Our blood-based appendicitis test has the potential to enhance overall safety by reducing the amount
of radiation exposure from unnecessary CT scans. Recently the FDA released a report called “Initiative to Reduce Unnecessary Radiation
Exposure from Medical Imaging” which we believe could have positive implications for a test like AppyScore.
The Company continues to make progress in the development and testing of its first-generation blood-based human diagnostic test
designed to aid in the evaluation of appendicitis in patients complaining of abdominal pain suspicious for appendicitis. Specifically, we have
created and optimized a specialized test to detect a marker in the blood associated with appendicitis and have tested this assay in several
clinical research trials involving hundreds of human subjects. This blood test is designed to be used to help physicians evaluate patients
entering an emergency department or urgent care facility complaining of abdominal pain suspicious for acute appendicitis.
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Preliminary results indicate that a positive result using our first-generation ELISA test is correlated with the likelihood of having
acute appendicitis. We believe that AppyScore has the potential to enhance the accuracy and speed of diagnosis and improve the standard of
care for acute appendicitis. We anticipate that our appendicitis test, once cleared by the FDA, will be incorporated in routine blood testing as a
patient’s blood sample is taken in the ordinary course of an initial assessment of any patient entering the emergency department. Our
appendicitis blood test system is designed to measure the blood marker level, which guides the physician in helping to determine if a patient is
at a low risk for appendicitis. We believe this test will cost-effectively and accurately assist emergency room personnel and primary care
physicians in evaluating patients complaining of abdominal pain suspicious for appendicitis.
Our AppyScore test is expected to be sold into the emergency medicine diagnostic market. If successfully developed and cleared by
the FDA, we expect our patented test to be the only blood-based test designed to aid in the evaluation of appendicitis in the worldwide market.
We believe there is a significant worldwide market opportunity for this product.
Beginning in 2004, AspenBio initiated the establishment of an intellectual property portfolio for the appendicitis testing technology
and products. The Company has filed for and is pursuing worldwide patent coverage related to several aspects of the initial discovery and
various test applications. Further enhancement and expansion of our proprietary patent position is ongoing with respect to the scope of
protection for the Company’s first generation and future generation versions of the test. Strong scientific and technical progress remains the
basis for these innovative efforts. In March 2009, the United States Patent and Trademark Office issued AspenBio’s patent directed to
methods relating to its appendicitis diagnostic technology. This patent, No. 7,501,256, is entitled ‘Methods and Devices for Diagnosis of
Appendicitis’. Additional U.S. patents, 7,659,087 and 7,670,769, have recently issued on February 9, 2010 and March 2, 2010,
respectively. At this time, additional foreign patent applications have been allowed or are pending.
Recombinant Analog Drugs for Animal Reproduction
Single-Chain Gonadotropin Technology Breakthrough — Recombinant LH and FSH
Luteinizing hormone (“LH”) and follicle stimulating hormone (“FSH”) are naturally occurring hormones produced by all mammals,
human and animal, as a natural part of the reproduction process. For numerous reasons, including health status, age, manipulation efforts to
induce reproduction, selective breeding to enhance desired traits, etc., the rate of successful natural reproduction, especially in dairy cows and
certain livestock and food-producing animals has declined significantly in recent decades. In an attempt to overcome this decline, natural LH
and FSH hormones have been harvested, processed and sold as reproduction enhancing drugs for several years. Natural replacement drugs
produced this way are inefficient, as they are harvested from dead animals; they are not highly effective at producing the desired results; and
since they are animal derived, they have the potential to transmit diseases such as bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE or “Mad Cow
Disease”).
To date, no commercially successful recombinant or synthetic LH or FSH hormone product has been developed and introduced for
animals, because of unstable molecular characteristics of native hormones. The unstable characteristics are overcome with our patented
single-chain technology. The technology, originally invented by Dr. Irving Boime of The Washington University (St. Louis, MO), has been
exclusively licensed to AspenBio and its sublicensees for use in animals. Dr. Boime’s work involves the construction and molecular
characterization of single-polypeptide-chain-variants of LH and FSH.
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During 2004, we entered into an exclusive license agreement for the extensive portfolio of patents and patents pending, developed and
enhanced over the prior twenty-plus years by Dr. Boime. The patent estate consists of numerous patents and pending patent applications. The
term of our license agreement is tied to the life of the last patent to expire. The portfolio covers rights to veterinary use of the single-chain
technology and the creation of recombinant drugs to enhance conception and pregnancy rates. We acquired this technology to commercialize
and provide these products for use in veterinary medicine. We believe that the platform technologies in connection with the patent estate have
the potential to be developed into an array of products to enhance fertility in all mammals meaning that, over time, these drugs may potentially
be used in a number of species of economic importance. We continue to expand patent coverage as new drugs and applications are discovered
and developed.
Licensing Agreements for Animal Drugs
Our product candidates, BoviPure LH™ and BoviPure FSH™, limited to use in the bovine species (cattle), were licensed in 2008 to
Novartis Animal Health under a long-term world-wide development and marketing agreement and are currently advancing in the FDA
approval process. We are currently advancing the stages of cGMP manufacturing and validation steps required to allow the start of pivotal
FDA safety and efficacy studies. We expect that such development activity will continue to advance during 2010.
Our long-term goal is to methodically leverage this “single-chain gonadotropin” technology into numerous generations of products
for potential application in multiple species. We are attempting to prioritize each potential worldwide market value and likelihood of
successful distribution. We anticipate that we may be able to secure and execute additional worldwide license agreements covering singlechain products for other species of economic importance as development efforts for such species advance.
Bovine Market Opportunity
We believe that the bovine market, primarily dairy operations, represents the largest market opportunity of all of our current animal
products to date.
The success of a modern dairy cow operation is dependent upon a number of critical factors. Several of these factors are outside the
control of the dairy producer, such as milk prices and costs for feed, nutrients, and medicines. Other factors, however, are within the
dairyman’s control such as size of the operation (number of head milked), labor costs, and access to high quality bulk feed. The amount of
revenue derived from milk sales is a function of the quantity of milk produced and the level of milk fat contained in the milk. These factors
correspond directly to the amount of time that a cow is pregnant. The more days during a year that a cow remains not pregnant (frequently
referred to as “open”), the lower the annual milk production from that cow, hence the lower the revenue received.
The worldwide population of dairy cows exceeds 100 million, of which approximately 58 million cows are located in North America,
Europe and the former Soviet Union. According to industry estimates approximately 70% of cows in the North American and European dairy
industry are artificially inseminated (“AI”). Although there are no known published reports regarding the number of timed or synchronized
cow breedings, we believe, based on discussions with industry sources, that there are an estimated 16 to 20 million artificially inseminated
cows in timed breeding programs in the United States.
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The average number of days per year that a cow remains open has steadily increased over a number of years. This has had a negative
impact on the average milk revenue produced per head. A significant percentage of dairy cows, when artificially inseminated, do not become
pregnant. There is a growing percentage, estimated currently at 70% of artificially inseminated cows that do become pregnant however, they
abort or absorb prior to delivery. Lower pregnancy rates are associated with higher milk production costs.
Several reproduction drug products and breeding management programs have been introduced over the last 20 to 30 years that are
designed to create more effective breeding programs for artificially inseminated cows. Despite these drugs and programs, bovine reproduction
efficiencies have continued to decline. The total cost of artificially inseminating a cow, including the semen, breeder time, and the
administration of Gonadorelin (e.g. Cystorelin® “GnRH”, sold by Merial) and Prostaglandin (“PGF”, e.g. Lutalyse®, sold by Pfizer) to
promote ovulation is estimated to be in the range of $15 to $35 per head per treatment (excluding labor) before the cost of ultrasound for
determining pregnancy status. The majority of this cost is incurred again with each subsequent artificial insemination, averaging at least two
treatments per year to achieve successful pregnancy.
Bovine Reproduction Products
Under the world-wide agreement with Novartis Animal Health, development of both BoviPure LH (single-chain LH analog for cows)
and BoviPure FSH (single-chain FSH analog for cows) are advancing, with the majority of the development efforts performed by Novartis
Animal Health. These specialized products are designed to create more effective breeding programs for artificially inseminated dairy cows
(LH) and to increase the efficiency of superovulation (FSH). Pregnancy is necessary for efficient milk production and effective reproduction
programs increase milk production per cow and profitability of the dairies, by leaving fewer open cows.
BoviPure LH
BoviPure LH is a novel single-chain LH analog for cows. This new hormone analog is designed to induce ovulation and produce a
phenomenon that has been shown to reduce the rate of pregnancy loss in cows. Currently, approximately 70% of dairy cows fail to conceive
and / or maintain a viable pregnancy resulting in significant financial and production losses to the dairy farmer. BoviPure LH analog for cows
utilizes our exclusively licensed “single-chain gonadotropin” technology which we believe will offer cost and performance advantages over
conventional bovine hormone products available in the worldwide market.
Novartis Animal Health has filed and received an INADA file number for this product with the FDA. That application officially
commenced the FDA approval process for BoviPure LH which is currently being optimized for expression and the start of official cGMP
processes and validations. This application and testing process is now being led by Novartis Animal Health under the licensing agreement we
entered into with them in 2008. We believe this drug may create totally new ovulation and pregnancy maintenance applications for artificially
inseminated dairy cows.
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It is estimated that there are between 16 and 20 million artificial insemination attempts annually in dairy cows in the United States
alone. While large scale statistically significant studies are required to definitively demonstrate its specific properties and advantages, we
believe BoviPure LH would be an applicable and beneficial product administered to dairy cows as part of an artificial insemination program as
a therapeutic treatment to improve the quality of ovulation and help maintain pregnancy. Based upon an assumed net selling price we believe
the total potential U.S. market for BoviPure LH could exceed $200 million which would be marketed under the Novartis Animal Health
agreement. We believe there are similar potential markets outside the U.S. Actual market penetration forecasts would depend on the drug
efficacy (rate of ovulation, enhancement of fertility and pregnancy improvement) along with the ability to penetrate the total market. Such
marketing advancement will be done by Novartis Animal Health under our license agreement with them. As a recombinant hormone drug, this
product will be prescribed and administered by licensed veterinarians; the ultimate customers will be producer clients operating commercial
dairy herds using timed (synchronized) breeding programs.
We anticipate the benefits and value of the BoviPure LH product, if able to be successfully launched into the dairy industry are
summarized as follows:
1.

Percentage of cows maintaining pregnancy may significantly increase by approximately 10 -50%;

2.

May save the additional cost and manipulation to the animal of repeated reproduction treatments;

3.

May reduce average days a cow is “open”, thereby improving overall milk production, and milk quality and calf production;

4.

Anticipated cost per application will be cost justified to the dairy operator;

5.

The product is easy to administer; and

6.

Technology is patented with additional patents pending.

BoviPure-FSH
BoviPure-FSH is a novel single-chain FSH analog for cows. It is designed for super-ovulation for embryo transfer in dairy and beef
cows throughout the world. We expect the initial usage will be greatest in the beef industry but may expand in the dairy industry with the
anticipated increased use of predetermined sex semen for artificial insemination. This product is in an advanced stage of development and is
expected to provide significant benefits including superior single-dose product efficacy, unmatched purity, consistent bioactivity and
significant labor savings for end users, versus conventional “animal-derived” pituitary extract FSH products currently on the market. These
benefits are important to users of FSH products currently on the market. Conventional FSH products, all of which are directly harvested from
animal origins, have inherent problems with product safety, purity and consistency. In addition, these conventional FSH products require
considerable human and facility resources with an average of 8 treatments given every 12 hours for 4 consecutive days for every animal being
treated versus our single treatment product.
Novartis Animal Health has filed and received an INADA file number with FDA for BoviPure FSH. We have successfully completed
characterization, pilot dose and pilot efficacy testing on this product. In that testing, we have demonstrated it can provide efficacy in a single
dose versus conventional market leading porcine FSH drugs which require 8 injections given every 12 hours for 4 days. This application and
testing process is being led by Novartis Animal Health under our agreement. Due to the significant number of product advantages that we
expect BoviPure FSH to have over conventional FSH extract products we believe we can garner a premium price per dose for this new
compound. This premium price position is supported by the extra benefits and properties we expect BoviPure FSH to deliver including high
purity, consistent bioactivity plus potentially significant product administration labor savings.
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We believe the annual estimated market for this product exceeds $20 million which would be marketed under the Novartis Animal
Health agreement. It is expected that as this drug becomes commercially available its uses may grow due to other developments in animal
reproduction. This product will be prescribed and marketed by licensed veterinarians, the ultimate customers will be producer clients operating
commercial dairy and beef breeding herds.
Equine Reproduction Products
The equine (horse) breeding industry currently lacks any effective method that can precisely control follicular development and
ovulation. Extracts containing pituitary derived LH and FSH have been shown to be effective; however, the lack of a reliable commercial
product has prevented wide use. Human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) is also used but horses often develop an immune response to it and
repeated use can cause it to become ineffective. GnRH-derived products have been shown to be effective in inducing ovulation in the horse.
The only such approved product for use in the horse, Ovuplant™, has been withdrawn due to non-compliance with specific FDA regulations
and has been off the market for a few years. However, a number of compounding pharmacies have entered the market with a variety of
inexpensive versions of compounded Deslorelin reagents. These inexpensive compounded products have devalued the market significantly
which has resulted in low market prices for equine ovulation agents. Over time, we expect market value conditions to improve. Equine
breeding is seasonal; beginning in early spring through mid-summer and therefore products sold for use in equine breeding are sold on a
seasonal basis. The market economics of drugs for this species have not yet been quantified at this time.
Equine products we currently are developing are EquiPure-LH™ (single-chain LH analog for horses) and EquiPure FSH™ (singlechain FSH analog for horses). These specialized products are designed to create more effective breeding programs for horses. The ability to
influence the timing of when mares are ready to breed, improving the success rate of bred mares and increasing the number of eggs produced
and harvested for transplant, are all valuable in equine reproduction.
EquiPure LH
EquiPure LH is a novel single-chain LH analog for horses. It is designed to induce ovulation in estrous mares thereby providing
better overall breeding management and convenience to breeders. This product will be prescribed and administered by licensed veterinarians;
the ultimate customers will be horse owner clients and clients operating breeding farms. At present we expect to focus our resources on our
bovine products which represent the highest potential revenue sources of our current drugs in late-stage development.
EquiPure FSH
EquiPure FSH is a novel single-chain FSH analog for horses. It is designed to assist mares through transition and for “superovulation” (for embryo transfer) in horses throughout the world. As part of our product development strategy for improving animal
reproduction, we are in late stage development of this recombinant form of follicle stimulating hormone. We have now successfully produced
gram-level quantities of EquiPure FSH for testing purposes as a result of manufacturing scale-up of this product. This new drug will compete
in the market with existing “animal derived” equine FSH products and will offer compelling product cost, safety and efficacy benefits over
existing equine FSH drugs sold in the market. This product is anticipated to be a significant advancement in the growing equine embryo
transfer and transition assistance markets. This product will be prescribed and administered by licensed veterinarians to provide a tool to the
ultimate customers, horse owner clients and clients operating breeding farms.
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Raw Materials
Our human antigens are purified from human tissue or fluids. We generally have several sources available for the materials needed,
some of which are from international sources. At times in the past we have run short of certain raw materials. Accordingly, certain of the
materials purchased require longer lead times to be received for processing and production. We do not have supply agreements in place for
raw material purchases. There are several suppliers for our raw materials and we believe therefore that we will have reasonable access to raw
materials. From time to time, depending upon our purchase orders, one raw material supplier may represent a concentration of our purchases.
In 2010, due to the fact that the Company is focusing its efforts primarily on the development of other products, primarily the AppyScore test,
purchases of these raw materials has been suspended.
We have cultured cell lines and recombinant material for both human and animal proteins. Ultimately, we expect that this type of
production will replace the need for tissue or fluids as a source material, thereby reducing the chance of contamination from possible
impurities.
We continue to optimize production and effective methods to produce BoviPure LH and BoviPure FSH in partnership with Novartis
Animal Health under our development and marketing agreement with them. Depending upon among other items, financial constraints, protein
expression yields and cGMP manufacturing capability we have entered and will continue to enter into development agreements with outside
contractors specializing recombinant drug manufacturing under both cGMP and non-GMP conditions to assist us in similar product
determinations and development for the recombinant products and future new drugs.
Intellectual Property
In May 2003, AspenBio entered into an assignment and consultation agreement with Dr. John Bealer related to the appendicitis
diagnosis technology. In 2004, AspenBio began building an intellectual property portfolio for the human appendicitis testing technology and
products. The Company has filed for worldwide patent coverage related to several aspects of the initial discovery and various test applications.
During early 2006, the Company’s U.S. and international patent applications entitled “Methods and Devices for Diagnosis of Appendicitis”
were published by the United States Patent Office and the International Bureau of the World International Patent Organization. In March
2009, the United States Patent and Trademark Office issued AspenBio’s United States patent directed to methods relating to its appendicitis
diagnostic technology. In March 2009 the United States Patent and Trademark Office issued AspenBio’s patent No. 7,501,256, (‘Methods and
Devices for Diagnosis of Appendicitis’). Additional U.S. patents, 7,659,087 and 7,670,769, have recently issued on February 9, 2010 and
March 2, 2010, respectively. We also have filed additional patent applications seeking to expand the worldwide position of intellectual
property protection associated with this technology as further discussed below.
Further enhancement and expansion of our proprietary patent position is ongoing with respect to the scope of protection for the
Company’s first generation and future generation versions of tests. Strong scientific and technical progress remains the basis for these
innovative efforts.
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The patent portfolio for the human AppyScore appendicitis diagnostic technologies has recently been expanded primarily in two
dimensions. In the first dimension, the platform patent position has progressed towards strategic worldwide coverage. Additionally, new
filings have been made to expand the scope of coverage. These additional filings provide protection for devices that measure AppyScore in
addition to the method of using AppyScore to aid in the evaluation of patients suspected of acute appendicitis. These improvements are
designed to significantly enhance the quality and increase the speed of making clinically relevant diagnostic information available. These
developments also offer more rapid test results in comparison with imaging techniques, while reducing the risk of ionizing radiation exposure
to the patient.
Under the exclusive license agreement with Washington University (St. Louis, MO), we have obtained intellectual property rights to
their patent estate consisting of an extensive portfolio of patents and pending patent applications (approximately 25 patents and numerous
patent applications) related to our animal health products under development. The term of the agreement is tied to the life of the last patent to
expire. Patents in the estate begin to expire in 2014; the last to expire of the current patents will occur after 2020. We have filed and continue
to file patent applications to expand and extend the patent coverage of this technology. We are currently developing and testing products using
the Washington University patents rights in the bovine and equine areas and may develop products for a number of other species as well.
We have not filed for patent coverage for all of our human diagnostic antigens, although we consider our protein purification process
proprietary. This purification expertise, knowledge and processes are kept as trade secrets. We have filed for patent applications on a number
of our technologies. As a matter of general practice we pursue patent coverage on technology and developments we believe can be suitably
protected in this manner.
General Operations
Backlog and Inventory — Historically, our antigen business has not been seasonal in nature, so we expect demand to remain relatively
steady. Some of the products we are working on we expect to be seasonal in nature such as EquiPure LH due to the breeding season for
horses. Because we produce proteins on demand, we do not maintain a backlog of orders. We believe we have reliable sources of raw
materials, do not require significant amounts of raw materials, and can manufacture all of our protein. As a result, we do not expend large
amounts of capital to maintain inventory.
Payment terms — Other than to support pre-season product sales or certain new product introductions, and then with terms of no more than
60 days, we do not provide extended payment terms.
Revenues — Historically, the majority of our revenues have come from U.S. customers of our human antigen business. During the years
ended December 31, 2009, 2008 and 2007, AbD Serotec Limited, a European company based in England, accounted for a total of 3%, 2% and
20%, respectively of our net sales. Our U.S. based revenues for the years ended December 31, 2009, 2008 and 2007 were $291,000, $821,000
and $849,000, respectively.
Research and Development
We spent $8,714,000 on research and development in fiscal 2009, $6,025,000 in fiscal 2008 and $2,667,000 in fiscal 2007. We
anticipate that expenditures for research and development for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2010 will generally decrease somewhat as
compared to the amounts expended in 2009, primarily due to the expected completion of the AppyScore clinical trial in early 2010.
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Development and testing costs in support of the current pipeline products as well as costs to file patents and revise and update
previous filings on our technologies will continue to be substantial. Our principal development products consist of the appendicitis tests and
the single-chain animal hormone drug products. As we continue towards commercialization of these products including evaluation of strategic
alternatives to effectively maximize the value of our technology we will need to consider a number of alternatives, including possible capital
raising or other transactions and partnering opportunities, working capital requirements including possible product management and
distribution alternatives and implications of product manufacturing and associated carrying costs. Certain costs such as manufacturing and
license / royalty agreements have different implications depending upon the ultimate strategic path determined.
We expect that the primary expenditures will be incurred to continue to advance our initial appendicitis blood test technology,
AppyScore, through the FDA application and clearance process in addition to advancing development of the next generation appendicitis
products. During the years ended December 31, 2009, 2008 and 2007, we expended approximately $6,290,000, $4,446,000 and $645,000,
respectively in direct costs for the appendicitis test development and related efforts. While commercialization of the appendicitis product will
be an ongoing and evolving process with subsequent generations and improvements being made in the test, we believe that 2010 will reflect
significant progress in advancing and commercializing the test. Should we be unable to achieve FDA clearance of the AppyScore test and
generate revenues from the product, we would need to rely on other product opportunities to generate revenues and the costs that we have
incurred for the appendicitis patent may be deemed to be impaired. In May 2003, we signed the Assignment and Consultation Agreement
(“Bealer Agreement”) with Dr. John Bealer, related to the AppyScore product, which contains among other provisions certain royalty
obligations.
In April 2008 we entered into a long term exclusive license and commercialization agreement with Novartis Animal Health, Inc.
(“Novartis Animal Health”), to develop and launch our novel recombinant single-chain bovine products, BoviPure LH and BoviPure FSH.
The license agreement is a collaborative arrangement that provides for a sharing of product development activities, development and
registration costs and worldwide product sales for the bovine species. We received an upfront cash payment of $2,000,000, of which 50% was
non-refundable upon signing the agreement and the balance is subject to certain conditions which we expect to be substantially achieved in
2010. Ongoing royalties will be payable upon product launch based upon net direct product margins as defined and specified under the
agreement. During the years ended December 31, 2009, 2008 and 2007, we expended approximately $1,109,000, $478,000 and $947,000,
respectively in direct costs for the BoviPure LH and BoviPure FSH product development and related efforts.
In 2003, we entered into a distribution agreement with Merial Limited for the worldwide sales and marketing rights to our SurBred™
test, which was a novel blood test designed to identify open cows 10 to 20 days sooner than methods currently used. Based on the findings of
a field trial during 2003, we concluded that improvements were needed to the test. We determined, in 2009, to stop development of the
SurBred test. As of December 31, 2009, we and Merial Limited entered into a Settlement and Release Agreement (the “Settlement
Agreement”) to terminate the Distribution Agreement dated May 23, 2003 between us. As a result of that termination we agreed to refund to
Merial Limited, $50,000 of the original $200,000 they had paid to us and the remaining $150,000 was waived and we recognized this as
revenue in 2009.
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We have entered and expect to continue to enter into additional agreements with contract manufacturers for the development \
manufacture of certain of our products for which we are seeking FDA approval. The ultimate goal of this development process is to establish
current good manufacturing practices (“cGMP”) manufacturing methods required for those products for which we are seeking FDA approval.
We continue in discussions with other potential manufacturers who meet full cGMP requirements, and are capable of large-scale
manufacturing batches of our medical devices who can economically manufacture them to produce products at an acceptable cost. These
development and manufacturing agreements generally contain transfer fees and possible penalty and / or royalty provisions should we transfer
our products to another contract manufacturer. We expect to continue to evaluate, negotiate and execute additional development and
manufacturing agreements, some of which may be significant commitments during 2010. We may also consider acquisitions of development
technologies or products, should opportunities arise that we believe fit our business strategy and would be appropriate from a capital
standpoint.
Compliance
FDA
The Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) has regulatory authority over certain of our planned products. Our existing human
antigen products require no approvals. We do not supply any of these products as therapeutics. Virtually all of these human antigen products
are the raw materials used as calibrators and controls within our customers’ quality assurance and quality controls departments.
AppyScore Appendicitis Blood Tests —The FDA’s Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) is responsible for regulating firms
who manufacture, repackage, re-label and or import medical devices sold in the United States. Medical devices are classified into Class I, II
and III. Currently our new appendicitis test is anticipated to be classified as a non-invasive Class II medical device by the FDA, which will
require Premarket Notification 510(k) clearance. We anticipate being able to obtain an FDA 510(k) approval of our first appendicitis blood
test AppyScore in 2010. Generally FDA product clearance is granted after specific clinical trials, GMP validations and quality control
requirements have been achieved to the agency’s satisfaction.
In June 2009, we submitted a 510(k) application to the FDA, with our current ELISA platform and data from our December 2008
clinical trial on the basis of comparing this new test to an existing assay, or “predicate”. We subsequently withdrew that 510(k) application in
February 2010 and intend to submit a new 510(k) application in the second quarter of 2010. The new 510(k) application will also be based on
our current ELISA platform and will include data from our additional approximately 800 patient clinical trial expected to complete enrollment
in March 2010. Although we have submitted, and will submit, using a predicate, we expect that because AppyScore is the first blood-based
test to aid in the evaluation of appendicitis, the FDA may not agree that a predicate exists. However, if this happens we would then expect to
be told by the FDA that there is no substantially equivalent predicate and the application will be routed into the de novo process, a procedural
method that places a new diagnostic test on the a path to receive a new classification. There can be no assurance this will be the outcome of
our submission. Based on conversations with our consultants we believe this may be the pathway for AppyScore. This allows the FDA to
review the product without a predicate being defined. To date, around 50 products have successfully followed this path since this approach
was first used in 1997. If AppyScore is allowed to follow the de novo process there are benefits to AspenBio, including once approved it may
allow greater flexibility to make product modifications and upgrades.
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Any product approvals that are granted remain subject to continual FDA review, and newly discovered or developed safety or
efficacy data may result in withdrawal of products from the market. Moreover, if and when such approval is obtained, the manufacture and
marketing of such products remain subject to extensive regulatory requirements administered by the FDA and other regulatory bodies,
including compliance with current GMP, adverse event reporting requirements and the FDA’s general prohibitions against promoting products
for unapproved or “off-label” uses. Manufacturers are subject to inspection and market surveillance by the FDA for compliance with these
regulatory requirements. Failure to comply with the requirements can, among other things, result in warning letters, product seizures, recalls,
fines, injunctions, suspensions or withdrawals of regulatory approvals, operating restrictions and criminal prosecutions. Any such enforcement
action could have a material adverse effect on our business. Unanticipated changes in existing regulatory requirements or the adoption of new
requirements could also have a material adverse effect on our business.
BoviPure LH and BoviPure FSH Drugs — Novartis Animal Health has filed and received an INADA file numbers which officially
commences the approval process with the Veterinary — CVM section of the FDA for BoviPure LH (LH analog for cows) and BoviPure FSH
(FSH analog for cows).
EquiPure LH and FSH Drugs — We are evaluating our position and plans regarding INADA filings for these two drugs and (Veterinary —
CVM) FDA approval.
Environmental Protection
We are subject to various environmental laws pertaining to the disposal of hazardous medical waste. We contract for disposal of our
hazardous waste with a licensed disposal facility. We do not expect to incur liabilities related to compliance with environmental laws;
however, we cannot make a definitive prediction. The costs we incur in disposal of hazardous waste have not been significant.
Other Laws
We are also subject to other federal, state and local laws, pertaining to matters such as safe working conditions and fire hazard
control.
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ITEM 1A. — RISK FACTORS
If any of the following risks actually occur, they could materially adversely affect our business, financial condition or operating
results. In that case, the trading price of our common stock could decline.
Risks Related to Our Business
If we fail to obtain FDA clearance, we cannot market certain products in the United States.
Therapeutic or human diagnostic products require FDA approval (or clearance) prior to marketing and sale. This applies to our ability to
market, directly or indirectly, our AppyScore appendicitis test. As a new product, this test must undergo lengthy and rigorous testing and other
extensive, costly and time-consuming procedures mandated by the FDA. In order to obtain required FDA clearance, we may determine to
conduct additional specific clinical trials; this process can take substantial amounts of time and resources to complete. We may elect to delay
or cancel our anticipated regulatory submissions for new indications for our proposed new products for a number of reasons. There is no
assurance that any of our strategies for obtaining FDA clearance or approval in an expedient manner will be successful, and FDA clearance is
not guaranteed. The timing of such completion, submission and clearance could also impact our ability to realize market value from such tests.
FDA clearance can be suspended or revoked, or we could be fined, based on a failure to continue to comply with those standards. Similar
approval requirements and contingencies will also be encountered in a number of major international markets.
FDA approval is also required prior to marketing and sale for therapeutic products that will be used on animals, and can also require
considerable time and resources to complete. New drugs for animals must receive New Animal Drug Application approval. This type of
approval is required for the use of our therapeutic equine and bovine protein products. The requirements for obtaining FDA approval are
similar to that for human drugs described above and will require similar clinical testing. Approval is not assured and, once FDA approval is
obtained, we would still be subject to fines and suspension or revocation of approval if we fail to comply with ongoing FDA requirements.
The successful development of a medical device such as our appendicitis test is highly uncertain and requires significant expenditures and
time.
Successful development of medical devices is highly uncertain. Products that appear promising in research or development may be delayed or
fail to reach later stages of development or the market for several reasons, including manufacturing costs, pricing, reimbursement issues, or
other factors that may make the product uneconomical to commercialize. In addition, success in preclinical clinical trials does not ensure that
larger-scale clinical trials will be successful. Clinical results are frequently susceptible to varying interpretations that may delay, limit, or
prevent regulatory approvals. The length of time necessary to complete clinical trials and to submit an application for marketing approval for a
final decision by a regulatory authority varies significantly and may be difficult to predict. If our large-scale clinical trials for a product are not
successful, we will not recover our substantial investments in that product.
Factors affecting our R&D productivity and the amount of our R&D expenses include, but are not limited to the number and outcome of
clinical trials currently being conducted by us and/or our collaborators.
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We face competition in the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries.
We can provide no assurance that we will be able to compete successfully in developing our products and product candidates.
We face intense competition in the development, manufacture, marketing and commercialization of our products from many and varied
sources — from academic institutions, government agencies, research institutions and biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies, including
other companies with similar technologies, including those with platform technologies. These platform technologies vary from very large
analyzer systems to smaller and less expensive instruments similar to ours. These competitors are working to develop and market other
diagnostic tests, systems, products, and other methods of detecting, preventing or reducing disease.
The development of new technologies or improvements in current technologies for diagnosing appendicitis, including CT imaging agents and
products that would compete with our appendicitis test could have an impact on our ability to sell the appendicitis tests or the sales price of
the tests. This could impact our ability to market the tests and / or secure a marketing partner both of which could have a substantial impact on
the value of our appendicitis products.
Among the many experimental diagnostics and therapies being developed around the world, there may be some that we do not now know of
that may compete with our technologies or products.
Many of our competitors have much greater capital resources, manufacturing, research and development resources and production facilities
than we do. Many of them also have much more experience than we do in preclinical testing and clinical trials of new drugs and in obtaining
FDA and foreign regulatory approvals.
Major technological changes can happen quickly in the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries, and the development of technologically
improved or different products or technologies may make our product candidates or platform technologies obsolete or noncompetitive.
Our product candidates, if successfully developed and approved for commercial sale, will compete with a number of drugs and diagnostic
tests currently manufactured and marketed by major pharmaceutical and other biotechnology companies. Our product candidates may also
compete with new products currently under development by others or with products which may cost less than our product candidates.
Physicians, patients, third party payors and the medical community may not accept or utilize our appendicitis test products when and if
approved. If our products, if and when approved, do not achieve significant market acceptance, our business, results of operations and
financial condition may be materially adversely affected.
Clinical trials for our products are expensive and until completed their outcome is uncertain.
Conducting clinical trials is a lengthy, time-consuming and expensive process. Before obtaining regulatory approvals for the commercial sale
of any products, we or our partners must demonstrate through clinical trials the efficacy of our products. We have incurred, and we will
continue to incur, substantial expense for, and devote a significant amount of time to, preclinical testing and clinical trials.
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The commencement and rate of completion of clinical trials may be delayed by many factors, including:
· the potential delay by a collaborative partner in beginning the clinical trial;
· the inability to recruit clinical trial participants at the expected rate;
· the failure of clinical trials to demonstrate a product candidate’s safety or efficacy;
· unforeseen safety issues;
· the inability to manufacture sufficient quantities of materials used for clinical trials; and
· unforeseen governmental or regulatory delays.
Our business, results of operations and financial condition may be materially adversely affected by any delays in, or termination of, our
clinical trials.
Medical reimbursement for our products under development, as well as a changing regulatory environment, may impact our business.
The U.S. healthcare regulatory environment may change in a way that restricts our ability to market our appendicitis tests due to medical
coverage or reimbursement limits. Sales of our tests will depend in part on the extent to which the costs of our test are paid by health
maintenance, managed care, and similar healthcare management organizations, or reimbursed by government health payor administration
authorities, private health coverage insurers and other third-party payors. These healthcare management organizations and third party payers
are increasingly challenging the prices charged for medical products and services. The containment of healthcare costs has become a priority
of federal and state governments. Accordingly, our potential products may not be considered cost effective, and reimbursement to the
consumer may not be available or sufficient to allow us to sell our products on a competitive basis. Legislation and regulations affecting
reimbursement for our products may change at any time and in ways that are difficult to predict and these changes may be adverse to us. Any
reduction in Medicare, Medicaid or other third-party payer reimbursements could have a negative effect on our operating results.
We have very little sales and marketing experience and limited sales capabilities, which may make commercializing our products difficult.
We currently have very little marketing experience and limited sales capabilities. Therefore, in order to commercialize our products, once
approved, we must either develop our own marketing and distribution sales capabilities or collaborate with a third party to perform these
functions. We may, in some instances, rely significantly on sales, marketing and distribution arrangements with collaborative partners and
other third parties. In these instances, our future revenues will be materially dependent upon the success of the efforts of these third parties.
We may not be able to attract and retain qualified personnel to serve in our sales and marketing organization, to develop an effective
distribution network or to otherwise effectively support our commercialization activities. The cost of establishing and maintaining a sales and
marketing organization may exceed its cost effectiveness. If we fail to develop sales and marketing capabilities, if sales efforts are not
effective or if costs of developing sales and marketing capabilities exceed their cost effectiveness, our business, results of operations and
financial condition would be materially adversely affected.
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If we successfully obtain FDA clearance to market the appendicitis tests, we may experience manufacturing problems that could limit the
near term growth of our revenue.
Our ability to successfully market the appendicitis tests once approved will partially depend on our ability to obtain sufficient quantities of the
finished test from qualified GMP suppliers. While we have identified and are progressing with qualified suppliers, their ability to produce
tests or component parts in sufficient quantities to meet possible demand may cause delays in securing products or could force us to seek
alternative suppliers. The need to locate and use alternative suppliers could also cause delivery delays for a period of time.
Our results of operations could be affected by our royalty payments due to third parties.
Any revenues from products under development will likely be subject to royalty payments under licensing or similar agreements. Major
factors affecting these payments include but are not limited to:
· Our ability to achieve meaningful sales of our products;
· Our use of the intellectual property licensed in developing the products;
· Coverage decisions by governmental and other third-party payors; and
· The achievement of milestones established in our license agreements.
If we need to seek additional intellectual property licenses in order to complete our product development, our cumulative royalty obligations
could adversely affect our net revenues and results of operations.
Our success depends on our ability to develop and commercialize new products.
Our success depends on our ability to successfully develop new products. Although we are engaged in human diagnostic antigen
manufacturing operations and historically substantially all of our revenues have been derived from this business, our ability to substantially
increase our revenues and generate net income is contingent on successfully developing one or more of our pipeline products. Our ability to
develop any of the pipeline products is dependent on a number of factors, including funding availability to complete development efforts, to
adequately test and refine products, to seek required FDA approval, and to commercialize our products, thereby generating revenues once
development efforts prove successful. We have encountered in the past and may again encounter in the future problems in the testing phase for
different pipeline products, sometimes resulting in substantial setbacks in the development process. There can be no assurance that we will not
encounter similar setbacks with the products in our pipeline, or that funding from outside sources and our revenues will be sufficient to bring
any or all of our pipeline products to the point of commercialization. There can be no assurance that the products we are developing will work
effectively in the marketplace, nor that we will be able to produce them on an economical basis.
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Our success will depend in part on establishing effective strategic partnerships and business relationships.
A key aspect of our business strategy is to establish strategic partnerships. We currently have a license arrangement with Washington
University (St. Louis, MO), and a long term exclusive license and commercialization agreement with Novartis Animal Health, Inc. It is likely
that we will seek other strategic alliances. We also intend to rely heavily on companies with greater capital resources and marketing expertise
to market some of our products, such as our agreement with Novartis Animal Health. While we have identified certain possible candidates
for other potential products, we may not reach definitive agreements with any of them. Even if we enter into these arrangements, we may not
be able to maintain these collaborations or establish new collaborations in the future on acceptable terms. Furthermore, future arrangements
may require us to grant certain rights to third parties, including exclusive marketing rights to one or more products, or may have other terms
that are burdensome to us, and may involve the issuance of our securities. Our partners may decide to develop alternative technologies either
on their own or in collaboration with others. If any of our partners terminate their relationship with us or fail to perform their obligations in a
timely manner, or if we fail to perform our obligations in a timely manner, the development or commercialization of our technology in
potential products may be affected, delayed or terminated.
We may experience manufacturing problems that limit the growth of our revenue.
We purify human and animal antigens and tumor markers as our historical revenue base. In 2009 and 2008, our revenues from these sales
were approximately $291,000 and $821,000, respectively. We intend to introduce new products with substantially greater revenue potential,
including recombinant drugs for our animal health business. We, including our partner, Novartis Animal Health, have entered into contracts
with companies who meet full cGMP requirements and are capable of large scale manufacturing batches of our devices and recombinant drugs
for development, initial batch and study work as part of the FDA approval process for our business. Delays in finalizing and progressing under
agreement with the cGMP facility may delay our FDA approval process and potentially delay sales of such products. In addition, we may
encounter difficulties in production due to, among other things, the inability to obtain sufficient amounts of raw inventory, quality control,
quality assurance and component supply. These difficulties could reduce sales of our products, increase our costs, or cause production delays,
all of which could damage our reputation and hurt our financial condition. To the extent that we enter into manufacturing arrangements with
third parties, we will depend on them to perform their obligations in a timely manner and in accordance with applicable government
regulations.
Our success depends upon our ability to protect our intellectual property rights.
Our success will partially depend on our ability to obtain and enforce patents relating to our technology and processes and to protect our trade
secrets. Third parties may challenge, narrow, invalidate or circumvent our patents and processes and / or demand payments of royalties that
would impact our product costs. The patent position of biotechnology companies is generally highly uncertain, involves complex legal and
factual questions and has recently been the subject of much litigation. Neither the U.S. Patent Office nor the courts have a consistent policy
regarding breadth of claims allowed or the degree of protection afforded under many biotechnology patents.
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In an effort to protect our proprietary technology, trade secrets and know-how, we require our employees, consultants and prospective partners
to execute confidentiality and invention disclosure agreements. However, these agreements may not provide us with adequate protection
against improper use or disclosure of confidential information. These agreements may be breached, and we may not have adequate remedies
for any such breach. In addition, in some situations, these agreements may conflict, or be subject to, the rights of third parties with whom our
employees or consultants have previous employment or consulting relationships. Also, others may independently develop substantial
proprietary information and techniques or otherwise gain access to our trade secrets. We intend to market our products in many different
countries but in some of these countries we will not seek or have patents protection. Different countries have different patent rules and we may
sell in countries that do not honor patents and in which the risk that our products could be copied would be greater.
If we fail to obtain regulatory approval in foreign jurisdictions, then we cannot market our products in those jurisdictions.
We plan to market some of our products in foreign jurisdictions. Specifically, we expect that AppyScore will be aggressively marketed in
foreign jurisdictions. We may market our therapeutic animal health products in foreign jurisdictions, as well. We may need to obtain
regulatory approval from the European Union or other jurisdictions to do so and obtaining approval in one jurisdiction does not necessarily
guarantee approval in another. We may be required to conduct additional testing or provide additional information, resulting in additional
expenses, to obtain necessary approvals.
We may be unable to retain key employees or recruit additional qualified personnel.
Because of the specialized scientific nature of our business, we are highly dependent upon qualified scientific, technical, and managerial
personnel. There is intense competition for qualified personnel in our business. A loss of the services of our qualified personnel, as well as the
failure to recruit additional key scientific, technical and managerial personnel in a timely manner would harm our development programs and
our business.
Our product liability insurance coverage may not be sufficient to cover claims.
Our insurance policies currently cover claims and liability arising out of defective products for losses up to $2 million. As a result, if a claim
was to be successfully brought against us, we may not have sufficient insurance that would apply and would have to pay any costs directly,
which we may not have the resources to do.
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Risks Related to Our Securities
We may require additional capital in the future and we cannot assure you that capital will be available on reasonable terms, if at all, or on
terms that would not cause substantial dilution to our existing stockholders.
We have historically needed to raise capital to fund our operating losses. We expect to continue to incur operating losses in the 2010 calendar
year and possibly longer. If capital requirements vary materially from those currently planned, we may require additional capital sooner than
expected. There can be no assurance that such capital will be available in sufficient amounts or on terms acceptable to us, if at all, especially
in light of the state of the current financial markets. Any sale of a substantial number of additional shares may cause dilution to our existing
stockholders and could also cause the market price of our common stock to decline.
Current challenges in the commercial and credit environment may adversely affect our business and financial condition.
The global financial markets have recently experienced unprecedented levels of volatility. Our ability to generate cash flows from operations,
issue debt or enter into other financing arrangements on acceptable terms could be adversely affected if there is a material decline in the
demand for the Company’s products or in the solvency of its customers or suppliers, deterioration in the Company’s key financial ratios or
credit ratings, or other significantly unfavorable changes in conditions. While these conditions and the current economic downturn have not
meaningfully adversely affected our operations to date, continuing volatility in the global financial markets could increase borrowing costs or
affect the company’s ability to access the capital markets. Current or worsening economic conditions may also adversely affect the business
of our customers, including their ability to pay for our products and services, and the amount spent on healthcare generally. This could result
in a decrease in the demand for our potential products and services, longer sales cycles, slower adoption of new technologies and increased
price competition. These conditions may also adversely affect certain of our suppliers, which could cause a disruption in our ability to produce
our products.
We do not anticipate paying any dividends in the foreseeable future.
The Company does not intend to declare any dividends in the foreseeable future. Investors who require income from dividends should not
purchase our securities.
Our stock price, like that of many biotechnology companies, is volatile.
The market prices for securities of biotechnology companies in general have been highly volatile and may continue to be highly volatile in the
future, particularly in light of the current financial markets. In addition, the market price of our Common Stock has been and may continue to
be volatile, especially on the eve of Company announcements which the market is expecting, as is the case with clinical trial results. Among
other factors, the following may have a significant effect on the market price of our Common Stock:
▪

Announcements of clinical trial results, FDA correspondence, technological innovations or new commercial products by us or our
competitors.

•

Publicity regarding actual or potential medical results related to products under development or being commercialized by us or our
competitors.

•

Regulatory developments or delays affecting our products under development in the U.S. and other countries.

•

New proposals to change or reform the U.S. healthcare system, including, but not limited to, new regulations concerning
reimbursement programs.
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ITEM 1B. UNRESOLVED STAFF COMMENTS.
None.
ITEM 2. PROPERTIES.
We maintain our administrative office, laboratory and production operations in a 40,000 square foot building in Castle Rock,
Colorado, which was constructed for us in 2003. We presently do not plan any renovation, improvements, or development of this property.
We may utilize a portion of the currently un-used space, which amounts to approximately 14,000 square feet for expansion at some point in
the future. The Company believes that its facilities are adequate for its near-term needs.
We own the property subject to a mortgage with an outstanding balance of approximately $2,754,000 at December 31, 2009, payable
in monthly installments of approximately $23,700 and bearing interest at an approximate average rate of 7%. In the opinion of management,
the Company maintains adequate insurance coverage on the property.
ITEM 3. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS.
We are not a party to any legal proceedings, the adverse outcome of which would, in our management’s opinion, have a material
adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations.
ITEM 4. [RESERVED].
PART II
ITEM 5. MARKET FOR REGISTRANT’S COMMON EQUITY, RELATED STOCKHOLDER MATTERS AND ISSUER
PURCHASES OF EQUITY SECURITIES.
Market Information
Our common stock began trading on the Nasdaq Capital Market under the symbol “APPY” as of August 28, 2007. The following
table sets forth, for the periods indicated, the high and low closing prices of our shares, as reported by Nasdaq.com.
Quarter ended
High

Low

March 31, 2008
June 30, 2008
September 30, 2008
December 31, 2008

$
$
$
$

8.60
6.49
7.24
6.65

$
$
$
$

5.19
4.00
5.63
5.72

March 31, 2009
June 30, 2009
September 30, 2009
December 31, 2009

$
$
$
$

7.63
2.67
2.91
2.16

$
$
$
$

1.29
1.53
1.98
1.39
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As of March 5, 2010 we had approximately 970 holders of record (excluding an indeterminable number of stockholders whose shares
are held in street or “nominee” name) of our common stock.
The closing price of our Common Stock on March 5, 2010 was $2.08 per share.
During the last two fiscal years we have not paid any dividend on any class of equity securities. We anticipate that for the foreseeable
future all earnings will be retained for use in our business and no cash dividends will be paid to stockholders. Any payment of cash dividends
in the future on the Common Stock will be dependent upon our financial condition, results of operations, current and anticipated cash
requirements, plans for expansion, as well as other factors that the Board of Directors deems relevant.
STOCK PERFORMANCE GRAPH
The performance graph set forth below shall not be deemed “soliciting material” or “filed” for purposes of Section 18 of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), or otherwise subject to liability under that Section. This graph will not be deemed
“incorporated by reference” into any filing under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or the Exchange Act, whether such filing occurs
before or after the date hereof, regardless of any general incorporation language in such filing.
The following graph compares the cumulative total returns to investors in the Company’s Common Stock, the NASDAQ Composite
Index and the NASDAQ Biotechnology Index for the period from August 27, 2007 (when the Company was first listed for trading on
NASDAQ) through December 31, 2009. The graph assumes that $100 was invested on August 27, 2007 in the Company’s Common Stock and
in each of the above-mentioned indices, and that all dividends, if any, were reinvested.
The NASDAQ Composite Index was chosen because it is a broad index of companies whose equity securities are traded on the
NASDAQ Stock Market. The NASDAQ Biotechnology Index was chosen because it is a published line of business index that includes a
number of our competitors. Stockholders are cautioned that the graph shows the returns to investors only as of the dates noted and may not be
representative of the returns for any other past or future period.
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Securities Authorized Under Equity Compensation Plans Information
The Company’s currently has one equity compensation plan. The 2002 Stock Incentive Plan (the “Plan”) was approved by the board
of directors and adopted by the stockholders on May 20, 2002. At our annual meeting of stockholders held on June 9, 2008 our stockholders
approved an amendment to the Plan increasing the number of shares reserved under the Plan to 4,600,000. On November 20, 2009, the
Company’s stockholders approved an amendment to the Plan to increase the number of shares reserved under the Plan to 6,100,000.
The following table gives information about the Company’s Common Stock that may be issued upon the exercise of options and
rights under the Company’s compensation plan as of December 31, 2009.
Number of
securities
to be issued
upon exercise
of outstanding
options

Plan Category
Equity compensation plans approved
by security holders

4,425,532

Equity compensation plans not
approved by security holders

Weighted
average
exercise
price of
outstanding
options

$

—

Total

4,425,532
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$

Number of
securities
remaining
available for
future issuance

2.06

1,674,468

—

—

2.06

1,674,468

Recent Sales of Unregistered Securities
The following sets forth the equity securities we sold during the period covered by this report, not previously reported on Forms 10-Q or 8-K,
which were not registered under the Securities Act.
On a monthly basis during the three months ended December 31, 2009, 15,000 warrants (5,000 per month) to acquire common shares were
granted to a consultant in consideration for investor relations services, 10,000 of these are exercisable at $2.20 per share and 5,000 are
exercisable at $1.80 per share. The warrants vested upon grant and expire in three years. The Company relied on the exemption under section
4(2) of the Securities Act of 1933 (the “Act”) for the above issuance because we: (i) did not engage in any public advertising or general
solicitation in connection with the warrant issuance; (ii) made available to the recipient disclosure regarding all aspects of our business
including our reports filed with the SEC and our press releases, and other financial, business, and corporate information; and (iii) believed that
the recipient obtained all information regarding the Company requested (or believed appropriate) and received answers to all questions posed
by the recipient, and otherwise understood the risks of accepting our securities for investment purposes. No commission or other remuneration
was paid on this issuance.
During the quarter covered by this report, the Company did not make any purchases of its common shares under the previously announced
authorized common stock repurchase program of up to $5 million that may be made from time to time at prevailing prices as permitted by
securities laws and other requirements, and subject to market conditions and other factors and no purchases are anticipated in the near-term.
The program is administered by management and may be discontinued at any time.
ITEM 6. SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA.
For the Fiscal Years Ended December 31,
2008
2007
2006

2009
Summary Statement of Operations items:
Total revenues
Net loss
Basic and diluted loss per share
Weighted average shares outstanding

Summary Balance Sheet Information:
Current assets
Total assets
Long term liabilities
Total liabilities
Equity

2005

$
291,000 $
821,000 $
849,000 $ 1,140,000 $
860,000
$ (15,518,000) $ (9,568,000) $ (6,201,000) $ (3,109,000) $ (2,114,000)
$
(0.47) $
(0.31) $
(0.24) $
(0.18) $
(0.15)
33,169,172
31,172,862
26,178,365
17,400,327
14,388,484
As of December 31,
2007

2009

2008

$ 14,427,000
$ 19,378,000
$ 3,290,000
$ 6,564,000
$ 12,814,000

$ 18,871,000
$ 24,187,000
$ 3,553,000
$ 6,299,000
$ 17,888,000
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$ 26,695,000
$ 31,662,000
$ 3,053,000
$ 5,158,000
$ 26,504,000

2006
$
$
$
$
$

4,305,000
8,748,000
3,623,000
4,323,000
4,425,000

2005
$
$
$
$
$

2,663,000
7,088,000
3,892,000
4,665,000
2,422,000

ITEM 7. MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF OPERATION.
The discussion and analysis below includes certain forward-looking statements that are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors, as
described in “Risk Factors” and elsewhere in this Annual Report on Form 10-K, that could cause our actual growth, results of operations,
performance, financial position and business prospects and opportunities for this fiscal year and the periods that follow to differ materially
from those expressed in, or implied by, those forward-looking statements.
RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
Revenues
Year 2009 compared to Year 2008
Sales generated primarily from the Company’s base antigen business for the year ended December 31, 2009 totaled $291,000, which is a
$531,000, or 65%, decrease from the year ended December 31, 2008. Two customers accounted for $105,000 of the total 2009 sales and
individually represented 17% and 20% of such sales. This decrease was due to general economic conditions combined with the fact that the
Company is focusing its efforts primarily on the development of other products, primarily the AppyScore test. License fees of $214,000 were
recognized in 2009 with $64,000 recognized under the long term exclusive license and commercialization agreement for the Company’s novel
recombinant single-chain bovine products and $150,000 recognized as a result of the termination of the license agreement with Merial
Limited.
Cost of sales for the year ended December 31, 2009 totaled $710,000, which is a $129,000, or 22%, increase from the year ended December
31, 2008. The increase in cost of sales was due to a combination that included a write down of inventory costs in 2009 of approximately
$400,000 associated with the antigen products and certain fixed overhead costs associated with antigen production that were not covered with
the lower sales levels. As a percentage of sales, there was a gross loss of 144% in the 2009 period as compared to a gross profit of 29% in the
2008 period. The change in the gross margin percent resulted from the lower level of sales in 2009 combined with the inventory write down
and certain fixed overhead costs.
Year 2008 compared to Year 2007
Sales generated primarily from the Company’s base antigen business for the year ended December 31, 2008 totaled $821,000, which is a
$27,000, or 3%, decrease from the year ended December 31, 2007. Three customers accounted for $535,000 of the total 2008 sales. These
individual customers represented 37%, 14%, and 13%, respectively of total sales. During 2008, the Company entered into a long term
exclusive license and commercialization agreement to develop and launch the Company’s novel recombinant single-chain bovine products.
The total initial payments we received under this agreement were recorded as deferred revenue and will be recognized in the future with
$48,000 of such license fee recognized in 2008.
Cost of sales for the year ended December 31, 2008 totaled $582,000, a $34,000, or 6%, decrease as compared to the 2007 period. The change
in cost of sales resulted from a combination of lower levels in production due to the lower sales levels combined with certain production
personnel being assigned and allocated to development activities versus production. This reduction was somewhat offset by a write down of
work in process costs taken in 2008 of approximately $186,000 for excess inventory of certain slower selling antigen products. Gross profit
percentage increased to 29.2% during the year ended December 31, 2008 as compared to 27.4% in 2007, as a result of the above factors.
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Selling, General and Administrative Expenses
Year 2009 compared to Year 2008
Selling, general and administrative expenses in the year ended December 31, 2009, totaled $6,631,000, which is a $2,197,000, or 50%,
increase as compared to the 2008 period. During late 2008 and continuing in 2009, the Company increased its overhead costs to support
advancing the AppyScore test in clinical trials and associated efforts to advance clearance of the test through the FDA and to support its
development activities and advance its licensing activities and negotiations for the single-chain animal products. The hiring of additional
personnel resulted in approximately $1,223,000 of additional expenses in 2009, which included approximately $331,000 in additional
employee related stock-based compensation expense in 2009 over 2008 amounts. Additionally, selling, general and administrative expenses
increased by $565,000 due to the impairment recorded for patents related to terminating an agreement with Merial Limited and management’s
decision to not pursue patents specific to certain small market countries.
Year 2008 compared to Year 2007
Selling, general and administrative expenses in the year ended December 31, 2008, totaled $4,433,000, which is a $422,000, or 11%, increase
as compared to the 2007 period. During the year ended December 31, 2008, the Company increased its overhead costs to support its
development activities and advance its licensing activities and negotiations for the single-chain animal products. The activities performed
included advancing the AppyScore product into FDA clinical trials and the negotiation and signing of a license agreement with Novartis
Animal Health for the bovine LH and FSH products. This resulted in increased professional service fees of approximately $353,000,
attributable to legal fees on negotiating and reviewing of contracts and related matters and recruiter fees from the hiring of additional
personnel. Increases associated with staff increases and benefits totaled approximately $585,000 in 2008, which included approximately
$394,000 in additional stock-based compensation expense in 2008 over 2007 amounts. These compensation expenses were offset by a
decrease of approximately $575,000 in 2008 incentive plan amounts paid to employees under the Company’s incentive plan.
Research and Development
Year 2009 compared to Year 2008
Research and development expenses in 2009 totaled $8,714,000, which is a $2,688,000, or 45%, increase compared to 2008. Direct
development expenses on the appendicitis test, including product development advances, clinical trials, FDA clearance related activities and
contracted services resulted in total expenses of $6,290,000 in 2009, an increase of approximately $1,845,000 over 2008. In addition,
development expenses on the single-chain animal drug products totaled approximately $1,127,000 in 2009, an increase of approximately
$632,000 over 2008, as the bovine products continued to advance in development primarily related to advancement made through our
licensing agreement with Novartis Animal Health. Additions to research staff, including temporary contract personnel, to support accelerating
development efforts, increased expenses by approximately $220,000 in 2009.
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Year 2008 compared to Year 2007
Research and development expenses in the year ended December 31, 2008 totaled $6,025,000, which is a $3,358,000, or 126%, increase as
compared to the 2007 period. Development efforts and advances on the appendicitis products, including the clinical trial resulted in an expense
increase in 2008 of approximately $3,800,000. This increase was offset by lower development expenses on the single-chain animal products of
approximately $478,000 in 2008 as the bovine products moved from feasibility development by AspenBio to a commercialization and
licensing arrangement in mid-2008. Development expenses on SurBred, the bovine open cow (“not pregnant”) test were down by
approximately $268,000 in 2008 as development efforts primarily focused on other projects. Additions to research staff to support accelerating
development efforts, increased expenses by approximately $200,000 in 2008.
Interest Income and Expense
Year 2009 compared to Year 2008
Interest income for the year ended December 31, 2009, decreased to $189,000, which is a $557,000 decrease as compared to the $746,000
earned in 2008. The decrease in interest income was primarily due to lower levels of investable cash and reduced return rates. Interest expense
for the year ended December 31, 2009, decreased to $200,000, or $28,000 less as compared to the 2008 year. The decrease was primarily due
to lower debt levels resulting from scheduled principal repayments.
Year 2008 compared to Year 2007
Interest income for the year ended December 31, 2008, increased to $746,000, which is a $294,000 increase as compared to the $452,000
earned in 2007. The increase was primarily due to an increased level in cash following the equity offering that occurred late in the 2007
period. Interest expense for the year ended December 31, 2008, decreased to $229,000, or $13,000 less as compared to the 2007 year. The
decrease was primarily due to lower debt levels resulting from scheduled principal repayments.
Income Taxes
No income tax benefit was recorded on the loss for the year ended December 31, 2009, as management of the Company was unable to
determine that it was more likely than not that such benefit would be realized. At December 31, 2009, the Company had a net operating loss
for income tax purposes of approximately $38 million, expiring through 2029.
LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES
At December 31, 2009, we had working capital of $11,153,000, which included cash, cash equivalents and short term investments of
$13,877,000. We reported a net loss of $15,518,000 during the year ended December 31, 2009, which included net non-cash expenses totaling
$2,462,000, for stock-based compensation of $1,715,000, impairment and related charges of $573,000 and depreciation and amortization
expenses of $388,000, net of amortized license fee revenues of $214,000. Included in the 2009 impairment and related charges is $565,000 in
patent impairment costs related to the termination of an agreement with Merial Limited and to not pursuing patents specific to certain countries
that were determined to be not economically beneficial. In addition, late 2009, we substantially suspended the production of antigen products
as a result of its strategic decision to focus available scientific resources on appendicitis and single-chain animal product development. As a
result of this decision we recorded approximately a $400,000 write down in antigen inventories.
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Currently, our primary focus is to continue the development activities on the appendicitis tests including advancement of such tests within the
FDA and single-chain products to attempt to secure near-term value from these products.
Capital expenditures, primarily for production, laboratory and facility improvement costs for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2010, are
anticipated to total approximately $200,000 to $400,000. We anticipate these capital expenditures to be financed out of working capital.
We anticipate that expenditures for research and development for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2010 will generally decrease as
compared to the amounts expended in 2009, primarily due to the expected completion of the AppyScore clinical trial in early
2010. Development and testing costs in support of the current pipeline products as well as costs to file patents and revise and update previous
filings on our technologies will continue to be substantial. Our principal development products consist of the appendicitis tests and the singlechain animal hormone drug products. As we continue towards commercialization of these products, including evaluation of strategic
alternatives to effectively maximize the value of our technology, we will need to consider a number of alternatives, including possible capital
financing or other transactions and partnering opportunities, working capital requirements including possible product management and
distribution alternatives and implications of product manufacturing and associated carrying costs. Certain costs such as manufacturing and
license / royalty agreements have different implications depending upon the ultimate strategic path determined.
We expect that the primary expenditures will be incurred to continue to advance our initial appendicitis blood test technology, AppyScore
through the FDA application and clearance process in addition to advancing development of the next generation appendicitis test products.
During the years ended December 31, 2009, 2008 and 2007, we expended approximately $6,290,000, $4,446,000 and $645,000, respectively,
in direct costs for the appendicitis test development and related efforts. While commercialization of the appendicitis test products will be an
ongoing and evolving process with subsequent generations and improvements being made in the test, we believe that 2010 will reflect
significant progress in advancing and commercializing the test. Should we be unable to achieve FDA clearance of the AppyScore test and
generate revenues from the product, we would need to rely on other product opportunities to generate revenues and the costs that we have
incurred for the appendicitis patent may be deemed to be impaired. In May 2003, we signed the Assignment and Consultation Agreement
(“Bealer Agreement”) with Dr. John Bealer, which contains among other provisions certain royalty obligations.
In April 2008 we entered into a long term exclusive license and commercialization agreement with Novartis Animal Health, Inc. (“Novartis
Animal Health”), to develop and launch our novel recombinant single-chain bovine products, BoviPure LH™ and BoviPure FSH™. The
license agreement is a collaborative arrangement that provides for a sharing of product development activities, development and registration
costs and worldwide product sales for the bovine species. We received an upfront cash payment of $2,000,000, of which 50% was nonrefundable upon signing the agreement and the balance is subject to certain conditions which we expect to be substantially achieved in 2010.
Ongoing royalties will be payable upon product launch based upon net direct product margins as defined and specified under the agreement.
During the years ended December 31, 2009, 2008 and 2007, we expended approximately $1,109,000, $478,000 and $947,000, respectively in
direct costs for the BoviPure LH and BoviPure FSH product development and related efforts.
As of December 31, 2009, we and Merial Limited entered into a Settlement and Release Agreement (the “Settlement Agreement”) to terminate
the Distribution Agreement dated May 23, 2003 between us. As a result of that termination we agreed to refund to Merial Limited, $50,000 of
the original $200,000 they had paid to us and the remaining $150,000 was waived by Merial and we recognized this as revenue in 2009.
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We have entered and expect to continue to enter into additional agreements with contract manufacturers for the development / manufacture of
certain of our products for which we are seeking FDA approval. The ultimate goal of this development process is to establish current good
manufacturing practices (“cGMP”) manufacturing methods required for those products in which we are seeking FDA approval. We continue
in discussions with other potential manufacturers who meet full cGMP requirements, and are capable of large-scale manufacturing batches of
our medical devices who can economically manufacture them to produce products at an acceptable cost. These development and
manufacturing agreements generally contain transfer fees and possible penalty and / or royalty provisions should we transfer our products to
another contract manufacturer. We expect to continue to evaluate, negotiate and execute additional development and manufacturing
agreements, some of which may be significant commitments during 2010. We may also consider acquisitions of development technologies or
products, should opportunities arise that we believe fit our business strategy and would be appropriate from a capital standpoint.
We have a permanent mortgage facility on our land and building. The mortgage is held by a commercial bank and includes a portion
guaranteed by the U. S. Small Business Administration. The loan is collateralized by the real property and is also personally guaranteed by a
stockholder (our former president). The average approximate interest rate is 7% and the loan requires monthly payments of approximately
$23,700 through June 2013 with the then remaining principal balance due July 2013.
During 2009 we completed an offering of common stock generating net proceeds of $8,260,000, by issuing approximately 5,155,000 shares of
common stock. During 2009 we also received cash proceeds of approximately $469,000 from the exercise of a total of approximately 605,000
options. During 2008 we received cash proceeds of approximately $560,000 from the exercise of a total of approximately 500,000
options. During 2007 we received cash proceeds of approximately $9,968,000 from the exercise of a total of approximately 8,339,000
warrants and options. During December 2007 we also completed a private offering of common stock generating net proceeds of $17,063,000,
by issuing approximately 2,516,000 shares of common stock.
In April, 2008 our board of directors authorized a stock repurchase plan to purchase shares of our common stock up to a maximum of
$5,000,000. Purchases are required to be made in routine, open market transactions, when management determines to effect purchases and any
purchased common shares are thereupon retired. Management may elect to purchase less than $5,000,000. The repurchase program allows us
to repurchase our shares in accordance with the requirements of the Securities and Exchange Commission on the open market, in block trades
and in privately negotiated transactions, depending upon market conditions and other factors. The repurchase program is being funded using
our working capital. A total of approximately 232,000 common shares were purchased and retired in 2008 at a total cost of approximately
$992,000 and no repurchase have been made subsequently.
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We expect to continue to incur losses from operations for the near-term and these losses could be significant as we incur product
development, contract consulting and product related expenses. We have also recently increased our overhead expenses with the hiring of
additional management personnel. We believe that our current working capital position will be sufficient to meet our near-term needs. Our
investments are maintained in relatively short term, high quality investments instruments, to ensure we have ready access to cash as needed.
With the recent changes in market conditions, combined with our conservative investment policy and lower average investable balances due to
cash consumption, we expect that our investment earnings in 2010 will be significantly lower than that in 2009. Our Board has approved an
investment policy covering the investment parameters to be followed with the primary goals being the safety of principal amounts and
maintaining liquidity of the fund. The policy provides for minimum investment rating requirements as well as limitations on investment
duration and concentrations. During the fourth quarter of 2008, based upon market conditions, the investment guidelines were temporarily
tightened to raise the minimum acceptable investment ratings required for investments and shorten the maximum investment term, with such
tightened guidelines remaining in effect. Current investment guidelines are for investments to be made in investments with minimum ratings
purchasing commercial paper with an A1/P1 rating, longer-term bonds with an A- rating or better, a maximum maturity of nine months and a
concentration guideline of 10% (no security or issuer representing more than 10% of the portfolio when purchased). As of December 31, 2009
approximately 95% of the investment portfolio was in cash equivalents which are included with cash and the remaining funds were invested in
short term marketable securities with none individually representing more than 5% of the portfolio and none maturing past February 2010. The
marketable securities investment portion was invested in the financial sector in large market cap public companies. To date we have not
experienced a cumulative market loss from the investments that has cumulatively exceeded $5,000. The investment account was established in
late December 2007 and during the year ended December 31, 2009, gross marketable securities investments acquired totaled approximately
$2.3 million, sales of investments totaled approximately $7.4 million, interest income totaled approximately $179,000 and there were no
significant losses. We expect gains and losses in the future to be less than these historical levels.
Due to recent market events that have adversely affected all industries and the economy as a whole, management has placed increased
emphasis on monitoring the risks associated with the current environment, particularly the investment parameters of the short term
investments, the recoverability of receivables and inventories, the fair value of assets, and the Company’s liquidity. At this point in time, there
has not been a material impact on the Company’s assets and liquidity. Management will continue to monitor the risks associated with the
current environment and their impact on the Company’s results.
Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements
We do not have any off-balance sheet arrangements.
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Total Contractual Cash Obligations
Table I — Contractual Cash Obligations

Total
Contractual obligations
Long-term debt obligations (a)
Capital lease obligations (b)
Operating lease obligations
Total

Payments due by period
1-3
3-5
years
years

Less than 1
year

More than 5
years

$ 2,754,176
8,659
(c)

$

98,758
8,659
(c)

$

1,892,285
—
(c)

$

196,269
—
(c)

$

566,864
—
(c)

$ 2,762,835

$

107,417

$

1,892,285

$

196,269

$

566,864

(a)

The Company has a permanent mortgage facility on its land and building. The mortgage is held by a commercial bank and includes
approximately 39% that is guaranteed by the U. S. Small Business Administration (“SBA”). The loan is collateralized by the real
property and is also personally guaranteed by a stockholder of the Company. The interest rate on the bank portion is one percentage
over the Wall Street Journal Prime Rate (minimum 7%), with 7% being the approximate effective rate for 2009 and 2008 and the SBA
portion bears interest at the rate of 5.86%. The loan requires total monthly payments of approximately $23,700 through June 2013
when the then remaining principal balance is due.

(b)

The Company has capitalized certain obligations under leases that meet the requirements of capital lease obligations. At December 31,
2009, such obligations totaled $8,659, which is due in 2010.

(c)

The Company’s operating lease commitments cover a limited number of pieces of office equipment, are generally less than three year
commitments and the annual amounts are not significant.

Operating Activities
Net cash consumed by operating activities was $11,364,000 during the year ended December 31, 2009. Cash was consumed by the loss of
$15,518,000, less net non-cash expenses totaling $2,462,000, for stock-based compensation of $1,715,000, impairment and related charges of
$573,000 and depreciation and amortization expenses of $388,000, net of amortized license fee revenues of $214,000. Included in the 2009
impairment charges is $565,000 in patent impairment costs related to terminating an agreement with Merial Limited and to not pursuing
patents specific to certain countries that were determined to be not economically beneficial. A decrease in accounts receivable of $15,000
provided cash resulting from lower base antigen sales levels. Inventory levels decreased by a net $233,000, arising from net sales activities and
the write down of antigen based inventory to lower of cost or market. In late 2009, we substantially suspended the production of antigen
products as a result of its strategic decision to focus available scientific resources on appendicitis and single-chain animal product
development. As a result of this decision we recorded an approximately $400,000 write down in antigen inventories. Currently, our primary
focus is to continue the development activities on the appendicitis tests including advancement of such tests within the FDA and single-chain
products to attempt to secure near-term value from these products. Cash consumed in operations was reduced by the net increase of $830,000
in accounts payable and accrued expenses, primarily due to the increase in year-end accrued expenses.
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Net cash consumed by operating activities was $6,443,000 during the year ended December 31, 2008. Cash was consumed by the loss of
$9,568,000, less non-cash expenses of $1,384,000 for stock-based compensation, $368,000 for depreciation and amortization and a $318,000
non-cash charges. During 2008 in connection with the Novartis Animal Health license agreement, of the $2,000,000 we received upfront
under that agreement, we recorded $1,560,000 as an increase in deferred revenue to be recognized over the agreement’s term, with $440,000
paid out or payable under the Washington University’s license agreement terms. As of December 31, 2008 the $561,000 increase in prepaid
expenses and other current assets, consisted primarily of approximately $532,000 in costs that we had incurred under the Novartis Animal
Health agreement that are recoverable from them.
Net cash consumed by operating activities was $3,607,000 during the year ended December 31, 2007. Cash was consumed by the loss of
$6,201,000, less non-cash expenses of $1,248,000 for stock-based compensation, $299,000 for depreciation, amortization and write-off of
patent costs and a $327,000 a non-cash development fee. A decrease in accounts receivable of $301,000 provided cash resulting from lower
base antigen sales levels. Inventory levels increased by $258,000, consuming cash and arising from normal antigen production runs near year
end. Cash consumed in operations was reduced by the net increase of $775,000 in accounts payable and accrued expenses, primarily due to the
increase in year-end accrued expenses.
Investing Activities
Net cash inflows from investing activities generated $4,533,000 during the year ended December 31, 2009. Marketable securities investments
acquired totaled approximately $2.3 million and sales of marketable securities totaled approximately $7.4 million. Cash totaling $596,000 was
used in additions to intangibles of $352,000 for costs incurred from patent filings and equipment additions totaling $244,000 for additions and
expansion of lab equipment and facilities.
Net cash outflows from investing activities generated $2,094,000 during the year ended December 31, 2008. Marketable securities investments
acquired totaled approximately $9.9 million and sales of marketable securities totaled approximately $12.8 million. A $753,000 use of cash
was primarily attributable to additions to intangibles from additional costs incurred from patent filings and equipment additions from upgrades
and expansion of lab equipment and capabilities.
Net cash outflows from investing activities consumed $9,310,000 during the year ended December 31, 2007. An $8,487,000 increase in short
term investments reduced cash. An $823,000 use of cash was primarily attributable to purchases of property and equipment and intangibles.
Financing Activities
Net cash inflows from financing activities generated $8,378,000 during the year ended December 31, 2009. The Company received net
proceeds of $8,260,000 from an offering of common stock and $469,000 in proceeds from the exercise of stock warrants and options. The
Company repaid $351,000 in scheduled payments under its debt agreements.
Net cash flows from financing activities consumed $1,209,000 during the year ended December 31, 2008. The Company repaid $777,000, in
scheduled payments under its debt agreements and paid $992,000 to repurchase and retire shares of the Company’s common stock under the
Board approved repurchase program. As a result of the exercise of common stock warrants and options net proceeds of $560,000 provided
cash.
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Net cash inflows from financing activities generated $26,764,000 during the year ended December 31, 2007. The Company received net
proceeds of $17,063,000 from the sale of common stock and $9,968,000 in proceeds from the exercise of stock warrants and options. The
Company repaid $267,000, in scheduled payments under its debt agreements.
Critical Accounting Policies
The Company’s financial position, results of operations and cash flows are impacted by the accounting policies the Company has adopted. In
order to get a full understanding of the Company’s financial statements, one must have a clear understanding of the accounting policies
employed. A summary of the Company’s critical accounting policies follows:
Investments: The Company invests excess cash from time to time in highly liquid debt and equity securities of highly rated entities
which are classified as trading securities. Such amounts are recorded at market and are classified as current, as the Company does not intend to
hold the investments beyond twelve months. Such excess funds are invested under the Company’s investment policy but an unexpected
decline or loss could have an adverse and material effect on the carrying value, recoverability or investment returns of such investments. Our
Board has approved an investment policy covering the investment parameters to be followed with the primary goals being the safety of
principal amounts and maintaining liquidity of the fund. The policy provides for minimum investment rating requirements as well as
limitations on investment duration and concentrations.
Effective January 1, 2008, the Company partially adopted Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) Accounting Standards
Codification Topic (“ASC”) 820 (formerly - Statement of Financial Accounting Standard (“SFAS”) No. 157), “Fair Value Measurements”.
This statement defines fair value, establishes a framework for measuring fair value in generally accepted accounting principles, and expands
disclosures about fair value measurements. As permitted, the Company elected to defer the adoption of the nonrecurring fair value
measurement disclosure of nonfinancial assets and liabilities until January 1, 2009. The adoption of ASC 820 did not have a material impact
on the Company’s results of operations, cash flows or financial position. To increase consistency and comparability in fair value
measurements, ASC 820 establishes a fair value hierarchy that prioritizes the inputs to valuation techniques used to measure fair value into
three levels as follows:
Level 1 — quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities;
Level 2 — observable inputs other than Level 1, quoted prices for similar assets or liabilities in active markets, quoted prices for
identical or similar assets and liabilities in markets that are not active, and model-derived prices whose inputs are observable or
whose significant value drivers are observable; and
Level 3 — assets and liabilities whose significant value drivers are unobservable.
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Observable inputs are based on market data obtained from independent sources, while unobservable inputs are based on the
Company’s market assumptions. Unobservable inputs require significant management judgment or estimation. In some cases, the inputs used
to measure an asset or liability may fall into different levels of the fair value hierarchy. In those instances, the fair value measurement is
required to be classified using the lowest level of input that is significant to the fair value measurement. Such determination requires
significant management judgment. There were no financial assets or liabilities measured at fair value, with the exception of cash, cash
equivalents and short-term investments, as of September 30, 2009 and December 31, 2008. There were no changes in the Company’s
valuation techniques used to measure fair value on a recurring or non-recurring basis as a result of adopting ASC 820.
Accounts Receivable: Accounts receivable balances are stated net of allowances for doubtful accounts. The Company records
allowances for doubtful accounts when it is probable that the accounts receivable balance will not be collected. When estimating the
allowances for doubtful accounts, the Company takes into consideration such factors as its day-to-day knowledge of the financial position of
specific clients, the industry and size of its clients. A financial decline of any one of the Company’s large clients could have an adverse and
material effect on the collectability of receivables and thus the adequacy of the allowance for doubtful accounts. Increases in the allowance for
doubtful accounts are recorded as charges to bad debt expense and are reflected in operating expenses in the Company’s statements of
operations. Write-offs of uncollectible accounts are charged against the allowance for doubtful accounts.
Inventories: Inventories are stated at the lower of cost or market. Cost is determined on the first-in, first-out (FIFO) method. The
elements of cost in inventories include materials, labor and overhead. During the fourth quarter of 2009, the Company’s management team
suspended the production of antigens as a result of its strategic plan to focus its current scientific resources on appendicitis and single-chain
animal product development. As a result of this decision the Company recorded approximately $400,000 in write downs to antigen
inventories.
Long-Lived Assets: The Company records property and equipment at cost. Depreciation of the assets is recorded on the straightline basis over the estimated useful lives of the assets. Dispositions of property and equipment are recorded in the period of disposition and
any resulting gains or losses are charged to income or expense when the disposal occurs. The carrying value of the Company’s long-lived
assets is reviewed at least annually to determine that such carrying amounts are not in excess of estimated market value. Goodwill is reviewed
annually for impairment by comparing the carrying value to the present value of its expected cash flows or future value. For the years ended
December 31, 2009 and 2008, the required annual testing resulted in no impairment charge.
Revenue Recognition: The Company’s revenues are recognized when products are shipped or delivered to unaffiliated customers.
The Securities and Exchange Commission’s Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB) No. 104, which provides guidance on the application of
generally accepted accounting principles to select revenue recognition issues. The Company has concluded that its revenue recognition policy
is appropriate and in accordance with SAB No. 104. Revenue is recognized under development and distribution agreements only after the
following criteria are met: (i) there exists adequate evidence of the transactions; (ii) delivery of goods has occurred or services have been
rendered; and (iii) the price is not contingent on future activity and collectability is reasonably assured.
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Stock-based Compensation:
We estimate the fair value of share-based payment awards made to key employees and directors on the date of grant using the Black-Scholes
option-pricing model. We then expense the fair value over the vesting period of the grant using a straight-line expense model. The fair value
of share-based payments requires management to estimate/calculate various inputs such as the volatility of the underlying stock, the expected
dividend rate, the estimated forfeiture rate and an estimated life of each option. These assumptions are based on historical trends and estimated
future actions of option holders and may not be indicative of actual events which may have a material impact on our financial statements. See
Note 7 to the accompanying financial statements for further details on share-based compensation expense.
Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements
In June 2009, FASB approved the FASB Accounting Standards Codification (“the Codification”) as the single source of authoritative
nongovernmental GAAP. All existing accounting standard documents, such as FASB, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
Emerging Issues Task Force and other related literature, excluding guidance from the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), have
been superseded by the Codification. All other non-grandfathered, non-SEC accounting literature not included in the Codification has become
nonauthoritative. The Codification did not change GAAP, but instead introduced a new structure that combines all authoritative standards into
a comprehensive, topically organized online database. The Codification is effective for interim or annual periods ending after September 15,
2009, and impacts the Company’s financial statements as all future references to authoritative accounting literature will be referenced in
accordance with the Codification. There have been no changes to the content of the Company’s financial statements or disclosures as a result
of implementing the Codification during the year ended December 31, 2009.
As a result of the Company’s implementation of the Codification during the year ended December 31, 2009, previous references to new
accounting standards and literature are no longer applicable. In this annual report, the Company has provided reference to both new and old
guidance to assist in understanding the impacts of recently adopted accounting literature, particularly for guidance adopted since the beginning
of the current fiscal year but prior to the Codification.
In December 2007, the FASB issued ASC 805 (formerly - SFAS No. 141 (R)), “Business Combinations”, which became effective for fiscal
periods beginning after December 15, 2008. The standard changes the accounting for business combinations, including the measurement of
acquirer shares issued in consideration for a business combination, the recognition of contingent consideration, the accounting for preacquisition gain and loss contingencies, the recognition of capitalized in-process research and development, the accounting for acquisitionrelated restructuring cost accruals, the treatment of acquisition related transaction costs, and the recognition of changes in the acquirer’s
income tax valuation allowance. The standard became effective for the Company on January 1, 2009. The Company will apply the provisions
of ASC 805 to any future business combinations.
In December 2007, the FASB issued ASC 810 (formerly - SFAS No. 160), “Consolidation” The standard changes the accounting for noncontrolling (minority) interests in consolidated financial statements, including the requirements to classify non-controlling interests as a
component of consolidated stockholders’ equity, and the elimination of minority interest accounting in results of operations with earnings
attributable to non-controlling interests reported as part of consolidated earnings. Purchases and sales of non-controlling interests are to be
reported in equity similar to treasury stock transactions. The standard became effective for the Company on January 1, 2009. The adoption of
this statement did not have an impact on the Company’s financial statements.
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In December 2007, the FASB ratified ASC 808 (formerly - Emerging Issues Task Force (“EITF”) No. 07-1-), “Collaborative Arrangements”.
ASC 808 defines collaborative arrangements and establishes reporting requirements for transactions between participants in a collaborative
arrangement and between participants in the arrangement and third parties. ASC 808 also establishes the appropriate income statement
presentation and classification for joint operating activities and payments between participants, as well as the sufficiency of the disclosures
related to these arrangements. ASC 808 was effective for the Company beginning January 1, 2009, and its adoption did not have a material
impact on the Company’s financial statements.
On January 1, 2009, the Company adopted ASC 815 (formerly - EITF Issue No. 07-5), “Derivatives and Hedging”, which requires the
application of a two-step approach in evaluating whether an equity-linked financial instrument (or embedded feature) is indexed to our own
stock, including evaluation of the instrument’s contingent exercise and settlement provisions. The adoption of ASC 815 did not have an impact
on the Company’s financial statements.
In May 2009, the FASB issued ASC 855, Subsequent Events. ASC 855 establishes general standards of accounting for, and disclosure of,
events that occur after the balance sheet date but before financial statements are issued or are available to be issued. In particular, ASC 855
establishes (i) the period after the balance sheet date during which management of a reporting entity should evaluate events or transactions that
may occur for potential recognition or disclosure in the financial statements, (ii) the circumstances under which an entity should recognize
events or transactions occurring after the balance sheet date in its financial statements and (iii) the disclosures that an entity should make about
events or transactions that occurred after the balance sheet date. We have evaluated all subsequent events through the date of issuance of our
financial statements. We adopted ASC 855 for the quarter ended June 30, 2009 and the adoption did not have any effect on our financial
condition or results of operations.
ITEM 7A.

QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURE ABOUT MARKET RISK.

General
We have limited exposure to market risks from instruments that may impact the Balance Sheets, Statements of Operations, and Statements of
Cash Flows. Such exposure is due primarily to changing interest rates.
Interest Rates
The primary objective for our investment activities is to preserve principal while maximizing yields without significantly increasing risk. This
is accomplished by investing excess cash in highly liquid debt and equity investments of highly rated entities which are classified as trading
securities. As of December 31, 2009, approximately 95% of the investment portfolio was in cash equivalents with very short term maturities
and therefore not subject to any significant interest rate fluctuations. We have no investments denominated in foreign country currencies and
therefore our investments are not subject to foreign currency exchange risk.
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ITEM 8.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND SUPPLEMENTARY DATA.

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
Board of Directors and Stockholders
AspenBio Pharma, Inc.
We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of AspenBio Pharma, Inc. as of December 31, 2009 and 2008, and the related statements of
operations, stockholders' equity, and cash flows for each of the years in the three-year period ended December 31, 2009. We also have audited
AspenBio Pharma, Inc.’s internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2009, based on criteria established in Internal Control—
Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO). AspenBio Pharma,
Inc.’s management is responsible for these financial statements, for maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting, and for its
assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting, included in the accompanying Management’s Report on Internal
Control Over Financial Reporting. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements and an opinion on the Company's
internal control over financial reporting based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audits to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement and whether effective internal control over financial reporting was maintained in all material respects. Our audits of the
financial statements included examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements,
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, and evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. Our audit of internal control over financial reporting included obtaining an understanding of internal control over financial
reporting, assessing the risk that a material weakness exists, and testing and evaluating the design and operating effectiveness of internal
control based on the assessed risk. Our audits also included performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinions.
A company's internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of
financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles. A company's internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of
records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company; (2) provide
reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only in accordance with authorizations of
management and directors of the company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized
acquisition, use, or disposition of the company's assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.
Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also, projections of any
evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or
that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of AspenBio Pharma,
Inc. as of December 31, 2009 and 2008, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for each of the years in the three-year period then
ended, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. Also in our opinion, AspenBio Pharma,
Inc. maintained, in all material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2009, based on criteria
established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission
(COSO).

/s/ GHP HORWATH, P.C.
Denver, Colorado
March 9, 2010
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AspenBio Pharma, Inc.
Balance Sheets
December 31,
2009

2008

ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments (Note 1)
Accounts receivable, net (Note 1)
Inventories (Note 2)
Prepaid expenses and other current assets

$ 13,366,777
510,120
47,959
339,546
163,029

$ 11,819,505
5,639,208
63,194
572,286
776,318

14,427,431

18,870,511

Property and equipment, net (Notes 3 and 5)

3,310,844

3,415,728

Other long-term assets, net (Note 4)

1,639,836

1,900,439

$ 19,378,111

$ 24,186,678

$

$

Total current assets

Total assets
LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued compensation
Accrued expenses – other
Deferred revenue, current portion (Note 9)
Current portion of notes payable (Note 5)
Total current liabilities
Notes payable, less current portion (Note 5)
Deferred revenue, less current portion (Note 9)
Total liabilities

1,545,549
243,485
564,422
813,947
107,417

833,240
156,054
483,937
913,947
358,533

3,274,820

2,745,711

2,655,418
634,145

2,754,923
798,092

6,564,383

6,298,726

54,283,126
(41,469,398)

43,839,785
(25,951,833)

12,813,728

17,887,952

$ 19,378,111

$ 24,186,678

Commitments and contingencies (Note 9)
Stockholders' equity (Notes 6 and 7):
Common stock, no par value, 60,000,000 shares authorized;
37,467,642 and 31,175,807 shares issued and outstanding
Accumulated deficit
Total stockholders' equity
Total liabilities and stockholders' equity

See Accompanying Notes to Financial Statements
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AspenBio Pharma, Inc.
Statements of Operations
Years ended December 31,
2009
Sales (Note 1)
Cost of sales (Note 1)

$

290,872
710,207

Gross profit (loss)

$

848,896
615,632
233,264

213,947

47,960

—

6,630,908
8,713,697

4,433,422
6,025,275

4,011,753
2,667,203

15,344,605

10,458,697

6,678,956

(15,549,993)

(10,170,971)

(6,445,692)

189,429
(200,136)
43,135

746,093
(228,548)
85,107

451,802
(241,608)
34,972

32,428

602,652

245,166

Other income (expense):
Interest income
Interest expense
Other income, net
Total other income - net
Net loss

821,442
581,676
239,766

Operating expenses:
Selling, general and administrative (includes non-cash
stock-based compensation of $1,714,936, $1,384,152 and $1,248,180)
Research and development

Operating loss

$

2007

(419,335)

Other revenue (Note 9)

Total operating expenses

2008

$ (15,517,565) $ (9,568,319) $ (6,200,526)

Basic and diluted net loss per share

$

Basic and diluted weighted average number
of common shares outstanding

(0.47) $

33,169,172

See Accompanying Notes to Financial Statements
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(0.31) $

31,172,862

(0.24)

26,178,365

AspenBio Pharma, Inc.
Statements of Stockholders' Equity
Years ended December 31, 2009, 2008 and 2007
Common Stock
Shares
Amount
19,985,248 $ 14,607,961

Balance, January 1, 2007

Accumulated
Deficit
$ (10,182,988) $

Total
4,424,973

Common stock options and warrants exercised

8,339,267

9,967,700

—

9,967,700

Common stock issued for cash, net
of offering costs of $1,179,900

2,516,310

17,063,351

—

17,063,351

25,000

1,248,180

—

1,248,180

—

—

(6,200,526)

(6,200,526)

30,865,825

42,887,192

(16,383,514)

26,503,678

541,982

560,318

—

560,318

(232,000)

(991,877)

—

(991,877)

Stock-based compensation issued for services
Net loss for the year
Balance, December 31, 2007
Common stock options and warrants exercised
Open market purchases and
retirement of common stock
Stock-based compensation issued for services

—

1,384,152

Net loss for the year

—

—

(9,568,319)

(9,568,319)

31,175,807

43,839,785

(25,951,833)

17,887,952

1,136,835

468,640

—

468,640

—

1,714,936

—

1,714,936

5,155,000

8,259,765

—

8,259,765

—

—

Balance, December 31, 2008
Common stock options and warrants exercised
Stock-based compensation issued for services
Common stock issued for cash, net
of offering costs of $503,735
Net loss for the year
Balance, December 31, 2009

37,467,642

$

54,283,126

See Accompanying Notes to Financial Statements
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—

(15,517,565)
$

(41,469,398) $

1,384,152

(15,517,565)
12,813,728

AspenBio Pharma, Inc.
Statements of Cash Flows
Years ended December 31,
2009
Cash flows from operating activities:
Net loss
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to
net cash used by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization
Impairment charges
Non-cash charges
Amortization of license fee
Stock-based compensation for services
(Increase) decrease in:
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Increase (decrease) in:
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Deferred revenue

2008

2007

$ (15,517,565) $ (9,568,319) $ (6,200,526)
388,203
565,242
7,995
(213,947)
1,714,936

367,538
—
317,551
(47,960)
1,384,152

290,825
8,027
326,754

15,235
232,740
613,289

4,712
35,038
(600,404)

300,538
(257,626)
(98,405)

662,309
167,916
—

520,168
(415,353)
1,560,000

(61,990)
837,312
—

1,248,180

Net cash used by operating activities

(11,363,647)

(6,442,877)

(3,606,911)

Cash flows from investing activities:
Purchases of investment securities
Sales of investment securities
Purchases of property and equipment
Patent and trademark application costs
Purchase of other assets

(2,307,248)
7,436,336
(243,769)
(352,184)
—

(9,912,956)
12,760,469
(263,161)
(490,010)
—

(8,486,721)
—
(490,888)
(316,664)
(15,366)

4,533,135

2,094,342

(9,309,639)

Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities:
Repayment of notes payable
Net proceeds from issuance of common stock
Proceeds from exercise of warrants and options
Repurchase of common stock

(350,621)
8,259,765
468,640
—

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities

(777,158)
—
560,318
(991,877)

(267,006)
17,063,351
9,967,700
—

8,377,784

(1,208,717)

26,764,045

1,547,272

(5,557,252)

13,847,495

11,819,505

17,376,757

3,529,262

Cash and cash equivalents, at end of year

$ 13,366,777

$ 11,819,505

$ 17,376,757

Supplemental disclosure of cash flow information:
Cash paid during the year for:
Interest

$

186,700

$

237,700

$

235,900

$

—

$

57,097

$

—

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents, at beginning of year

Schedule of non-cash investing and financing transactions:
Acquisition of patent rights for installment obligation

See Accompanying Notes to Financial Statements
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AspenBio Pharma, Inc.
Notes to Financial Statements
1.

Organization and summary of significant accounting policies:
Nature of operations:
AspenBio Pharma, Inc. (the “Company” or “AspenBio Pharma”) was organized on July 24, 2000, as a Colorado corporation.
AspenBio Pharma’s business is in the development and commercialization of innovative products that address un-met diagnostic and
therapeutic needs. The Company's lead product candidate, AppyScore, is a novel, blood-based diagnostic test that evaluates patients
suspected of having acute appendicitis and addresses the difficult challenge of properly diagnosing appendicitis in the hospital
emergency department setting.
The Company’s research and development activities are currently focused primarily on a human appendicitis blood-based test and on
bovine single-chain recombinant reproduction enhancement drugs.
Cash, cash equivalents and investments:
The Company considers all highly liquid investments with an original maturity of three months or less at the date of acquisition to be
cash equivalents. From time to time the Company’s cash account balances exceed the balances as covered by the Federal Deposit
Insurance System. The Company has never suffered a loss due to such excess balances.
The Company invests excess cash from time to time in highly liquid debt and equity investments of highly rated entities which are
classified as trading securities. The purpose of the investments is to fund research and development, product development, FDA
approval related activities and general corporate purposes. Such amounts are recorded at market values using Level 1 inputs in
determining fair value and are classified as current, as the Company does not intend to hold the investments beyond twelve months.
Investment securities classified as trading are those securities that are bought and held principally for the purpose of selling them in
the near term with the objective of preserving principal and generating profits. These securities are reported at fair value with
unrealized gains and losses reported as an element of other income (expense) in current period earnings. Unrealized holding gains
and losses are included in earnings as interest income. For the year ended December 31, 2009, there was approximately $4,709 in
unrealized income, there was no realized gain or loss for the year and $18,271 in management fees. For the year ended December
31, 2008, there was approximately $5,200 in unrealized income, $250 in realized loss and $30,500 in management fees. For the year
ended December 31, 2007, there was $101,597 in unrealized income, $596 in realized income and $6,398 in management fees.
The Company’s Board has approved an investment policy covering the investment parameters to be followed with the primary goals
being the safety of principal amounts and maintaining liquidity of the fund. The policy provides for minimum investment rating
requirements as well as limitations on investment duration and concentrations. During late 2008, based upon market conditions, the
investment guidelines were temporarily tightened to raise the minimum acceptable investment ratings required for investments and
shorten the maximum investment term, which criteria remain in effect. As of December 31, 2009, approximately 95% of the
investment portfolio was in cash equivalents, which is included with cash on the accompanying balance sheet and the remaining
funds were invested in short term marketable securities with none individually representing more than 5% of the portfolio and none
with maturities past February 2010. To date the Company’s cumulative market loss from the investments has not been significant.
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Fair value of financial instruments:
Effective January 1, 2008, the Company partially adopted Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) Accounting Standards
Codification Topic (“ASC”) 820 (formerly - Statement of Financial Accounting Standard (“SFAS”) No. 157), Fair Value
Measurements. This statement defines fair value, establishes a framework for measuring fair value in generally accepted accounting
principles, and expands disclosures about fair value measurements. As permitted, the Company elected to defer the adoption of the
nonrecurring fair value measurement disclosure of nonfinancial assets and liabilities until January 1, 2009. The adoption of ASC
820 did not have a material impact on the Company’s results of operations, cash flows or financial position. To increase consistency
and comparability in fair value measurements, ASC 820 establishes a fair value hierarchy that prioritizes the inputs to valuation
techniques used to measure fair value into three levels as follows:
Level 1 — quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities;
Level 2 — observable inputs other than Level 1, quoted prices for similar assets or liabilities in active markets, quoted prices for
identical or similar assets and liabilities in markets that are not active, and model-derived prices whose inputs are observable or
whose significant value drivers are observable; and
Level 3 — assets and liabilities whose significant value drivers are unobservable.
Observable inputs are based on market data obtained from independent sources, while unobservable inputs are based on the
Company’s market assumptions. Unobservable inputs require significant management judgment or estimation. In some cases, the
inputs used to measure an asset or liability may fall into different levels of the fair value hierarchy. In those instances, the fair value
measurement is required to be classified using the lowest level of input that is significant to the fair value measurement. Such
determination requires significant management judgment. There were no financial assets or liabilities measured at fair value, with the
exception of cash, cash equivalents, short-term investments and accounts payable as of December 31, 2009 and 2008. There were no
changes in the Company’s valuation techniques used to measure fair value on a recurring or non-recurring basis as a result of
adopting ASC 820.
The carrying amounts of the Company’s financial instruments (other than cash, cash equivalents and investments as discussed above)
approximate fair value because of their variable interest rates and \ or short maturities combined with the recent historical interest rate
levels.
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Revenue recognition and accounts receivable:
The Company recognizes revenue when product is shipped or delivered depending upon the terms of sale. The Company extends
credit to customers generally without requiring collateral. Historically, the Company’s base antigen business has sold products
primarily throughout North America. One foreign customer based in England accounted for approximately 3%, 2% and 20% of net
sales during 2009, 2008 and 2007, respectively. At December 31, 2009, two customers accounted for 63% and 20% of total accounts
receivable. At December 31, 2008, three customers accounted for 42%, 16% and 10% of total accounts receivable. During the year
ended December 31, 2009, two customers accounted for a total of 37% of net sales, each representing 20% and 17%,
respectively. During the year ended December 31, 2008, three customers accounted for a total of 64% of net sales, each representing
37%, 14% and 13%, respectively. During 2007, one customer accounted for 28% of the total sales, another customer based in
Europe, accounted for 20% of sales, and a third customer represented 10% of sales.
Revenue is recognized under development and distribution agreements only after the following criteria are met: (i) there exists
adequate evidence of the transactions; (ii) delivery of goods has occurred or services have been rendered; and (iii) the price is not
contingent on future activity and (iv) collectability is reasonably assured.
The Company monitors its exposure for credit losses and maintains allowances for anticipated losses. Accounts receivable balances
are stated net of an allowance for doubtful accounts. The Company records an allowance for doubtful accounts when it is probable
that the accounts receivable balance will not be collected. When estimating the allowance, the Company takes into consideration
such factors as its day-to-day knowledge of the financial position of specific clients, the industry and size of its clients. A financial
decline of any one of the Company’s large clients could have an adverse and material effect on the collectability of receivables and
thus the adequacy of the allowance for doubtful accounts receivable. Increases in the allowance are recorded as charges to bad debt
expense and are reflected in other operating expenses in the Company’s statements of operations. Write-offs of uncollectible
accounts are charged against the allowance. The allowance was $4,500 as of December 31, 2009 and 2008.
Inventories:
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost or market. Cost is determined on the first-in, first-out (FIFO) method. The elements of cost
in inventories include materials, labor and overhead. During the fourth quarter of 2009, the Company determined that it would be
suspending production of antigens in 2010 as a result of its strategic plan to focus its resources on appendicitis and single-chain
animal product development. As a result of this decision and management’s assessment of market conditions, the Company recorded
a reserve of approximately $400,000 in the carrying value of antigen inventories.
Property and equipment:
Property and equipment is stated at cost and is depreciated using the straight-line method over the estimated useful lives of the assets,
generally twenty-five years for the building, ten years for land improvements and five years for equipment.
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Goodwill and other intangible assets:
Goodwill, arising from the initial formation of the Company, represents the purchase price paid and liabilities assumed in excess of
the fair market value of tangible assets acquired. Under FASB ASC 350 (formerly - Statement of Financial Accounting Standards
(“SFAS”) No. 142), Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets, goodwill and intangible assets with indefinite useful lives are not
amortized. ASC 350 requires that these assets be reviewed for impairment at least annually, or whenever there is an indication of
impairment. Intangible assets with finite lives will continue to be amortized over their estimated useful lives and reviewed for
impairment in accordance with ASC 360 (formerly - FAS No. 144), Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of Long-Lived
Assets.
The Company has one reporting unit. The Company performs a goodwill impairment test in the fourth quarter of each year and has
determined that there has been no goodwill impairment. A goodwill impairment test will be performed annually in the fourth quarter
or upon significant changes in the Company’s business environment.
Impairment of long-lived assets:
Management reviews long-lived assets for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying
amount of an asset may not be recoverable. Recoverability of assets to be held and used is measured by a comparison of the carrying
amount of an asset to undiscounted future cash flows expected to be generated by the asset. If such assets are considered to be
impaired, the impairment to be recognized is measured by the amount by which the carrying amount of the assets exceeds the fair
value of the assets. Based on its review, including an updated assessment subsequent to year end, management determined that
certain costs previously incurred for patents had been impaired at December 31, 2009. Approximately $565,000 of such patent costs
were determined to be impaired. The impairment arose as a result of management’s decisions not to pursue certain patents and patent
applications. Approximately $394,000 of the total impairment arose in connection with the December 31, 2009 termination of a 2003
development and distribution agreement with Merial Limited, covering a bovine early pregnancy test. The remaining $171,000 of
the impairment was directly related to management’s decision not to pursue patents based upon a cost benefit analysis of patent
expenses and coverage protection in several smaller world markets that were determined to not have the economic or fiscal potential
to make the patent pursuit viable. Impairment charges are included in selling, general and administrative expenses in the
accompanying statement of operations.
Research and development:
Research and development costs are charged to expense as incurred.
Use of estimates:
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America
requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of
contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the balance sheet and the reported amounts of revenue and expenses during the
reporting periods. Actual results could differ significantly from those estimates.
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Income taxes:
The Company accounts for income taxes under the asset and liability method, in which deferred tax assets and liabilities are
recognized for the future tax consequences attributable to differences between the financial statement carrying amounts of existing
assets and liabilities and their respective tax bases and operating loss and tax credit carryforwards. Deferred tax assets and liabilities
are measured using enacted tax rates expected to apply to taxable income in the years in which those temporary differences are
expected to be recovered or settled. The effect on deferred tax assets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in operations
in the period that includes the enactment date. A valuation allowance is required to the extent any deferred tax assets may not be
realizable.
On January 1, 2007, the Company adopted the provisions of ASC 740 (formerly - FASB Interpretation No. 48) Accounting for
Uncertainty in Income Taxes, an interpretation of FASB Statement No. 109, Accounting for Income Taxes. ASC 740 prescribes a
recognition threshold and measurement attribute for the financial statement recognition and measurement of a tax position taken or
expected to be taken in a tax return. It requires that the Company recognize in its financial statements, only those tax positions that
are “more-likely-than-not” of being sustained as of the adoption date, based on the technical merits of the position. As a result of the
implementation of ASC 740, the Company performed a comprehensive review of its material tax positions in accordance with
recognition and measurement standards established by ASC 740 and determined that based upon the Company’s tax positions and tax
strategies no accrual was required.
Stock-based compensation:
AspenBio Pharma accounts for stock-based compensation under ASC 718 (formerly - SFAS No. 123 (revised 2004)), Share-Based
Payment. ASC 718 requires the recognition of the cost of employee services received in exchange for an award of equity instruments
in the financial statements and is measured based on the grant date fair value of the award. ASC 718 also requires the stock option
compensation expense to be recognized over the period during which an employee is required to provide service in exchange for the
award (generally the vesting period). The Company estimates the fair value of each stock option at the grant date by using the
Black-Scholes option pricing model.
Income (loss) per share:
ASC 260 (formerly - SFAS No. 128), Earnings Per Share, requires dual presentation of basic and diluted earnings per share (EPS)
with a reconciliation of the numerator and denominator of the basic EPS computation to the numerator and denominator of the
diluted EPS computation. Basic EPS excludes dilution. Diluted EPS reflects the potential dilution that could occur if securities or
other contracts to issue common stock were exercised or converted into common stock or resulted in the issuance of common stock
that then shared in the earnings of the entity.
Basic earnings (loss) per share includes no dilution and is computed by dividing net earnings (loss) available to stockholders by the
weighted number of common shares outstanding for the period. Diluted earnings per share reflect the potential dilution of securities
that could share in the Company’s earnings. The effect of the inclusion of the dilutive shares would have resulted in a decrease in
loss per share. Accordingly, the weighted average shares outstanding have not been adjusted for dilutive shares. Outstanding stock
options and warrants are not considered in the calculation, as the impact of the potential common shares (totaling approximately
4,758,000, 4,305,000 and 4,182,000 shares for each of the years ended December 31, 2009, 2008 and 2007, respectively) would be to
decrease the net loss per share.
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Recently issued and adopted accounting pronouncements:
In June 2009, FASB approved the FASB Accounting Standards Codification (“the Codification”) as the single source of authoritative
nongovernmental GAAP. All existing accounting standard documents, such as FASB, American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, Emerging Issues Task Force and other related literature, excluding guidance from the Securities and Exchange
Commission (“SEC”), have been superseded by the Codification. All other non-grandfathered, non-SEC accounting literature not
included in the Codification has become nonauthoritative. The Codification did not change GAAP, but instead introduced a new
structure that combines all authoritative standards into a comprehensive, topically organized online database. The Codification was
effective for the Company beginning September 15, 2009, and impacts the Company’s financial statements, as all future references to
authoritative accounting literature are now referenced in accordance with the Codification. There have been no changes to the
content of the Company’s financial statements or disclosures as a result of implementing the Codification during the year ended
December 31, 2009.
As a result of the Company’s implementation of the Codification during the year ended December 31, 2009, previous references to
new accounting standards and literature are no longer applicable. In these financial statements, the Company has provided reference
to both new and old guidance to assist in understanding the impacts of recently adopted accounting literature, particularly for
guidance adopted since the beginning of the current fiscal year but prior to the Codification.
In December 2007, the FASB issued ASC 805 (formerly - SFAS No. 141 (R)), Business Combinations, which became effective for
the Company on January 1, 2009. This standard changes the accounting for business combinations, including the measurement of
acquirer shares issued in consideration for a business combination, the recognition of contingent consideration, the accounting for
pre-acquisition gain and loss contingencies, the recognition of capitalized in-process research and development, the accounting for
acquisition-related restructuring cost accruals, the treatment of acquisition related transaction costs, and the recognition of changes in
the acquirer’s income tax valuation allowance. The Company will apply the provisions of ASC 805 to any future business
combinations.
In December 2007, the FASB issued ASC 810 (formerly - SFAS No. 160), Consolidation. This standard changes the accounting for
non-controlling (minority) interests in consolidated financial statements, including the requirements to classify non-controlling
interests as a component of consolidated stockholders’ equity, and the elimination of minority interest accounting in results of
operations with earnings attributable to non-controlling interests reported as part of consolidated earnings. Purchases and sales of
non-controlling interests are to be reported in equity similar to treasury stock transactions. The standard became effective for the
Company on January 1, 2009. The adoption of this statement did not have an impact on the Company’s financial statements.
In December 2007, the FASB ratified ASC 808 (formerly - Emerging Issues Task Force (“EITF”) No. 07-1), Collaborative
Arrangements. ASC 808 defines collaborative arrangements and establishes reporting requirements for transactions between
participants in a collaborative arrangement and between participants in the arrangement and third parties. ASC 808 also establishes
the appropriate income statement presentation and classification for joint operating activities and payments between participants, as
well as the sufficiency of the disclosures related to these arrangements. ASC 808 was effective for the Company beginning January
1, 2009, and its adoption did not have a material impact on the Company’s financial statements.
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On January 1, 2009, the Company adopted ASC 815 (formerly - EITF Issue No. 07-5), Derivatives and Hedging, which requires the
application of a two-step approach in evaluating whether an equity-linked financial instrument (or embedded feature) is indexed to
the Company’s own stock, including evaluation of the instrument’s contingent exercise and settlement provisions. The adoption of
ASC 815 did not have an impact on the Company’s financial statements.
In May 2009, the FASB issued ASC 855, Subsequent Events. ASC 855 establishes general standards of accounting for, and
disclosure of, events that occur after the balance sheet date but before financial statements are issued or are available to be issued. In
particular, ASC 855 establishes (i) the period after the balance sheet date during which management of a reporting entity should
evaluate events or transactions that may occur for potential recognition or disclosure in the financial statements, (ii) the
circumstances under which an entity should recognize events or transactions occurring after the balance sheet date in its financial
statements and (iii) the disclosures that an entity should make about events or transactions that occurred after the balance sheet date.
We have evaluated all subsequent events through the date of issuance of our financial statements. We adopted ASC 855 for the
quarter ended June 30, 2009 and the adoption did not have any effect on our financial condition or results of operations.
Reclassifications:
Certain amounts in the accompanying financial statements for the years ended December 31, 2008 and 2007, have been reclassified
to conform to the presentation used in 2009.
2.

Inventories:
Inventories consist of the following:
December 31,
2009
Finished goods
Goods in process
Raw materials
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December 31,
2008

$

146,412 $
11,375
181,759

262,537
46,822
262,927

$

339,546 $

572,286

3.

Property and equipment:
Property and equipment consist of the following:
December 31,
2009
Land and improvements
Building
Building improvements
Laboratory equipment
Office and computer equipment

$

Less accumulated depreciation
$

4.

December 31,
2008

1,107,508 $
2,589,231
234,942
1,111,570
283,597

1,107,508
2,589,231
178,660
1,062,840
158,909

5,326,848
2,016,004

5,097,148
1,681,420

3,310,844 $

3,415,728

Other long-term assets:
Other long-term assets consist of the following:
December 31,
2009
Patents, trademarks and applications, net of accumulated amortization of
$99,597 and $57,760
Goodwill
Deposits and other

December 31,
2008

$

1,231,514 $
387,239
21,083

1,486,409
387,239
26,791

$

1,639,836 $

1,900,439

The Company capitalizes legal costs and filing fees associated with obtaining patents on its new discoveries. Once the patents have
been issued, the Company amortizes these costs over the shorter of the legal life of the patent or its estimated economic life using the
straight-line method. Based upon the current status of the above intangible assets the aggregate amortization expense is estimated to
be approximately $33,600 in each of the five succeeding fiscal years.
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5.

Debt Agreements:
Notes payable and installment obligations consisted of the following:
December 31,
2009
Mortgage notes
Other installment obligations

$

Less current portion
$

December 31,
2008

2,754,176 $
8,659

2,850,380
263,076

2,762,835
107,417

3,113,456
358,533

2,655,418 $

2,754,923

Mortgage Notes:
The Company has a permanent mortgage facility on its land and building. The mortgage is held by a commercial bank and includes
approximately 39% that is guaranteed by the U. S. Small Business Administration (“SBA”). The loan is collateralized by the real
property and is also personally guaranteed by a stockholder of the Company. The interest rate on the bank portion is one percentage
over the Wall Street Journal Prime Rate (minimum 7%), with 7% being the approximate effective rate for 2009 and 2008 and the
SBA portion bears interest at the rate of 5.86%. The loan requires total monthly payments of approximately $23,700 through June
2013 when the then remaining principal balance is due.
Other Installment Obligations:
The Company has executed agreements with a manufacturer related to the transfer of certain manufacturing and development
processes. Under the two agreements, one for $350,000 in 2007 and the second for $250,000 in 2008, the Company agreed to pay
eight quarterly installments of $43,750 for the 2007 agreement and six quarterly installments of $41,667 for the 2008 agreement. The
Company discounted these obligations at an assumed interest rate of 8% in 2007 and 6% in 2008 (which represents the rate
management believes it could have borrowed at for similar financings). At December 31, 2008, these obligations totaled $245,498.
During 2009, these obligations were paid off under their terms.
The Company has capitalized certain obligations under leases that meet the requirements of capital lease obligations. At December
31, 2009, such obligations totaled $8,659, which is due in 2010.
Future Maturities:
The Company’s debt obligations require minimum annual principal payments of approximately $107,000 in 2010, $108,000 in 2011,
$114,000 in 2012, $1,670,000 in 2013 and $ 764,000 in 2014 and thereafter, through the term of the agreements.
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6.

Stockholders’ Equity:
2009 Transactions:
During the year ended December 31, 2009, former employees, prior to the termination of their option rights, exercised options
outstanding under the Company’s 2002 Stock Incentive Plan (“Plan”) to purchase 605,000 shares of common stock generating
$438,700 in cash proceeds to the Company, and advisors exercised options to purchase 38,000 shares of common stock generating
$29,940 in cash proceeds. An advisor’s options to purchase 50,000 shares of common stock expired upon the advisor’s termination
from the Company during 2009. During the year ended December 31, 2009, the holders of 670,924 warrants that were issued for
investor relations services elected to exercise those warrants on a cashless basis as provided in the agreements (Note 7) and as a
result, were issued 493,835 common shares.
In October 2009, the Company completed a placement of registered securities consisting of 5,155,000 common shares generating
$8,260,000 in net proceeds to the Company. Fees and costs totaled $503,735, including a placement agent fee of 5% for certain
investors. The purpose of the offering was to raise funds for working capital, new product development and general corporate
purposes.
2008 Transactions:
During 2008, employees’ exercised 400,433 options outstanding under the Company’s 2002 Stock Incentive Plan (“Plan”) generating
$428,136 in cash proceeds and advisors exercised options for 99,332 shares of common stock generating $132,182 in cash. Also
during the year ended December 31, 2008, the holder of 36,346 warrants that were issued in 2002 and 2003 elected to exercise those
warrants on a cashless basis as provided in the agreements. The 36,346 warrant rights were surrendered and cancelled, and the holder
was issued 30,000 common shares. During 2008, a consulting firm exercised 15,000 options on a cashless basis in exchange for
12,217 common shares as provided in the agreement.
During the year ended December 31, 2008, the Company’s board of directors authorized a stock repurchase plan to purchase shares
of the Company’s common stock up to a maximum of $5.0 million. Purchases were made in routine, open market transactions when
management determined to effect purchases. Any purchased common shares were thereupon retired. Management may elect to
purchase less than $5.0 million. The repurchase program allows the Company to repurchase its shares in accordance with the
requirements of the Securities and Exchange Commission on the open market, in block trades and in privately negotiated
transactions, depending upon market conditions and other factors. The repurchase program is being funded using the Company’s
working capital. A total of approximately 232,000 common shares were purchased and retired through December 2008, at a total cost
of approximately $992,000, with no subsequent repurchases.
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2007 Transactions:
During 2007, the Company received cash proceeds of approximately $9,642,000 from the exercise of approximately 7,471,000
warrants held by investors from 2004 and 2005 offerings by the Company. No fees were paid on any proceeds, and the proceeds are
being used for working capital, new product development and general corporate purposes. Additionally, during 2007, the holders of
options and warrants to purchase 643,200 shares of common stock elected to exercise those instruments on a cashless basis as
provided in the agreements and the holders were issued a total of 454,721 common shares.
During 2007, employees and advisors holding options granted under the Company’s 2002 Stock Incentive Plan, exercised options to
purchase approximately 413,000 shares of common stock generating approximately $325,000 in cash.
In January 2007, the then President of the Company was granted 25,000 shares of common stock with an estimated fair value of
$74,000 ($2.96 per share) at the time of grant, in connection with the renewal of his employment agreement.
In December 2007, the Company completed an approximate $18,243,000 private placement of unregistered securities consisting of
2,516,310 common shares, generating approximately $17,063,000 in net proceeds to the Company. Fees and costs totaled
$1,179,900, including a placement agent fee of 6%. As part of the consideration, the placement agent was also issued a warrant to
acquire 75,000 common shares of the Company exercisable at $9.15 per share, expiring in three years. The purpose of the private
placement was to raise funds for working capital, new product development and general corporate purposes.
7.

Stock Options and Warrants:
Stock options:
The Company currently provides stock-based compensation to employees, directors and consultants under the Company’s 2002 Stock
Incentive Plan (“Plan”) that has been approved by the Company’s stockholders. In November 2009, the Company’s stockholders
approved an amendment to the Plan to increase the number of shares reserved under the Plan from 4,600,000 to 6,100,000. The
Company estimates the fair value of the share-based awards on the date of grant using the Black-Scholes option-pricing model
(“Black-Scholes model”). Using the Black-Scholes model, the value of the award that is ultimately expected to vest is recognized
over the requisite service period in the statement of operations. Option forfeitures are estimated at the time of grant and revised if
necessary, in subsequent periods if actual forfeitures differ from those estimates. The Company attributes compensation to expense
using the straight-line single option method for all options granted.
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The Company’s determination of the estimated fair value of share based payment awards on the date of grant is affected by the
following variables and assumptions:
·

The grant date exercise price – the closing market price of the Company’s common stock on the date of the grant;

·

Estimated option term – based on historical experience with existing option holders;

·

Estimated dividend rates – based on historical and anticipated dividends over the life of the option;

·

Term of the option – based on historical experience grants have lives of approximately 5 years;

·

Risk-free interest rates – with maturities that approximate the expected life of the options granted;

·

Calculated stock price volatility – calculated over the expected life of the options granted, which is calculated based on
the daily closing price of the Company’s common stock over a period equal to the expected term of the option; and

·

Option exercise behaviors – based on actual and projected employee stock option exercises and forfeitures.
2009

Dividend yield
Expected price volatility
Risk free interest rate
Expected term

2008

0%
113-119%
1.47-2.66%
5 years

0%
68-71%
1.16-3.07%
5 years

2007
0%
64-68%
3.09-4.95%
10 years

The Company recognized stock-based compensation during the years ended December 31, as follows:
2009

2008

2007

Stock options to employees and directors
Stock options to advisory board members and contractors
Stock options to consultants
Restricted stock awards

$

1,570,552
55,213
89,171
—

$

867,020 $
102,752
414,380
—

473,448
186,412
514,320
74,000

Total stock-based compensation

$

1,714,936

$

1,384,152 $

1,248,180
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A summary of stock option activity under the Company’s Plan of options to employees, directors and advisors, for the year ended
December 31, 2009, is presented below:

Outstanding at January 1, 2009
Granted
Exercised
Forfeited

Weighted
Shares
Average
Under
Exercise
Option
Price
3,361,632 $
2.13
2,060,500
1.65
(643,000)
.73
(353,600)
2.68

Weighted
Average
Remaining
Contractual
Term (Years)

Aggregate
Intrinsic
Value

Outstanding at December 31, 2009

4,425,532

$

2.06

7.4

$

1,405,000

Exercisable at December 31, 2009

2,060,616

$

1.64

5.5

$

1,114,000

The aggregate intrinsic value in the table above represents the total intrinsic value (the difference between the Company’s closing
stock price on December 31, 2009 and the exercise price, multiplied by the number of in-the-money options) that would have been
received by the option holders, had all option holders been able to and in fact, had exercised their options on December 31, 2009.
During the year ended December 31, 2009, 2,060,500 stock options were granted under the Plan to employees, consultants, officers
and directors exercisable at the then market price which averaged $1.65 per share and a weighted average fair value at the grant date
of $1.35 per option. Employees were granted a total of 460,500 options at $1.58 per share. Of the options granted in 2009, a total of
800,000 stock options were issued to two newly-hired officers, 500,000 are exercisable at $1.69 per share and 300,000 are
exercisable at $1.80 per share, all vesting annually over three years in arrears and expiring in ten years. In addition, directors and
officers, exclusive of the newly-hired individuals above, were granted a total of 500,000 options exercisable at an average of $1.33
per share, all vesting annually over three years in arrears and expiring in ten years. During the year ended December 31, 2009, two
consultants were granted stock options under the Plan, with each option vesting in equal amounts after six months, twelve months,
twenty-four months and thirty-six months from the date of grant and expiring ten years from the grant date. One consultant was
granted 200,000 options exercisable at $2.09 per share and the other was granted 100,000 options exercisable at $2.00 per
share. During the year ended December 31, 2008, there were 529,022 options granted under the Plan with a weighted average fair
value at the grant date of $6.51. During the year ended December 31, 2007, there were 416,000 stock options granted under the Plan
with a weighted average fair value at grant date of $2.61 per option.
During the year ended December 31, 2009, a total of 303,600 options which were exercisable at an average of $3.00 per share,
terminated upon the employees’ terminations from the Company and an advisor’s options for 50,000 shares exercisable at $0.75 per
share expired upon the advisor’s termination from the Company. During the year ended December 31, 2008, 15,000 shares
exercisable at an average of $2.87 per share expired upon the employees’ termination from the Company.
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During the year ended December 31, 2009, two former employees, prior to the termination of their option rights, exercised 605,000
options outstanding under the Plan generating $438,700 in cash proceeds. Additionally, advisors exercised 38,000 options
outstanding under the Plan generating $29,940 in cash. These total options when exercised had an intrinsic value totaling
$1,285,000. During the year ended December 31, 2008, 499,766 options were exercised by employees and advisors that had a total
intrinsic value when exercised of $3,278,000. During the year ended December 31, 2007, 413,290 options were exercised by
employees and advisors that had a total intrinsic value when exercised of $3,366,000.
Based upon the Company’s experience, approximately 86% of the outstanding stock options, or approximately 3,806,000 options, are
expected to vest in the future, under their terms.
The total fair value of stock options granted to employees, directors and advisors that vested and became exercisable during the years
ended December 31, 2009, 2008 and 2007, was $964,000, $585,000 and $573,000, respectively.
A summary of the status of non-vested options under the Company’s Plan to acquire common shares granted to employees, directors
and advisors and changes during the year ended December 31, 2009 is presented below.
Nonvested
Weighted
Weighted
Shares
Average
Average
Under
Exercise
Grant Date
Option
Price
Fair Value
881,389 $
5.00 $
3.18
2,060,500
1.65
1.35
(356,707)
4.10
2.70
(220,266)
2.73
1.91

Nonvested Shares
Nonvested at January 1, 2009
Granted
Vested
Forfeited
Nonvested at December 31, 2009

2,364,916 $

2.43 $

1.78

At December 31, 2009, based upon employee, director and advisor options granted to that point there was approximately $2,280,000
additional unrecognized compensation cost related to stock options that will be recorded over a weighted average future period of
less than two years.
Subsequent to December 31, 2009, in connection with its regular annual grant policy, a total of 793,500 stock options were granted
under the Company’s 2002 Stock Incentive Plan to employees, officers and directors. Of the total, 675,000 stock options were
granted to officers and directors exercisable at the then fair market value of $2.20, vesting over a three year period annually in
arrears. An additional 118,500 stock options were granted to employees at the then fair market price of $2.19 which vest over a three
year period annually in arrears. All options expire in ten years from the grant date. In connection with newly hired employees,
subsequent to December 31, 2009 there were 19,000 stock options granted to employees under the Company’s 2002 Stock Incentive
Plan, exercisable at an average of $2.19 per share, vesting over a three year period annually in arrears and expiring in ten years. A
consultant was also granted 40,000 stock options under the Company’s 2002 Stock Incentive Plan, exercisable at an average of $2.22
per share, vesting over three years in arrears and expiring in ten years.
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Subsequent to December 31, 2009, two advisors exercised a total of 62,000 stock options outstanding under the Company’s Plan
generating $49,560 in cash proceeds. Additionally, 8,000 stock options which were exercisable at $2.27 per share terminated upon an
employee’s termination from the Company.
Other common stock purchase options and warrants:
As of December 31, 2009, in addition to the stock options discussed above, the Company had outstanding 332,530 non-qualified
options and warrants in connection with consulting services for investor relations and placement agent services. Following is a
summary of such outstanding options and warrants as of December 31, 2009:
Shares
Under
Options /
Warrants
Outstanding at January 1, 2009
Granted
Exercised
Outstanding and exercisable at December 31, 2009

Weighted
Average
Exercise
Price

943,454 $
60,000
(670,924)
332,530

$

Weighted
Average
Remaining
Contractual
Term (Years)

Aggregate
Intrinsic
Value

3.49
2.66
1.69
6.98

1.4 $

3,000

At December 31, 2009, there was no unrecognized cost for non-qualified options and warrants. The total fair value of non-qualified
options and warrants that vested during the year was $89,000.
Operating expenses for the years ended December 31, 2009, 2008 and 2007, include $89,000, $414,000 and $514,000,
respectively, for the value of the investor relations consulting options. The fair value of options, recorded as a consulting expense
related to investor relations services, at the grant date has been estimated utilizing the Black-Scholes valuation model, with the
following assumptions:
2009
Dividend yield
Expected price volatility
Risk free interest rate
Expected life

0%
71-128%
1.14-1.62%
3 years

2008
0%
68-71%
1.16-3.07%
3 years

2007
0%
64-71%
2.96--5.19%
3 years

During the year ended December 31, 2009, consultants holding a total of 670,924 options elected to exercise those options on a
cashless basis as provided in the agreements. The 670,924 options were surrendered and cancelled and the holders were issued a
total of 493,835 common shares. The options when exercised had an intrinsic value totaling $3,141,000.
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Subsequent to December 31, 2009, a consultant was granted 15,000 options for investor relations consulting services which are
exercisable at $1.80 per share. The options were vested upon issuance and expire in 2013.
8.

Income Taxes:
Income taxes at the federal statutory rate are reconciled to the Company’s actual income taxes as follows:
2009
Federal income tax benefit at 34%
State income tax net of federal tax effect
Permanent items
Valuation allowance

$

$

2008

(5,276,000)
(479,000)
(258,000)
6,013,000
—

2007

$

(3,253,000) $
(213,000)
478,000
2,988,000

$

— $

(2,108,000)
(190,000)
406,000
1,892,000
—

As of December 31, 2009 the Company has net operating loss carry forwards of approximately $38 million for federal and state tax
purposes, which are available to offset future taxable income, if any, expiring through December 2029. A valuation allowance was
recorded at December 31, 2009 due to the uncertainty of realization of deferred tax assets in the future.
Effective January 1, 2007 the Company adopted ASC 740 (formerly - FASB Interpretation No.48), Accounting for Uncertainty in
Income Taxes, an interpretation of FASB Statement 109 (“FIN 48”) which clarifies the accounting for uncertainty in income taxes
recognized in accordance with SFAS No. 109, Accounting for Income Taxes. ASC 740 is a comprehensive model for how a company
should recognize, measure, present, and disclose in its financial statements uncertain tax positions that the company has taken or
expects to take on a tax return. If an income tax position exceeds a more likely than not (greater than 50%) probability of success
upon tax audit, the company will recognize an income tax benefit in its financial statements. Additionally, companies are required to
accrue interest and related penalties, if applicable, on all tax exposures consistent with jurisdictional tax laws. The Company did not
have any unrecognized tax benefits and there was no effect on our financial condition or results of operations as a result of
implementing ASC 740. The Company files income tax returns in the U.S. federal and state of Colorado jurisdictions. The Company
is no longer subject to tax examinations for years before 2006. The Company does not believe there will be any material changes in
our unrecognized tax positions over the next 12 months. The Company’s policy is that we recognize interest and penalties accrued on
any unrecognized tax benefits as a component of income tax expense. As of the date of adoption of ASC 740, the Company did not
have any accrued interest or penalties, associated with any unrecognized tax benefits, nor was any interest expense recognized during
the period. The Company’s effective tax rate differs from the federal statutory rate primarily due to non-deductible expenses and is
offset somewhat by state tax credits.
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The tax effects of temporary differences that give rise to significant portions of deferred tax assets and liabilities at December 31,
2009 and 2008, are as follows:
2009
Deferred tax assets (liabilities):
Net operating loss and credit carry forwards
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Property and equipment
Patents and other intangible assets
Other
Deferred revenue

$

Deferred tax asset
Valuation allowance

14,681,000 $
2,000
338,000
(48,000)
124,000
9,000
293,000
15,399,000
(15,399,000)

$

9.

2008

— $

8,074,000
2,000
164,000
(42,000)
(17,000)
—
444,000
8,625,000
(8,625,000)
—

Commitments and Contingencies:
Commitments:
In April 2008, the Company entered into a long term exclusive license and commercialization agreement with Novartis Animal
Health, Inc., to develop and launch the Company’s novel recombinant single-chain bovine products, BoviPure LH™ and BoviPure
FSH™. The license agreement is a collaborative arrangement that provides for a sharing of product development activities,
development and registration costs and worldwide product sales. The Company received an upfront cash payment of $2.0 million, of
which 50% was non-refundable upon signing the agreement, and the balance is subject to certain conditions, which the Company
expects to be substantially achieved in the near future. Ongoing royalties will be payable to the Company upon product launch based
upon net direct product margins as defined and specified under the agreement. AspenBio Pharma has agreed to fund its share of 35%
of the product development and registration costs during the development period. Under the terms of the original license agreement
that the Company has with the University of Washington (“University”), a portion of license fees and royalties AspenBio Pharma
receives from sublicensing agreements, will be paid to the University. The obligation for such front-end fees, totaling $440,000, was
recorded upon receipt of the license fees. Through December 31, 2009, $190,000 has been paid to the University, and the remaining
$250,000 is included with accrued expenses on the accompanying balance sheet.
For financial reporting purposes the up-front license fees received from this agreement, net of the amounts due to the University have
been recorded as deferred revenue and will be amortized over the term of the license agreement, and milestone revenue will be
recognized as such milestones are achieved. As of December 31, 2009, deferred revenue of $813,947 has been classified as a current
liability and $634,145 as a long-term liability. The current liability portion includes the net front-end fee amount that is subject to
certain conditions. During the years ended December 31, 2009 and 2008, $63,947 and $47,960, respectively, has been recorded as
the amortized license fee income arising from the Novartis Animal Health agreement.
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In 2004, the Company entered into an agreement with the University, under which the Company obtained exclusive proprietary rights
to the University’s patent portfolio for use in the animal health industry. Under the agreement, the Company is obligated to make
certain minimum annual payments totaling $20,000, plus royalty payments, as defined, based on a percentage of sales of the
products. The Company acquired rights for a total cost of $190,000, of which $60,000 was paid in cash and $130,000 was paid in
Company common shares and the Company agreed to fund $46,550, which has now been paid for consulting and research assistance
on one of the Company’s products in development. During January 2008, the Company entered into an amendment of its existing
animal health industry license agreement with the University. The amendment provides for the human therapeutic use of certain of
the University’s products. As consideration for this amendment, the Company agreed to pay a total of $125,000 in cash, with $65,000
paid at signing and four quarterly payments thereafter of $15,000, each. The existing royalty rate was extended to cover these new
products and uses.
In March 2003, the Company entered into a global development and distribution agreement with Merial Limited (“Merial”). The
agreement provided Merial with exclusive right to market and distribute a patent-pending bovine diagnostic blood test. Upon
execution of the agreement, the Company received $200,000, which was recorded as deferred revenue. During 2003, AspenBio
determined that results for the test were not proceeding as anticipated, and the test was not launched by the October 2003 contract
date. Effective December 31, 2009, the Company entered into a settlement and release agreement with Merial. Under the agreement
terms a refund of 25% ($50,000) of the development payment previously received was paid to Merial in January 2010 and is included
with the current liabilities on the accompanying balance sheet. The remaining $150,000, which is no longer subject to any conditions
was recorded as license fee income in 2009.
During the year ended December 31, 2009, the Company entered into employment agreements with two newly elected officers and
one existing officer who previously did not have an employment contract, providing total minimum annual compensation for the
three officers of $675,000. The agreements are for an initial term of one year, automatically renew at the end of each year unless
terminated by either party and contain customary confidentiality and benefit provisions. In connection with these employment
agreements, a total of 800,000 stock options were granted under the Company’s Plan to the newly elected officers.
The Company periodically enters generally short-term consulting and development agreements primarily for product development,
testing services and in connection with clinical trials conducted as part of the Company’s FDA approval process. Such commitments
at any point in time may be significant but the agreements typically contain cancellation provisions.
Contingencies:
In the ordinary course of business and in the general industry in which the Company is engaged, it is not atypical to periodically
receive a third party communication which may be in the form of a notice, threat, or ‘cease and desist’ letter concerning certain
activities. For example, this can occur in the context of the Company’s pursuit of intellectual property rights. This can also occur in
the context of operations such as the using, making, having made, selling, and offering to sell products and services, and in other
contexts. The Company generally intends to make a rational assessment for each situation on a case-by-case basis as such may arise.
The Company periodically evaluates its options for trademark positions and considers a full spectrum of alternatives for trademark
protection and product branding.
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10.

Supplemental Data: Selected Quarterly Financial Information (Unaudited)
March 31,

11.

Fiscal 2009 quarters ended:
Total revenues

$

Gross margin (loss)

$

Net loss
Earnings per share - basic and diluted
Market price of common stock
High
Low

$
$

September 30,

December 31,

$

69,000

$

69,000

(34,000) $

(100,000) $

53,000

$

(338,000)

(2,721,000) $
(0.09) $

(3,779,000) $
(0.12) $

(3,830,000) $
(0.12) $

(5,188,000)
(0.14)

82,000

June 30,
$

71,000

$
$

7.63
1.29

$
$

2.67
1.53

$
$

2.91
1.98

$
$

2.16
1.39

Fiscal 2008 quarters ended:
Total revenues

$

376,000

$

100,000

$

228,000

$

117,000

Gross margin (loss)

$

161,000

$

(40,000) $

86,000

$

33,000

Net loss
Earnings per share - basic and diluted
Market price of common stock
High
Low

$
$

(1,636,000) $
(0.05) $

(2,751,000) $
(0.09) $

$
$

8.60
5.19

$
$

6.49
4.00

$
$

(2,736,000) $
(0.09) $
7.24
5.63

$
$

(2,445,000)
(0.08)
6.65
5.72

Subsequent Events:
Subsequent to December 31, 2009, the Company entered into employment agreements with two officers, who previously had been
consulting for the Company, providing minimum annual compensation of $375,000. The agreements are for an initial term of one
year and automatically renew at the end of each year unless terminated by either party and contains customary confidentiality and
benefit provisions.
In January 2010, following the termination of the Merial agreement as of December 31, 2009, license agreements with two
universities covering technology associated with the bovine early pregnancy test were terminated. Costs for these respective patent
rights were charged to expense in 2009.
The Company evaluated events that occurred subsequent to December 31, 2009 for recognition or disclosure in its financial
statements and related footnotes.
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ITEM 9. CHANGES IN AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
There have been no disagreements between the Company and its independent accountants on any matter of accounting principles or practices,
or financial statement disclosure.
ITEM 9A. CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES.
Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures
As of the end of the period covered by this report, our management carried out an evaluation, with the participation of our principal executive
officer and principal financial officer, of the effectiveness of our disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d15(e) promulgated under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended). Based upon that evaluation, our principal executive officer and
principal financial officer concluded that our disclosure controls and procedures were effective as of the end of the period covered by this
report. It should be noted that the design of any system of controls is based in part upon certain assumptions about the likelihood of future
events, and there can be no assurance that any design will succeed in achieving its stated goals under all potential future conditions, regardless
of how remote.
Changes in Internal Control over Financial Reporting
As part of our management’s evaluation of the effectiveness of internal controls over financial reporting described below, we made certain
improvements to our internal controls. However, there were no changes in our internal controls over financial reporting that occurred during
our most recent fiscal quarter that have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial
reporting.
Management’s Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting
Our management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting, as such term is defined in
Rule 13a-15(f) under the Exchange Act. Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect
misstatements. Also, projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to risk that controls may become inadequate
because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate. Under the supervision and
with the participation of our principal executive officer and principal financial officer, our management conducted an evaluation of the
effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting based on the framework in Internal Control — Integrated Framework issued by
the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission. Based upon that evaluation under the framework in Internal
Control — Integrated Framework, our management concluded that our internal control over financial reporting was effective as of
December 31, 2009. GHP Horwath, P. C., our independent registered public accounting firm has issued an attestation report on the
effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting which is included within their Report of Independent Registered Public
Accounting Firm.
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ITEM 9B. OTHER INFORMATION.
On November 20, 2009, the Company held its 2009 Annual Meeting of Shareholders. At the meeting the following directors were elected to
serve until the next annual meeting or until their successors are elected and qualified:

Shares FOR
23,881,888

WITHHOLD
Authority
To
Vote
930,717

Gregory Pusey

23,346,704

1,465,901

Gail S. Schoettler

23,861,493

951,112

Douglas I. Hepler

23,413,269

1,399,336

David E. Welch

23,824,436

988,169

Mark J. Ratain M. D.

23,699,902

1,112,703

Michael R. Merson

23,887,241

925,364

John H. Landon

23,875,975

936,630

Name
Daryl J. Faulkner

Proposal: Amendment to the Company's 2002 Stock Incentive Plan Increasing the Common Shares Reserved Under the Plan to 6,100,000
from 4,600,000.
Shares FOR

Shares AGAINST

ABSTAIN

6,988,893

1,324,847

67,592

Proposal: Ratification of the appointment of GHP Horwath, P.C. as the Company’s Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
Shares FOR

Shares AGAINST

ABSTAIN

23,683,485

582,630

546,490
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PART III
ITEM 10.

DIRECTORS, EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE.

The information required by this Item is incorporated by reference to the Proxy Statement.
ITEM 11.

EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION.

The information required by this Item is incorporated by reference to the Proxy Statement.
ITEM 12. SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT AND RELATED STOCK
HOLDER MATTERS.
The information required by this Item is incorporated by reference to the Proxy Statement.
ITEM 13.

CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS, AND DIRECTOR INDEPENDENCE.

The information required by this Item is incorporated by reference to the Proxy Statement.
ITEM 14.

PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTING FEES AND SERVICES.

The information required by this Item is incorporated by reference to the Proxy Statement.
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PART IV
ITEM 15.
(a)

EXHIBITS, FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES.

Exhibits:

EXHIBIT
NO

DESCRIPTION

3.1
3.1.1
3.1.2
3.2
4.1
10.1
10.1.1
10.1.2
10.2
10.3

Articles of Incorporation filed July 24, 2000 (1)
Articles of Amendment to the Articles of Incorporation filed December 26, 2001 (1)
Articles of Amendment to the Articles of Incorporation filed November 9, 2005 (2)
Amended and Restated Bylaws (3)
Specimen Certificate of Common Stock (1)
2002 Stock Incentive Plan (1)
Amendment to 2002 Stock Incentive Plan, dated June 9, 2008 *
Amendment to 2002 Stock Incentive Plan, dated November 20, 2009 *
Technology Transfer Agreement, dated October 29, 2001 between AspenBio and the University of Wyoming (1) !
License Agreement for Determination of Pregnancy Status of Ungulates, dated September 25, 2001, between AspenBio and
the Idaho Research Foundation Inc. (1)
10.4
Distribution Agreement between AspenBio, Inc. and Merial Limited, dated March 29, 2003(4) !
10.4.1
Settlement Agreement, effective December 31, 2009, between AspenBio, Inc. and Merial Limited *
10.5
Debt Modification Agreement dated June 13, 2003 with FirstBank of Tech Center. (5)
10.5.1
Loan Agreement between AspenBio, Inc. and Front Range Regional Economic Development Corporation dated June 13,
2003 for $1,300,000 regarding loan for physical plant or capital equipment acquisitions. (5)
10.5.2
Promissory Note dated June 13, 2003 by AspenBio, Inc. to Front Range Regional Economic Development Corporation in
principal amount of $1,300,000. (5)
10.5.3
Unconditional Guarantee dated June 13, 2003 by AspenBio, Inc. to Front Range Regional Economic Development
Corporation in principal amount of $1,300,000. (5)
10.6
Form of Common Stock Warrant between AspenBio and Liolios Group, Inc. *
10.7
Exclusive License Agreement with Novartis Animal Health, Inc., dated as of April 2, 2008. (7) !
10.8
Employment Agreement with Robert F. Caspari effective as of February 10, 2009 (8)
10.9
Employment Agreement with Jeffrey McGonegal, effective as of February 10, 2009. (8)
10.10
Assignment and Consultation Agreement, dated May 29, 2003, between AspenBio and John Bealer, M.D. (9)
10.11
Employment Agreement with Daryl Faulkner effective as of January 26, 2009. (10)
10.12
Employment Agreement with Greg Bennett effective as of January 1, 2010. *
10.13
Employment Agreement with Greg Pusey effective as of January 1, 2010. *
10.14
Form of Stock Option Agreement under the 2002 Stock Incentive Plan. *
10.15
Non-Employee Director Compensation. *
14
Form of Code of Ethics. (11)
23
Consent of GHP Horwath, P.C. *
31.1
Rule 13a-14(a)/15d-14(a) - Certification of Chief Executive Officer *
31.2
Rule 13a-14(a)/15d-14(a) - Certification of Chief Financial Officer. *
32
Section 1350 Certification Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as Adopted Pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act of 2002. *
______________________
*

Filed herewith.

!

Portions of Exhibits 10.2, 10.4 and 10.7 have been omitted from the publicly filed copy and have been filed separately with the
Secretary of the Commission pursuant to requests for confidential treatment.
Incorporated by reference from the registrant's Registration Statement on Form S-1 (File no. 333-86190), filed April 12, 2002.
Incorporated by reference from the registrant's Report on Form 10-QSB for the quarter ended October 31, 2005, filed November 10,
2005
Incorporated by reference from the registrant's Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended March 31, 2008 filed on May 15, 2008.
Incorporated by reference from the registrant's report on Form 8-K on April 7, 2003.
Incorporated by reference from the registrant's Report on Form 10-KSB/A for the year ended December 31, 2004 (file no. 00050019), filed March 29, 2004.
Incorporated by reference from the registrant's Report on Form 10-QSB for the quarter ended June 30, 2005, filed August 12, 2005.
Incorporated by reference from the registrant's Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended June 30, 2008, filed August 13, 2008.
Incorporated by reference from the registrant's Report on Form 8-K dated February 10, 2009, filed on February 17, 2009.
Incorporated by reference from the registrant's Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2008, filed March 16, 2009.
Incorporated by reference from the registrant's Report on Form 8-K dated January 19, 2009, filed January 23, 2009.
Incorporated by reference from the registrant's Report on Form 10-KSB for the year ended December 31, 2007, filed March 21,
2008.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
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SIGNATURES
In accordance with the requirements of Section 13 on 15(k) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant caused this report to be
signed on its behalf on March 9, 2010 by the undersigned thereto.
ASPENBIO PHARMA, INC.
/s/ Daryl J. Faulkner
Daryl J. Faulkner,
Chief Executive Officer
In accordance with the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant caused this Report to be signed on its behalf
by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized, on March 9, 2010.

/s/ Daryl J. Faulkner
Daryl J. Faulkner,
Chief Executive Officer, Executive Chairman and Director (principal executive
officer)
/s/ Jeffrey G. McGonegal
Jeffrey G. McGonegal, Chief Financial Officer (principal financial officer and
principal accounting officer)
/s/ Gregory Pusey
Gregory Pusey, Vice Chairman, Secretary and Director
/s/ Gail S. Schoettler
Gail S. Schoettler, Director
/s/ Douglas I. Hepler
Douglas I. Hepler, Director
/s/ David E. Welch
David E. Welch, Director
/s/ Mark J. Ratain
Mark J. Ratain, Director
/s/ Michael R. Merson
Michael R. Merson, Director
/s/ John H. Landon
John H. Landon, Director
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Exhibit 10.1.1
ASPENBIO PHARMA, INC.
AMENDMENT TO 2002 STOCK INCENTIVE PLAN
EFFECTIVE JUNE 9, 2008
This Amendment No. 1, dated and effective June 9, 2008 (the “Amendment”), is an amendment to the 2002 Stock Incentive Plan, as
amended and restated on June 1, 2007 (the “Plan”) of AspenBio Pharma, Inc., a Colorado corporation (the “Company”). All capitalized
terms used in this Amendment without definition have the meanings set forth in the Plan.
WHEREAS, Section 20(a) authorizes the Board of Directors of the Company to make amendments to the Plan, subject to
shareholder approval as required by law or agreement.
WHEREAS, on March 27, 2008, the Board approved an amendment to the Plan to increase the number of shares available for
awards under the Plan from 4,250,000 to 4,600,000, and submitted such amendment to the Company’s shareholders for approval at the
annual meeting of shareholders held on June 9, 2008.
WHEREAS, on June 9, 2008, the shareholders approved the foregoing amendment to the Plan.
NOW, THEREFORE, intending to be legally bound, and in accordance with the approvals set forth in the WHEREAS clauses,
which are incorporated by reference into this Amendment, the Company amends the Plan as follows:
1.

Section 4 of the Plan is deleted in it entirety and is replaced by the following:

“4.
The Common Stock. The Board is authorized to appropriate, issue and sell for the purposes of the Plan, and the
Option Committee is authorized to grant Options and Rights to Purchase with respect to, a total number, not in excess of
4,600,000 shares of Common Stock, either treasury or authorized but unissued or the number and kind of shares of stock or
other securities which in accordance with Section 16 of this Plan shall be substituted for the 4,600,000 shares or into which
such 4,600,000 shares shall be adjusted. All or any unsold shares subject to an Option or Right to Purchase that for any
reason expires or otherwise terminates may again be made subject to Options or Rights to Purchase under the Plan. No
person may be granted Options or Rights to Purchase under this Plan covering in excess of an aggregate of 500,000 Option
Shares and shares of Restricted Stock in any calendar year, subject to adjustments in connection with Section 16 of this
Plan.”
2.

Except as amended by this Amendment, the Plan continues in full force and effect.

3.

In the event of a conflict between this Amendment and the Plan, this Amendment shall govern.

Exhibit 10.1.2
ASPENBIO PHARMA, INC.
AMENDMENT TO 2002 STOCK INCENTIVE PLAN
EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 20, 2009
This Amendment No. 2, dated and effective November 20, 2009 (the “Amendment”) is an amendment to the 2002 Stock Incentive
Plan, as amended and restated on June 1, 2007 (the “Plan”) of AspenBio Pharma, Inc., a Colorado corporation (the “Company”). All
capitalized terms used in this Amendment without definition have the meanings set forth in the Plan.
WHEREAS, Section 20(a) authorizes the Board of Directors of the Company to make amendments to the Plan, subject to
shareholder approval as required by law or agreement.
WHEREAS, on September 18, 2009, the Board approved an amendment to the Plan to increase the number of shares available for
awards under the Plan from 4,600,000 to 6,100,000, and submitted such amendment to the Company’s shareholders for approval at the
annual meeting of shareholders held on November 20, 2009.
WHEREAS, on November 20, 2009, the shareholders approved the foregoing amendment to the Plan.
NOW, THEREFORE, intending to be legally bound, and in accordance with the approvals set forth in the WHEREAS clauses,
which are incorporated by reference into this Amendment, the Company amends the Plan as follows:
1.

Section 4 of the Plan is deleted in it entirety and is replaced by the following:

“4.
The Common Stock. The Board is authorized to appropriate, issue and sell for the purposes of the Plan, and the
Option Committee is authorized to grant Options and Rights to Purchase with respect to, a total number, not in excess of
6,100,000 shares of Common Stock, either treasury or authorized but unissued or the number and kind of shares of stock or
other securities which in accordance with Section 16 of this Plan shall be substituted for the 6,100,000 shares or into which
such 6,100,000 shares shall be adjusted. All or any unsold shares subject to an Option or Right to Purchase that for any
reason expires or otherwise terminates may again be made subject to Options or Rights to Purchase under the Plan. No
person may be granted Options or Rights to Purchase under this Plan covering in excess of an aggregate of 500,000 Option
Shares and shares of Restricted Stock in any calendar year, subject to adjustments in connection with Section 16 of this
Plan.”
2.

Except as amended by this Amendment, the Plan continues in full force and effect.

3.

In the event of a conflict between this Amendment and the Plan, this Amendment shall govern.

Exhibit 10.4.1

SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE AGREEMENT
This Settlement and Release Agreement (“Settlement Agreement”) is made this December 31, 2009, by and between Merial
Limited, a company limited by shares registered in England and Wales (registered number 3332751), with a registered office at P.O. Box
327, Sandringham House, Sandringham Avenue, Harlow Business Park, Harlow, Essex CM19 5QA, England, and domesticated in
Delaware, USA, as Merial LLC with a place of business at 3239 Satellite Boulevard, Duluth, Georgia 30096-4640 (“Merial”), and AspenBio
Pharma, Inc., (formerly known as “AspenBio, Inc.) with an address of 1585 South Perry Street, Castle Rock, CO 80104 (“AspenBio”).
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, on March 29, 2003, Merial and AspenBio (collectively, the “Parties”) entered into a Distribution Agreement wherein AspenBio
agreed to develop a Product and Merial agreed to market, distribute, and sell the Product (the “Distribution Agreement”). All “defined”
terms used in this Settlement Agreement shall have the definition provided for in the Distribution Agreement; and
WHEREAS, AspenBio has been unable to successfully develop the Product and has discontinued all development efforts on the Product;
and
WHEREAS, Merial desires that AspenBio not attempt to develop the Product with any third parties; and
WHEREAS, it is the desire of the Parties to terminate the Distribution Agreement and to settle, once and forever, all claims arising from or
relating to the Distribution Agreement, and to release each other from any liability arising from or relating to the Distribution Agreement;
and
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual agreements, covenants, and releases, and other good and valid consideration as set
forth herein, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged by each of the Parties, the Parties do hereby covenant, represent,
warrant, promise, and agree to the following:
1.

PAYMENT. On or before January 31, 2010, AspenBio shall pay Merial FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($50,000) in good
funds (certified or cashier’s check) pursuant to Sections 6.3(b) and 1.2 of the Distribution Agreement. The payment must be
delivered to the following address:
Merial Limited
Attn: Adam C. Bassing
3239 Satellite Blvd.
Duluth, GA 30096

2.

TERMINATION OF LICENSE AGREEMENTS.
AspenBio shall terminate all agreements associated with the Distribution Agreement that provide it with any intellectual property or
contractual rights to the intellectual property underlying the Product, including without limitation, all license agreements with
universities.

3.

ASPENBIO’S REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.
AspenBio represents and warrants that it will not conduct any activities related to the development of the Product, for a period of five
(5) years from the date of this Settlement Agreement, whether such activities are conducted independently, with any affiliate or with
any third party.

4.

TERMINATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT.
Upon full and complete performance by AspenBio of the conditions contained in Paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, the Distribution Agreement
shall terminate.

5.

MUTUAL RELEASES.
(a) AspenBio hereby releases and forever discharges Merial, its affiliates, directors, officers, shareholders, agents,
representatives, and employees, and their successors and assigns, from any and all claims, cause or causes of action, damages,
claims for costs, attorneys’ fees, losses, or demands arising out of or in any way related to the Distribution Agreement.
(b) Upon the full and complete performance by AspenBio of the conditions contained herein, Merial shall release and forever
discharge AspenBio, its affiliates, directors, officers, shareholders, agents, representatives, and employees, and their
successors and assigns, from any and all claims, cause or causes of action, damages, claims for costs, attorneys’ fees, losses or
demands arising out of or in any way related to the Distribution Agreement.

6.

DEFAULT. If any of the following events occur, AspenBio will be in breach of this Settlement Agreement:
(c) AspenBio fails to make the $50,000 payment to Merial in good funds on or before January 31, 2010, as set forth in Paragraph
1 hereof;
(d) AspenBio fails to terminate all agreements referenced in Paragraph 2 hereof; or
(e) AspenBio conducts any activities related to the development of the Product as set forth in Paragraph 3 hereof.
In the event AspenBio breaches this Settlement Agreement, Merial shall be entitled to take any and all legal action available against
AspenBio, including without limitation, an action for breach of this Settlement Agreement for the full amounts due and owing to
Merial hereunder.

7.

NO ASSIGNMENT. The Parties warrant and represent that there has been no assignment, sale, grant, conveyance or transfer, by
operation of law or otherwise, to any other person, firm, corporation or entity of any claim, demand, right, cause of action or
interest released in this Settlement Agreement. The Parties agree to indemnify, defend and hold each other harmless from any
claim, liability, or expense which may be incurred as a result of the assertion of any claim, right, or interest by any person by
reason of any such assignment, sale or transfer.

8.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Settlement Agreement constitutes the sole and entire agreement and understanding of the Parties
with respect to the subject matter hereof and no representations, terms or agreements other than those set forth herein have been
relied upon or shall be binding upon any of the Parties. The terms of this Settlement Agreement are contractual and not mere
recitals.

9.

SEVERABILITY. If any term or condition of this Settlement Agreement or application thereof to any person, entity or
circumstance shall, to any extent, be invalid or unenforceable, neither the remainder of this Settlement Agreement nor the
application thereof shall be affected thereby; and each remaining term or condition of this Settlement Agreement shall be valid and
enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law, and shall continue to inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the Parties.

10.

AMENDMENTS. The terms of this Settlement Agreement shall not be altered, amended, modified or otherwise changed in any
respect or particular except by a writing duly executed by authorized representatives of the Parties. The Parties hereby
acknowledge and agree that they will make no claim at any time that the terms of this Settlement Agreement have been orally
altered or modified in any respect whatsoever.

11.

WARRANTY OF AUTHORITY. Each Party represents and warrants to the other Party that it has the power and authority to
execute and deliver this Settlement Agreement, that it has obtained all necessary authorizations to enter into this Settlement
Agreement, that the execution of this Settlement Agreement does not put it in violation of any agreement to which it is a party, and
that this Settlement Agreement constitutes a legal, valid and binding obligation enforceable upon the Parties in accordance with its
terms.

12.

NO REPRESENTATION. The Parties hereby represent that they have carefully read this Settlement Agreement and know the
contents thereof, and sign the same as their own free act without any promise, inducement, or representation not fully expressed
herein.

13.

REPRESENTATION BY COUNSEL. The Parties further acknowledge that they have been represented by counsel of their
own choosing in connection with this Settlement Agreement and that the Settlement Agreement was negotiated at arm’s
length. The Parties agree that this Settlement Agreement shall not be construed for or against any Party by reason of that Party
having drafted or negotiated, or failed to draft or negotiate, all or any portion of any provision of this Settlement Agreement.

14.

NO WAIVER. Neither the failure of either Party to exercise any power given such Party herein or to insist upon strict compliance
by the other Party with its obligations hereunder, nor any custom or practice of the Parties at variance with the terms hereof shall
constitute a waiver of either Party’s right to demand exact compliance with the terms hereof.

15.

WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL. To the extent permitted by law, AspenBio and Merial hereby knowingly, voluntarily, and
intentionally waive any right they may have to a trial by jury with respect to any litigation based hereon, or arising out of, under, or
in connection with this Settlement Agreement.

16.

CHOICE OF LAW. This Settlement Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Georgia.

17.

SECTION HEADINGS. The headings used in this Settlement Agreement are for convenience only and in no way define, limit or
describe the scope or intent of any provisions or sections of this Settlement Agreement.

18.

DUPLICATE ORIGINALS. Each of the undersigned hereby represents, covenants, and warrants that this Settlement Agreement
may, for convenience, be executed by the Parties in duplicate originals, each of which contains the entire agreement of the Parties
and is intended to be and is as valid and binding as its counterpart original.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Settlement Agreement to be executed by their duly authorized representatives.
MERIAL LIMITED

ASPENBIO PHARMA, INC.

By: /s/ Mark Morrison

By: /s/ Jeffrey McGonegal

Name: Mark Morrison

Name: Jeffrey McGonegal

Title: VP

Title: CFO

Exhibit 10.6
THE SECURITIES EVIDENCED BY THIS CERTIFICATE HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE U.S. SECURITIES ACT,
AS AMENDED, OR ANY OTHER APPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS AND HAVE BEEN ISSUED IN RELIANCE UPON AN
EXEMPTION FROM THE REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS OF THE SECURITIES ACT AND SUCH OTHER SECURITIES
LAWS. NEITHER THIS SECURITY NOR ANY INTEREST OR PARTICIPATION HEREIN MAY BE SOLD, ASSIGNED,
TRANSFERRED, PLEDGED, ENCUMBERED, OR OTHERWISE DISPOSED OF, EXCEPT PURSUANT TO AN EFFECTIVE
REGISTRATION STATEMENT UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OR AN OPINION OF COUNSEL REASONABLY SATISFACTORY
TO THE COMPANY THAT SUCH REGISTRATION IS NOT REQUIRED PURSUANT TO A VALID EXEMPTION THEREFROM
UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT.
Warrant No. [_____________]
Issue Date: [______________]
WARRANT TO PURCHASE SHARES OF COMMON STOCK
OF
ASPENBIO PHARMA, INC.
THIS CERTIFIES that, for value received, Liolios Group, Inc., is entitled to purchase from ASPENBIO PHARMA, INC., a
Colorado corporation (the “Corporation”), subject to the terms and conditions hereof, 5,000 shares (the “Warrant Shares”) of common stock,
no par value (the “Common Stock”). This warrant, together with all warrants hereafter issued in exchange or substitution for this warrant, is
referred to as the “Warrant” and the holder of this Warrant is referred to as the “Holder.” The number of Warrant Shares is subject to
adjustment as hereinafter provided. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, this Warrant shall expire at 5:00pm EST on
[_______________], three years from Issue Date (the “Termination Date”).
1. Exercise of Warrants. (a) The Holder may, at any time prior to the Termination Date, exercise this Warrant in whole or in part
at an exercise price per share equal to $[_____] per share, subject to adjustment as provided herein (the “Warrant Price”), by the surrender of
this Warrant (properly endorsed) at the principal office of the Corporation, or at such other agency or office of the Corporation in the United
States of America as the Corporation may designate by notice in writing to the Holder at the address of such Holder appearing on the books
of the Corporation, and by payment to the Corporation of the Warrant Price in lawful money of the United States by check or wire transfer
for each share of Common Stock being purchased. Upon any partial exercise of this Warrant, there shall be executed and issued to the
Holder a new Warrant in respect of the shares of Common Stock as to which this Warrant shall not have been exercised. In the event of the
exercise of the rights represented by this Warrant, a certificate or certificates for the Warrant Shares so purchased, as applicable, registered in
the name of the Holder, shall be delivered to the Holder hereof as soon as practicable after the rights represented by this Warrant shall have
been so exercised.

(b)
Holder is granted “Cashless Exercise Rights”, whereby if notice of exercise by Holder specifies that the exercise
of this Warrant is made pursuant to this Section 1, then the Company shall deliver to Holder, without payment by Holder of any
Exercise Price or any cash or other consideration, the number of Company Shares computed using the following formula:
X=

Y(A-B)
A

Where:
X=

the number of Warrant Shares to be issued to the Holder pursuant to the exercise of this
Warrant pursuant to this Section 4;

Y=

the number of Shares that may be purchased upon exercise of this Warrant;

A=

the Market Price, as defined below, of one share of Common Stock; and

B=

the Exercise Price per share of Common Stock.

“Market Price” of an security means the average of the closing prices of such security’s sales on all securities exchanges on which
such security may at the time be listed based upon the average of the ten preceding business days prior to the date of exercise, or, if
there has been no sales on any such exchanges on any day, the average of the highest bid and the lowest asked prices on all such
exchanges for such period, or, if on a day any such security is not listed, the average of the representative bid and asked prices quoted
in the NASDAQ System as of 4:00pm Eastern Time.
2. Reservation of Warrant Shares. The Corporation agrees that, prior to the expiration of this Warrant, it will at all times have
authorized and in reserve, and will keep available, solely for issuance or delivery upon the exercise of this Warrant, the number of Warrant
Shares as from time to time shall be issuable by the Corporation upon the exercise of this Warrant.
3 . No Holder Rights. This Warrant shall not entitle the holder hereof to any voting rights or other rights as a Holder of the
Corporation.
4. Transferability of Warrant. Prior to the Termination Date and subject to compliance with applicable laws, this Warrant and all
rights hereunder are transferable, in whole or in part, at the office or agency of the Company by the Holder in person or by duly authorized
attorney, upon surrender of this Warrant together with the Assignment Form annexed hereto properly endorsed for transfer.

5. Certain Adjustments. With respect to any rights that Holder has to exercise this Warrant and convert into shares of Common
Stock, Holder shall be entitled to the following adjustments:
( a )
Merger or Consolidation. If at any time there shall be a merger or a consolidation of the Corporation with or into another
corporation when the Corporation is not the surviving corporation, then, as part of such merger or consolidation, lawful provision shall be
made so that the holder hereof shall thereafter be entitled to receive upon exercise of this Warrant, during the period specified herein and
upon payment of the aggregate Warrant Price then in effect, the number of shares of stock or other securities or property (including cash) of
the successor corporation resulting from such merger or consolidation, to which the holder hereof as the holder of the stock deliverable upon
exercise of this Warrant would have been entitled in such merger or consolidation if this Warrant had been exercised immediately before
such merger or consolidation. In any such case, appropriate adjustment shall be made in the application of the provisions of this Warrant
with respect to the rights and interests of the holder hereof as the holder of this Warrant after the merger or consolidation.
( b )
Reclassification, Recapitalization, etc. If the Corporation at any time shall, by subdivision, combination or reclassification of
securities, recapitalization, automatic conversion, or other similar event affecting the number or character of outstanding shares of Common
Stock, or otherwise, change any of the securities as to which purchase rights under this Warrant exist into the same or a different number of
securities of any other class or classes, this Warrant shall thereafter represent the right to acquire such number and kind of securities as would
have been issuable as the result of such change with respect to the securities that were subject to the purchase rights under this Warrant
immediately prior to such subdivision, combination, reclassification or other change.
(c)
Split or Combination of Common Stock and Stock Dividend. In case the
Corporation shall at any time subdivide, re-divide, recapitalize, split (forward or reverse) or change its outstanding shares of Common Stock
into a greater number of shares or declare a dividend upon its Common Stock payable solely in shares of Common Stock, the Warrant Price
shall be proportionately reduced and the number of Warrant Shares proportionately increased. Conversely, in case the outstanding shares of
Common Stock of the Corporation shall be combined into a smaller number of shares, the Warrant Price shall be proportionately increased
and the number of Warrant Shares proportionately reduced. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in no event will the Warrant Price be reduced
below the par value of the Common Stock.
6. Legend and Stop Transfer Orders. Unless the Warrant Shares have been registered under the Securities Act, upon exercise of any
part of the Warrant, the Corporation shall instruct its transfer agent to enter stop transfer orders with respect to such Warrant Shares, and all
certificates or instruments representing the Warrant Shares shall bear on the face thereof substantially the following legend:

THE SECURITIES EVIDENCED BY THIS CERTIFICATE HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE U.S. SECURITIES ACT,
AS AMENDED, OR ANY OTHER APPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS AND HAVE BEEN ISSUED IN RELIANCE UPON AN
EXEMPTION FROM THE REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS OF THE SECURITIES ACT AND SUCH OTHER SECURITIES
LAWS. NEITHER THIS SECURITY NOR ANY INTEREST OR PARTICIPATION HEREIN MAY BE SOLD, ASSIGNED,
TRANSFERRED, PLEDGED, ENCUMBERED, OR OTHERWISE DISPOSED OF, EXCEPT PURSUANT TO AN EFFECTIVE
REGISTRATION STATEMENT UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OR AN OPINION OF COUNSEL REASONABLY SATISFACTORY
TO THE CORPORATION THAT SUCH REGISTRATION IS NOT REQUIRED PURSUANT TO A VALID EXEMPTION
THEREFROM UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT.
7. Vesting. The right to exercise this Warrant shall vest at the date of issuance and rights shall be 100% vested and exercisable.
8. Registration Rights. This Warrant is subject to the REGISTRATION RIGHTS ADDENDUM – LIOLIOS AGREEMENT
attached hereto and made a part of the Warrant.
9. Miscellaneous. This Warrant shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Colorado. All the
covenants and provisions of this Warrant by or for the benefit of the Corporation shall bind and inure to the benefit of its successors and
assigns hereunder. Nothing in this Warrant shall be construed to give to any person or corporation other than the Corporation and the holder
of this Warrant any legal or equitable right, remedy or claim under this Warrant. This Warrant shall be for the sole and exclusive benefit of
the Corporation and the holder of this Warrant. The section headings herein are for convenience only and are not part of this Warrant and
shall not affect the interpretation hereof. Upon receipt of evidence satisfactory to the Corporation of the loss, theft, destruction or mutilation
of this Warrant, and of indemnity reasonably satisfactory to the Corporation, if lost, stolen or destroyed, and upon surrender and cancellation
of this Warrant, if mutilated, the Corporation shall execute and deliver to the Holder a new Warrant of like date, tenor and denomination.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Corporation has caused this Warrant to be executed by its duly authorized officers under its seal, this
__ day of [____________].

ASPENBIO PHARMA, INC.
By:
Name
Title

WARRANT EXERCISE FORM
To Be Executed by the Holder in Order to Exercise Warrant
To:

AspenBio Pharma, Inc.
1585 S. Perry Street
Castle Rock, CO 80104
Attention: Chief Financial Officer

Dated:____________
The undersigned, pursuant to the provisions set forth in the attached Warrant No. ______, hereby irrevocably elects to purchase (check
applicable box):
o _________ shares of the Common Stock of AspenBio Pharma, Inc. covered by such Warrant; or
¨ the maximum number of shares of Common Stock covered by such Warrant pursuant to the cashless exercise procedure set forth in
subsection 1(b) (if applicable).
The undersigned herewith makes payment of the full purchase price for such shares at the price per share provided for in such
Warrant. Such payment takes the form of (check applicable box or boxes):
o $______ in lawful money of the United States; and/or
¨ if the provisions of subsection 1(b) of this Warrant are in effect, the cancellation of such portion of the attached Warrant as is
exercisable for a total of _____ Warrant Shares (using a Fair Market Value of $_____ per share for purposes of this calculation);
and/or
o if the provisions of subsection 1(b) of this Warrant are in effect, the cancellation of such number of Warrant Shares as is
necessary, in accordance with the formula set forth in subsection 1(b), to exercise this Warrant with respect to the maximum
number of Warrant Shares purchasable pursuant to the cashless exercise procedure set forth in subsection 1(b).
The undersigned hereby requests that certificates for the Warrant Shares purchased hereby be issued in the name of:

(please print or type name and address)

(please insert social security or other
identifying number)

and be delivered as follows:

(please print or type name and address)

(please insert social security or other
identifying number)

and if such number of shares of Common Stock shall not be all the shares evidenced by this Warrant Certificate, that a new Warrant for the
balance of such shares be registered in the name of, and delivered to, Holder.

Signature of Holder
SIGNATURE GUARANTEE:

ASSIGNMENT FORM
(To assign the foregoing warrant, execute
this form. Do not use this form to exercise the warrant.)

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the foregoing Warrant and all rights evidenced thereby are hereby assigned to
________________________________________________________________ whose address is
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Dated: _____________________, _______
Holder's Signature
Holder's Address:

Signature Guaranteed:

NOTE: The signature to this Assignment Form must correspond with the name as it appears on the face of the Warrant, without alteration or
enlargement or any change whatsoever, and must be guaranteed by a bank or trust Corporation. Officers of corporations and those acting in a
fiduciary or other representative capacity should file proper evidence of authority to assign the foregoing Warrant.

Exhibit 10.12
EXECUTIVE EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT dated as of the 19 th day of January 2010, to be effective as of the 1st day of January 2010, by and between,
AspenBio Pharma, Inc., a Colorado corporation (the "Employer" or "Company") and Gregory L. Bennett (the "Executive"). In consideration
of the mutual covenants contained in this Agreement, the Employer agrees to employ the Executive and the Executive agrees to be employed
by the Employer upon the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth.
ARTICLE 1
TERM OF EMPLOYMENT
1.1 Initial Term. The initial term of employment hereunder shall commence as of the effective day first written above
("Commencement Date") and shall continue for a period of one year from that date, unless terminated earlier as provided under Article 5.
1.2 Renewal; Non- Renewal Benefits to Executive. At the end of the initial term of this Agreement, and on each anniversary
thereafter, the term of Executive's employment shall be automatically extended one additional year unless, at least 30 days prior to such
anniversary, the Executive shall have delivered to the Employer written notice that the term of the Executive's employment hereunder will not
be extended. The Employer shall have the right to provide such non-renewal notice to Executive, on the same terms and conditions.
ARTICLE 2
DUTIES OF THE EXECUTIVE
2.1 Duties. The Executive shall be employed with the title of Senior Vice President, Product Development and Manufacturing, with
responsibilities and authorities as are customarily performed by such position including, but not limited to those duties as may from time to
time be assigned to Executive by the Board of Directors of Employer. Executive’s responsibilities and authorities for operating policies and
procedures are subject to the general direction and control of the Board of Directors.
2.2 Extent and Place of Duties. Executive shall devote working time, efforts, attention and energies to the business of the Employer
on substantially full time basis as may further be agreed upon between the parties from time to time. All such duties shall be performed
working out of either the Castle Rock, CO, offices of the Company or Executive’s home office in addition to regular trips for business and
meetings on behalf of the Company as the Executive and the Company may reasonably agree.

ARTICLE 3
COMPENSATION OF THE EXECUTIVE
3.1 Salary. As compensation for services rendered under this Agreement, the Executive will receive a salary of $225,000 per
year. Executive’s salary is payable in accordance with Employer’s normal business practices. The parties agree that the salary and
compensation package will be reviewed at the end of the initial year by the Compensation Committee of the Board of Directors.

3.2 Benefits. Executive shall be entitled to participate in all of Employer's employee benefit plans and employee benefits, including
any retirement, pension, profit-sharing, incentive compensation, stock option, insurance, hospital or other plans and benefits which now may
be in effect or which may hereafter be adopted, it being understood that Executive shall have the same rights and privileges to participate in
such plans and benefits as any other executive employee during the term of this Agreement. Participation in any benefit plans shall be in
addition to the compensation otherwise provided for in this Agreement.
3.3 Expenses. Executive shall be entitled to prompt reimbursement for all reasonable expenses incurred by Executive in the
performance of his duties hereunder.
ARTICLE 4
NON-COMPETITION; CONFIDENTIALITY
4.1 During the term of this Agreement, the Executive may make passive investments in companies involved in industries in which
the Company operates, provided any such investment does not exceed a 5% equity interest, unless Executive obtains consent to acquire an
equity interest exceeding 5% by a vote of a majority of the directors.
4.2 During the term of this Agreement the Executive subject to Aspen Board approval, which will not be unreasonably withheld, the
Executive could join non-competitive Boards as an Independent Board member as well, not to exceed a total of three boards.
4.3 Except as provided in this Section 4 hereof, the Executive may not participate in any business or other areas of business in which
the Company is engaged during the term of this Agreement without the consent from a majority of the directors.
4.4
a.
The Executive recognizes and acknowledges that the information, business, list of the Employer's customers and
any other trade secret or other secret or confidential information relating to Employer's business as they may exist from time to time are
valuable, special and unique assets of Employer's business. Therefore, Executive agrees as follows:
(1) That Executive will hold in strictest confidence and not disclose, reproduce, publish or use in any manner,
whether during or subsequent to this employment, without the express authorization of the Board of Directors of the Employer, any
information, business, customer lists, or any other secret or confidential matter relating to any aspect of the Employer's business, except as
such disclosure or use may be required in connection with Executive's work for the Employer.
(2) That upon request or at the time of leaving the employ of the Employer the Executive will deliver to the
Employer, and not keep or deliver to anyone else, any and all notes, memoranda, documents and, in general, any and all material relating to the
Employer's business.
(3) That the Board of Directors of Employer may from time to time reasonably designate other subject matters
requiring confidentiality and secrecy which shall be deemed to be covered by the terms of this Agreement.
b.
In the event of a breach or threatened breach by the Executive of the provisions of this paragraph 4.4, the Employer
shall be entitled to an injunction (i) restraining the Executive from disclosing, in whole or in part, any information as described above or from
rendering any services to any person, firm, corporation, association or other entity to whom such information, in whole or in part, has been
disclosed or is threatened to be disclosed; and/or (ii) requiring that Executive deliver to Employer all information, documents, notes,
memoranda and any and all other material as described above upon Executive's leave of the employ of the Employer. Nothing herein shall be
construed as prohibiting the Employer from pursuing other remedies available to the Employer for such breach or threatened breach, including
the recovery of damages from the Executive.

c.
Executive hereby agrees that upon the execution of this Agreement he will sign the Company’s standard forms of;
Code of Conduct, Confidentiality, Insider Trading Policy and Inventions agreements.
4.5
Non-disparagement. During the Term of the Executive's employment hereunder and for five (5) years thereafter; 1) the Executive shall
not disparage, deprecate, or make any comments or take any other actions, directly or indirectly, that a reasonable person would expect at the
time would have the effect of diminishing or constraining the goodwill and good reputation of the Company or its officers, directors,
employees or services, and 2) the Employer shall not disparage, deprecate, or make any comments or take any other actions, directly or
indirectly, that a reasonable person would expect at the time would have the effect of diminishing or constraining the goodwill and good
reputation of the Executive, except in each case, as may be required by law. For the Executive, this obligation includes, but is not limited to,
refraining from negative statements about the Company's methods of doing business, the effectiveness of its business policies, and the quality
of any of its services or personnel. Further, Executive will refrain from criticizing, or making (directly or indirectly), or encouraging any
other(s) to make, any public attack(s) against the Company or any of its officers, directors or employees. This specifically includes any such
communications with any newspaper or other news media.
ARTICLE 5
TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
5.1 Termination. The Executive's employment hereunder may be terminated without any breach of this Agreement only under the
following circumstances:
1. By Executive. Upon the occurrence of any of the following events, this Agreement may be terminated by the Executive
by written notice to Employer:
(1) if Employer makes a general assignment for the benefit of creditors, files a voluntary bankruptcy petition, files
a petition or answer seeking a reorganization, arrangement, composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution or similar relief under any law,
or there shall have been filed any petition or application for the involuntary bankruptcy of Employer, or other similar proceeding, in which an
order for relief is entered or which remains undismissed for a period of thirty days or more, or Employer seeks, consents to, or acquiesces in
the appointment of a trustee, receiver, or liquidator of Employer or any material part of its assets;
(2) the sale by Employer of substantially all of its assets or a change of control of over 50% of Employer;
(3) a decision by Employer, approved by the Board to terminate its business and liquidate its assets.
2. Death. This Agreement shall terminate upon the death of Executive.
3. Disability. The Employer may terminate this Agreement upon the disability of the Executive. Executive shall be
considered disabled (whether permanent or temporary) if he is incapacitated to such an extent that he is unable to perform substantially all of
his duties for Employer that he performed prior to such incapacitation.

4. Other Termination. The Employer may terminate the Executive’s employment hereunder for any reason.
5.2 Notice of Termination. Any termination of the Executive's employment by the Employer or by the Executive (other than
termination pursuant to subsection 5.1.2 above) shall be communicated by written Notice of Termination to the other party.
5.3 Date of Termination. "Date of Termination" shall mean (i) if the Executive's employment is terminated by his death, the date of
his death; (ii) if the Executive's employment is terminated for Other Termination event (“Other Termination Event”), the date on which a
Notice of Termination is received by the Executive; and (iii) if the Executive's employment is terminated for any other reason stated above,
the date specified in a Notice of Termination by Employer or Executive, which date shall be no less than 30 days following the date on which
Notice of Termination is given.
5.4 Compensation Upon Termination.
1. Following the termination of this Agreement pursuant to Section 5.1, the Executive shall be entitled to compensation only
through the Date of Termination; provided, however, that Executive may be entitled to severance as set forth in this Section 5.4.
2. Following the termination of this Agreement pursuant to Section 5.1.2, Employer shall pay to Executive's estate the
compensation which would otherwise be payable to Executive for the six months following his death.
3. In the event of disability of the Executive as described in Section 5.1.3, if Employer elects to terminate this Agreement,
Executive shall be entitled to receive compensation through the Date of Termination plus the compensation which would otherwise be payable
to Executive for the six months following such termination for his disability.
4. If Executive is terminated by Employer for any reason other than death or disability as set forth in this Article 5, then
Executive is entitled to severance payments equal to six months compensation following the date of Termination, under this Agreement. Such
amounts being payable over such six month periods’ normal payroll cycles; provided, however, that all such payments, including in a lump
sum if applicable, shall be fully paid by March 15 in the year following the year of termination or, if applicable, otherwise so as not to be
subject to Section 409A of the Internal Revenue Code and furthermore provided, however, that the Executive shall be obligated to execute a
customary release of claims in order to receive such severance payments.
5. If Executive terminates this Agreement as set forth in Section 5.1.1., then Executive is entitled to severance payments
equal to six months compensation following the date of Termination, under this Agreement. Such amounts being payable over such six month
periods’ normal payroll cycles; provided, however, that all such payments, including in a lump sum if applicable, shall be fully paid by March
15 in the year following the year of termination or, if applicable, otherwise so as not to be subject to Section 409A of the Internal Revenue
Code and furthermore provided, however, that the Executive shall be obligated to execute a customary release of claims in order to receive
such severance payments.

5.5 Other Termination Provisions. Executive agrees that upon termination of this Agreement and upon reasonable request by the
Board of Directors, Executive shall resign from any then effective Board, Officer or Committee Employer positions.
5.6 Remedies. Any termination of this Agreement shall not prejudice any other remedy to which the Employer or Executive may be
entitled, either at law, equity, or under this Agreement.

ARTICLE 6
INDEMNIFICATION
To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, Employer agrees to indemnify, defend and hold Executive harmless from any and
all claims, actions, costs, expenses, damages and liabilities, including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees, hereafter or heretofore
arising out of or in connection with activities of Employer or its employees, including Executive, or other agents in connection with and within
the scope of this Agreement or by reason of the fact that he is or was a director or officer of Employer or any affiliate of Employer. To the
fullest extent permitted by applicable law, Employer shall advance to Executive expenses of defending any such action, claim or
proceeding. However, Employer shall not indemnify Executive or defend Executive against, or hold him harmless from any claims, damages,
expenses or liabilities, including attorneys' fees, resulting from the gross negligence or willful misconduct of Executive. The duty to
indemnify shall survive the expiration or early termination of this Agreement as to any claims based on facts or conditions which occurred or
are alleged to have occurred prior to expiration or termination.
ARTICLE 7
GENERAL PROVISIONS
7.1 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Colorado.
7.2 Arbitration. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement or the breach thereof shall be settled by
arbitration in the City and County of Denver, Colorado in accordance with the rules then existing of the American Arbitration Association and
judgment upon the award may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof.
7.3 Entire Agreement. This Agreement supersedes any and all other Agreements, whether oral or in writing, between the parties
with respect to the employment of the Executive by the Employer. Each party to this Agreement acknowledges that no representations,
inducements, promises, or agreements, orally or otherwise, have been made by either party, or anyone acting on behalf of any party, that are
not embodied in this Agreement, and that no agreement, statement, or promise not contained in this Agreement shall be valid or binding.

7.4 Successors and Assigns. This Agreement, all terms and conditions hereunder, and all remedies arising herefrom, shall inure to
the benefit of and be binding upon Employer, any successor in interest to all or substantially all of the business and/or assets of Employer, and
the heirs, administrators, successors and assigns of Executive. Except as provided in the preceding sentence, the rights and obligations of the
parties hereto may not be assigned or transferred by either party without the prior written consent of the other party.
7.5 Notices. For purposes of this Agreement, notices, demands and all other communications provided for in this Agreement shall
be in writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given when delivered or mailed by United States registered mail, return receipt requested,
postage prepaid, addressed as follows:
Executive:
Gregory L. Bennett
700 Wessex Place
Milpitas, CA 95035
Email: gbennett700@gmail.com
Employer:
AspenBio Pharma, Inc.
Attn: Chairman
1585 South Perry Street
Castle Rock, CO 80104
Fax: 303/ 798-8332
or to such other address as either party may have furnished to the other in writing in accordance herewith, except that notices of change of
address shall be effective only upon receipt.
7.6 Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is prohibited by or is unlawful or unenforceable under any applicable law of any
jurisdiction as to such jurisdiction, such provision shall be ineffective to the extent of such prohibition without invalidating the remaining
provisions hereof.
7.7 Section Headings. The section headings used in this Agreement are for convenience only and shall not affect the construction of
any terms of this Agreement.
7.8 Survival of Obligations. Termination of this Agreement for any reason shall not relieve Employer or Executive of any obligation
accruing or arising prior to such termination.

7.9 Amendments. This Agreement may be amended only by written agreement of both Employer and Executive.
7.10 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall constitute an original but all
of which, when taken together, shall constitute only one legal instrument. This Agreement shall become effective when copies hereof, when
taken together, shall bear the signatures of both parties hereto. It shall not be necessary in making proof of this Agreement to produce or
account for more than one such counterpart.
7.11 Fees and Costs. If any action at law or in equity is necessary to enforce or interpret the terms of this Agreement, the prevailing
party shall be entitled to reasonable attorneys’ fees, costs and necessary disbursements in addition to any other relief to which that party may
be entitled.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Employer and Executive enter into this Executive Employment Agreement effective as of the date first
set forth above.

AspenBio Pharma, Inc. - "EMPLOYER"
By: /s/ Daryl J. Faulkner
Name: Daryl J. Faulkner
Title: Executive Chairman

Gregory L. Bennett - "EXECUTIVE"
Signed /s/ Gregory L. Bennett
Gregory L. Bennett, Individually
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EXECUTIVE EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT dated as of the 6th day of January 2010, to be effective as of the 1st day of January 2010, by and between,
AspenBio Pharma, Inc., a Colorado corporation (the "Employer" or "Company") and Gregory Pusey (the "Executive"). In consideration of
the mutual covenants contained in this Agreement, the Employer agrees to employ the Executive and the Executive agrees to be employed by
the Employer upon the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth.
ARTICLE 1
TERM OF EMPLOYMENT
1.1 Initial Term. The initial term of employment hereunder shall commence as of the effective day first written above
("Commencement Date") and shall continue for a period of one year from that date, unless terminated earlier as provided under Article 5.
1.2 Renewal; Non- Renewal Benefits to Executive. At the end of the initial term of this Agreement, and on each anniversary
thereafter, the term of Executive's employment shall be automatically extended one additional year unless, at least 30 days prior to such
anniversary, the Executive shall have delivered to the Employer written notice that the term of the Executive's employment hereunder will not
be extended. The Employer shall have the right to provide such non-renewal notice to Executive, on the same terms and conditions.
ARTICLE 2
DUTIES OF THE EXECUTIVE
2.1 Duties. The Executive shall be employed with the titles of Vice Chairman and Vice President of Investor Relations, with
responsibilities and authorities as are customarily performed by such position including, but not limited to those duties as may from time to
time be assigned to Executive by the Board of Directors of Employer. Executive’s responsibilities and authorities for operating policies and
procedures are subject to the general direction and control of the Board of Directors.
2.2 Extent and Place of Duties. Executive shall devote working time, efforts, attention and energies to the business of the Employer
on a substantial but not full time basis as may further be agreed upon between the parties from time to time. All such duties shall be
performed working out of either the Executive’s offices or the Castle Rock, CO, offices of the Company in addition to regular trips for
business and meetings on behalf of the Company as the Executive and the Company may reasonably agree.

ARTICLE 3
COMPENSATION OF THE EXECUTIVE
3.1 Salary. As compensation for services rendered under this Agreement, the Executive will receive a salary of $150,000 per
year. Executive’s salary is payable in accordance with Employer’s normal business practices. The parties agree that the salary and
compensation package will be reviewed at the end of the initial year by the Compensation Committee of the Board of Directors.

3.2 Benefits. Executive shall be entitled to participate in all of Employer's employee benefit plans and employee benefits, including
any retirement, pension, profit-sharing, incentive compensation, stock option, insurance, hospital or other plans and benefits which now may
be in effect or which may hereafter be adopted, it being understood that Executive shall have the same rights and privileges to participate in
such plans and benefits as any other executive employee during the term of this Agreement. Participation in any benefit plans shall be in
addition to the compensation otherwise provided for in this Agreement.
3.3 Expenses. Executive shall be entitled to prompt reimbursement for all reasonable expenses incurred by Executive in the
performance of his duties hereunder.
ARTICLE 4
NON-COMPETITION; CONFIDENTIALITY
4.1 During the term of this Agreement, the Executive may make passive investments in companies involved in industries in which
the Company operates, provided any such investment does not exceed a 5% equity interest, unless Executive obtains consent to acquire an
equity interest exceeding 5% by a vote of a majority of the directors.
4.2 During the term of this Agreement the Executive may maintain any existing outside Officer and / or Board member positions and
that, subject to Aspen Board approval, which will not be unreasonably withheld, the Executive could join additional non-competitive Boards
as an Independent Board member as well, not to exceed a total of three boards.
4.3 Except as provided in this Section 4 hereof, the Executive may not participate in any business or other areas of business in which
the Company is engaged during the term of this Agreement except those he is currently engaged in or through and on behalf of the Company,
without the consent from a majority of the directors.
4.4
a.
The Executive recognizes and acknowledges that the information, business, list of the Employer's customers and
any other trade secret or other secret or confidential information relating to Employer's business as they may exist from time to time are
valuable, special and unique assets of Employer's business. Therefore, Executive agrees as follows:
(1) That Executive will hold in strictest confidence and not disclose, reproduce, publish or use in any manner,
whether during or subsequent to this employment, without the express authorization of the Board of Directors of the Employer, any
information, business, customer lists, or any other secret or confidential matter relating to any aspect of the Employer's business, except as
such disclosure or use may be required in connection with Executive's work for the Employer.
(2) That upon request or at the time of leaving the employ of the Employer the Executive will deliver to the
Employer, and not keep or deliver to anyone else, any and all notes, memoranda, documents and, in general, any and all material relating to the
Employer's business.
(3) That the Board of Directors of Employer may from time to time reasonably designate other subject matters
requiring confidentiality and secrecy which shall be deemed to be covered by the terms of this Agreement.
b.
In the event of a breach or threatened breach by the Executive of the provisions of this paragraph 4.4, the Employer
shall be entitled to an injunction (i) restraining the Executive from disclosing, in whole or in part, any information as described above or from
rendering any services to any person, firm, corporation, association or other entity to whom such information, in whole or in part, has been
disclosed or is threatened to be disclosed; and/or (ii) requiring that Executive deliver to Employer all information, documents, notes,
memoranda and any and all other material as described above upon Executive's leave of the employ of the Employer. Nothing herein shall be
construed as prohibiting the Employer from pursuing other remedies available to the Employer for such breach or threatened breach, including
the recovery of damages from the Executive.

c.
Executive hereby agrees that upon the execution of this Agreement he will sign the Company’s standard forms of;
Code of Conduct, Confidentiality, Insider Trading Policy and Inventions agreements.
4.5
Non-disparagement. During the Term of the Executive's employment hereunder and for five (5) years thereafter; 1) the Executive shall
not disparage, deprecate, or make any comments or take any other actions, directly or indirectly, that a reasonable person would expect at the
time would have the effect of diminishing or constraining the goodwill and good reputation of the Company or its officers, directors,
employees or services, and 2) the Employer shall not disparage, deprecate, or make any comments or take any other actions, directly or
indirectly, that a reasonable person would expect at the time would have the effect of diminishing or constraining the goodwill and good
reputation of the Executive, except in each case, as may be required by law. For the Executive, this obligation includes, but is not limited to,
refraining from negative statements about the Company's methods of doing business, the effectiveness of its business policies, and the quality
of any of its services or personnel. Further, Executive will refrain from criticizing, or making (directly or indirectly), or encouraging any
other(s) to make, any public attack(s) against the Company or any of its officers, directors or employees. This specifically includes any such
communications with any newspaper or other news media.
ARTICLE 5
TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
5.1 Termination. The Executive's employment hereunder may be terminated without any breach of this Agreement only under the
following circumstances:
1. By Executive. Upon the occurrence of any of the following events, this Agreement may be terminated by the Executive
by written notice to Employer:
(1) if Employer makes a general assignment for the benefit of creditors, files a voluntary bankruptcy petition, files
a petition or answer seeking a reorganization, arrangement, composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution or similar relief under any law,
or there shall have been filed any petition or application for the involuntary bankruptcy of Employer, or other similar proceeding, in which an
order for relief is entered or which remains undismissed for a period of thirty days or more, or Employer seeks, consents to, or acquiesces in
the appointment of a trustee, receiver, or liquidator of Employer or any material part of its assets;
(2) the sale by Employer of substantially all of its assets or a change of control of over 50% of Employer;
(3) a decision by Employer, approved by the Board to terminate its business and liquidate its assets.
2. Death. This Agreement shall terminate upon the death of Executive.
3. Disability. The Employer may terminate this Agreement upon the disability of the Executive. Executive shall be
considered disabled (whether permanent or temporary) if he is incapacitated to such an extent that he is unable to perform substantially all of
his duties for Employer that he performed prior to such incapacitation.

4. Other Termination. The Employer may terminate the Executive’s employment hereunder for any reason.
5.2 Notice of Termination. Any termination of the Executive's employment by the Employer or by the Executive (other than
termination pursuant to subsection 5.1.2 above) shall be communicated by written Notice of Termination to the other party.
5.3 Date of Termination. "Date of Termination" shall mean (i) if the Executive's employment is terminated by his death, the date of
his death; (ii) if the Executive's employment is terminated for Other Termination event (“Other Termination Event”), the date on which a
Notice of Termination is received by the Executive; and (iii) if the Executive's employment is terminated for any other reason stated above,
the date specified in a Notice of Termination by Employer or Executive, which date shall be no less than 30 days following the date on which
Notice of Termination is given.
5.4 Compensation Upon Termination.
1. Following the termination of this Agreement pursuant to Section 5.1, the Executive shall be entitled to compensation only
through the Date of Termination; provided, however, that Executive may be entitled to severance as set forth in this Section 5.4.
2. Following the termination of this Agreement pursuant to Section 5.1.2, Employer shall pay to Executive's estate the
compensation which would otherwise be payable to Executive for the six months following his death.
3. In the event of disability of the Executive as described in Section 5.1.3, if Employer elects to terminate this Agreement,
Executive shall be entitled to receive compensation through the Date of Termination plus the compensation which would otherwise be payable
to Executive for the six months following such termination for his disability.
4. If Executive is terminated by Employer for any reason other than death or disability as set forth in this Article 5, then
Executive is entitled to severance payments equal to six months compensation following the date of Termination, under this Agreement. Such
amounts being payable over such six month periods’ normal payroll cycles; provided, however, that all such payments, including in a lump
sum if applicable, shall be fully paid by March 15 in the year following the year of termination or, if applicable, otherwise so as not to be
subject to Section 409A of the Internal Revenue Code and furthermore provided, however, that the Executive shall be obligated to execute a
customary release of claims in order to receive such severance payments.
5. If Executive terminates this Agreement as set forth in Section 5.1.1., then Executive is entitled to severance payments
equal to six months compensation following the date of Termination, under this Agreement. Such amounts being payable over such six month
periods’ normal payroll cycles; provided, however, that all such payments, including in a lump sum if applicable, shall be fully paid by March
15 in the year following the year of termination or, if applicable, otherwise so as not to be subject to Section 409A of the Internal Revenue
Code and furthermore provided, however, that the Executive shall be obligated to execute a customary release of claims in order to receive
such severance payments.

5.5 Other Termination Provisions. Executive agrees that upon termination of this Agreement and upon reasonable request by the
Board of Directors, Executive shall resign from any then effective Board, Officer or Committee positions.
5.6 Remedies. Any termination of this Agreement shall not prejudice any other remedy to which the Employer or Executive may be
entitled, either at law, equity, or under this Agreement.

ARTICLE 6
INDEMNIFICATION
To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, Employer agrees to indemnify, defend and hold Executive harmless from any and
all claims, actions, costs, expenses, damages and liabilities, including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees, hereafter or heretofore
arising out of or in connection with activities of Employer or its employees, including Executive, or other agents in connection with and within
the scope of this Agreement or by reason of the fact that he is or was a director or officer of Employer or any affiliate of Employer. To the
fullest extent permitted by applicable law, Employer shall advance to Executive expenses of defending any such action, claim or
proceeding. However, Employer shall not indemnify Executive or defend Executive against, or hold him harmless from any claims, damages,
expenses or liabilities, including attorneys' fees, resulting from the gross negligence or willful misconduct of Executive. The duty to
indemnify shall survive the expiration or early termination of this Agreement as to any claims based on facts or conditions which occurred or
are alleged to have occurred prior to expiration or termination.
ARTICLE 7
GENERAL PROVISIONS
7.1 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Colorado.
7.2 Arbitration. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement or the breach thereof shall be settled by
arbitration in the City and County of Denver, Colorado in accordance with the rules then existing of the American Arbitration Association and
judgment upon the award may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof.
7.3 Entire Agreement. This Agreement supersedes any and all other Agreements, whether oral or in writing, between the parties
with respect to the employment of the Executive by the Employer. Each party to this Agreement acknowledges that no representations,
inducements, promises, or agreements, orally or otherwise, have been made by either party, or anyone acting on behalf of any party, that are
not embodied in this Agreement, and that no agreement, statement, or promise not contained in this Agreement shall be valid or binding.

7.4 Successors and Assigns. This Agreement, all terms and conditions hereunder, and all remedies arising herefrom, shall inure to
the benefit of and be binding upon Employer, any successor in interest to all or substantially all of the business and/or assets of Employer, and
the heirs, administrators, successors and assigns of Executive. Except as provided in the preceding sentence, the rights and obligations of the
parties hereto may not be assigned or transferred by either party without the prior written consent of the other party.
7.5 Notices. For purposes of this Agreement, notices, demands and all other communications provided for in this Agreement shall
be in writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given when delivered or mailed by United States registered mail, return receipt requested,
postage prepaid, addressed as follows:
Executive:
Gregory Pusey
106 S. University Blvd., #14
Denver, CO 80209
Fax: 303/ 722-4011
Employer:
AspenBio Pharma, Inc.
Attn: Chairman
1585 South Perry Street
Castle Rock, CO 80104
Fax: 303/ 798-8332
or to such other address as either party may have furnished to the other in writing in accordance herewith, except that notices of change of
address shall be effective only upon receipt.
7.6 Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is prohibited by or is unlawful or unenforceable under any applicable law of any
jurisdiction as to such jurisdiction, such provision shall be ineffective to the extent of such prohibition without invalidating the remaining
provisions hereof.
7.7 Section Headings. The section headings used in this Agreement are for convenience only and shall not affect the construction of
any terms of this Agreement.
7.8 Survival of Obligations. Termination of this Agreement for any reason shall not relieve Employer or Executive of any obligation
accruing or arising prior to such termination.

7.9 Amendments. This Agreement may be amended only by written agreement of both Employer and Executive.
7.10 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall constitute an original but all
of which, when taken together, shall constitute only one legal instrument. This Agreement shall become effective when copies hereof, when
taken together, shall bear the signatures of both parties hereto. It shall not be necessary in making proof of this Agreement to produce or
account for more than one such counterpart.
7.11 Fees and Costs. If any action at law or in equity is necessary to enforce or interpret the terms of this Agreement, the prevailing
party shall be entitled to reasonable attorneys’ fees, costs and necessary disbursements in addition to any other relief to which that party may
be entitled.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Employer and Executive enter into this Executive Employment Agreement effective as of the date first
set forth above.

AspenBio Pharma, Inc. - "EMPLOYER"
By: /s/ Daryl J. Faulkner
Name: Daryl J. Faulkner
Title: Executive Chairman

Gregory Pusey - "EXECUTIVE"
Signed /s/ Gregory Pusey
Gregory Pusey, Individually
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ASPENBIO PHARMA, INC.
STOCK OPTION AGREEMENT
AspenBio Pharma, Inc., a Colorado corporation (the “Company”), desiring to provide to the person named below (the “Optionee”) an
opportunity for an investment in the Company and additional Option to pursue the success of the Company, hereby grants to the Optionee,
and the Optionee hereby accepts, an incentive stock option (the “Option”) pursuant to the Company’s 2002 Stock Incentive Plan, as amended
(the “Plan”) to purchase the number of shares as specified below (the “Option Shares”), during the term ending at midnight (prevailing local
time at the Company’s principal office) on the expiration date of the Option specified below, at the option exercise price specified below
subject to and upon the following terms and conditions:
1.

Identifying Provisions. As used in this Option, the following terms shall have the following respective meanings:
Optionee:
Date of Grant:
Option Shares:
Exercise Price:
Expiration Date:

[_______________]
[_______________]
[_______________]
[_______________]
[_______________]

Exercisability Schedule:

2.

Installment
(Number of Option Shares)

First Date Exercisable

Last Date Exercisable

[__________]
[__________]
[__________]

[_____]
[_____]
[_____]

[_____]
[_____]
[_____]

Exercisability.

Each Installment of the Option may be exercised only (a) on or after the date for the Installment shown in the column on the Exercisability
Schedule under the caption “First Date Exercisable” (the Installment’s “Accrual Date”) in Section 1 and (b) on or before the date for the
installments shown in the column on the Exercisability Schedule under the caption “Last Date Exercisable” (the Installment’s “Expiration
Date”) in Section 1. No Installment may be exercised before its Accrual Date or after its Expiration Date. An Installment which is not
exercised on or before its Expiration Date shall expire on the day after its Expiration Date. Each installment of the Option shall be subject to
earlier expiration as provided in Section 5. In addition to the foregoing, the Option may not be exercised unless and until the Plan is
approved by the Company’s shareholders. Additionally this stock option award is granted to you conditioned upon the Company's receipt of
the approval of the shareholders of the Company of the amendment to the Plan to increase the number of shares available for awards under
the Plan within twelve months of your grant date. If such approval is not received, this award shall be terminated.

3.

Exercise Of Option.

(a)
All or part of the Option may be exercised by delivering to the CFO \ Treasurer of the Company (i) a Notice And Agreement Of
Exercise Of Option, substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibit A, specifying the number of Option Shares with respect to which the
Option is being exercised, and (ii) full payment for these shares. Payment shall be made by certified or bank cashier’s check or by a wire
transfer of immediately available funds. Notwithstanding the foregoing, no Option may be exercised unless the purchase price for the
Option Shares purchased is at least $2,000 or unless the entire remaining Option is being exercised.
(b)
Promptly upon receipt of the Notice And Agreement Of Exercise Of Option together with the full payment of the Option Price for
the Option Shares being purchased, the Company shall deliver to the Optionee a properly executed certificate or certificates representing the
Option Shares being purchased.
(c)
During the lifetime of the Optionee, the Options shall be exercisable only by the Optionee; provided, that in the event of the legal
disability of an Optionee, the guardian or personal representative of the Optionee may exercise the Options.
4.
Withholding Taxes. The Company may take such steps as it deems necessary or appropriate for the withholding of any taxes which
the Company is required by any law or regulation or any governmental authority, whether federal, state or local, domestic or foreign, to
withhold in connection with the Option including, but not limited to, the withholding of all or any portion of any payment owed by the
Company to the Optionee or the withholding of issuance of Option Shares to be issued upon the exercise of the Option.
5.
Expiration of Installments. If the Optionee’s “Continuous Status as an Employee or Consultant” as defined in the Plan is terminated
for any reason at a time when any Installment of the Option has not been exercised:
(a)
Each Installment which is not yet exercisable as of the date of Optionee’s termination (the “Termination Date”) shall expire on the
Termination Date; and
(b)

Each Installment which is exercisable as of the Termination Date shall expire 90 days after the Termination Date.

6.
Securities Laws Requirements. No Option Share shall be issued unless and until, in the opinion of the Company, there has been full
compliance with any applicable registration requirements of the Securities Act of 1933, any applicable listing requirements of any securities
exchange on which stock of the same class has been listed, and any other requirements of law or any regulatory bodies having jurisdiction
over such issuance and delivery. Pursuant to the terms of the Notice And Agreement Of Exercise Of Option (Exhibit A) that shall be
delivered to the Company upon each exercise of the Option, the Optionee shall acknowledge, represent, warrant and agree as follows:

(a)
All Option Shares shall be acquired solely for the account of the Optionee for investment purposes only and with no view to their
resale or other distribution of any kind (Note: This provision will be applicable only if the issuance of the Option Shares is not registered at
the time of exercise of the Options);
(b)
No Option Share shall be sold or otherwise distributed in violation of the Securities Act of 1933 or any other applicable federal or
state securities laws;
(c)

The Optionee shall report all sales of Option Shares to the Company in writing on a form prescribed by the Company; and

(d)
If and so long as the Optionee is subject to reporting requirements under Section 16(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the
"Exchange Act"), he shall (i) be aware that any sale by him or his immediate family of shares of the Company's common stock or any of the
Option Shares within six months before or after any transaction deemed to be a "purchase" of an equity security of the Company may create
liability for him under Section 16(b) of the Exchange Act, (ii) consult with his counsel regarding the application of Section 16(b) of the
Exchange Act prior to any exercise of the Options, and prior to any sale of shares of the Company's common stock or the Option Shares, (iii)
furnish the Company with a copy of each Form 4 and Form 5 filed by him, and (iv) timely file all reports required under the federal securities
laws.
(e)

No Option Shares may be sold, transferred or otherwise disposed of prior to six months from the Date of Grant.

The restrictions described in Sections 6(a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) above, or notice thereof, may be placed on the certificates representing the
Option Shares purchased, and the Company may refuse to issue the certificates or to transfer the shares on its books unless it is satisfied that
no violation of such restrictions will occur.
7.
Transferability. The Option shall not be transferable by the Optionee, either voluntarily or involuntarily, except by will or the laws
of descent and distribution. Except as provided in the preceding sentence, any attempt to transfer the Option shall void the Option.
8.
Adjustment By Stock Split, Stock Dividend, Etc. If at any time the Company increases or decreases the number of its outstanding
shares of Common Stock, or changes in any way the rights and privileges of such shares, by means of the payment of a stock dividend or the
making of any other distribution on such shares payable in its Common Stock, or through a stock split or subdivision of shares, or a
consolidation or combination of shares, or through a reclassification or recapitalization involving its Common Stock, the numbers, rights and
privileges of the shares of Common Stock included in the Option shall be increased, decreased or changed in like manner as if such shares
had been issued and outstanding, fully paid and nonassessable, at the time of such occurrence, and the Option Price shall be adjusted
accordingly.

9 .
Common Stock To Be Received Upon Exercise. Optionee understands that the Company is under no obligation to register the
issuance of the Option Shares, the resale of the Option Shares, or the Option Shares, under the Securities Act of l933, as amended (the
"Securities Act"), and that in the absence of any such registration, the Option Shares cannot be sold unless they are sold pursuant to an
exemption from registration under the Securities Act. The Company is under no obligation to comply, or to assist the Optionee in
complying, with any exemption from such registration requirement, including supplying the Optionee with any information necessary to
permit routine sales of the Option Shares under Rule l44 of the Securities and Exchange Commission. Optionee also understands that with
respect to Rule l44, routine sales of securities made in reliance upon such Rule can be made only in limited amounts in accordance with the
terms and conditions of the Rule, and that in cases in which the Rule is inapplicable, compliance with another exemption under the Securities
Act will be required. Thus, the Option Shares will have to be held indefinitely in the absence of registration under the Securities Act or an
exemption from registration.
1 0 .
Privilege Of Ownership. Optionee shall not have any of the rights of a stockholder with respect to the shares covered by the
Options except to the extent that one or more certificates for such shares shall be delivered to him upon exercise of the Options.
11.
Notices. Any notices and other communications required or permitted to be given under this Agreement shall be in writing, shall
be deemed to have been given to a party on the date of service if delivered personally, if delivered to the address designated below, or if
delivered by facsimile to the number designated below, or shall be deemed to have been given on the fifth day after mailing by registered or
certified mail, postage prepaid, if mailed to the party to whom notice is to be given, and shall be addressed as follows:
(a)

if to the Company:

AspenBio Pharma, Inc.
1585 S. Perry Street
Castle Rock, CO 80104
(b)

if to the Optionee:

At the address listed below his/her name on the last page of this Agreement.

Any party may change its address for purposes of this Section 11 by giving the other parties written notice of the new address in the manner
set forth above.
1 2 .
No Employment Right. Nothing in this Agreement shall be considered to confer on the Optionee any right to continue in the
Company’s employ or to limit the Company’s right to terminate the Optionee’s employment.
13.
2002 Stock Incentive Plan. This Option is subject to, and the Company and the Optionee agree to be bound by, all of the terms and
conditions of the Plan under which this Option was granted, as the same shall have been amended from time to time in accordance with the
terms thereof. Pursuant to the Plan, the Board of Directors of the Company, or its Committee established for such purposes is vested with
final authority to interpret and construe the Plan or this Option, and is authorized to adopt rules and regulations for carrying out the Plan. A
copy of the Plan in its present form is available for inspection during business hours by the Optionee at the Company’s principal office.

14.
General Provisions. This instrument (a) contains the entire agreement between the parties, (b) may not be amended nor may any
rights hereunder be waived except by an instrument in writing signed by the party sought to be charged with such amendment or waiver, (c)
shall be construed in accordance with, and governed by, the laws of Colorado, and (d) shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of
the parties and their respective personal representatives and assigns, except as above set forth. All pronouns contained herein and any vari‐
ations thereof shall be deemed to refer to the masculine, feminine or neuter, singular or plural as the identity of the parties hereto may
require.
15.
Effective Date. This Agreement shall not become effective until the Optionee accepts this Agreement by returning a copy to the
Company completed and signed below by the Optionee and, if the Optionee is married, by the Optionee’s spouse. When the Optionee so
accepts this Agreement, this Agreement shall become effective retroactive to the Date of Grant without the necessity of further action by
either the Company or the Optionee.

ASPENBIO PHARMA, INC.
By:
Name
Title

EXHIBIT A
(To AspenBio Pharma, Inc. Stock Option Agreement)
ASPENBIO PHARMA, INC.
NOTICE AND AGREEMENT OF EXERCISE OF OPTION
I hereby exercise my AspenBio Pharma, Inc. Option dated [_________] as to [________] shares of the common stock (the "Option Shares")
of AspenBio Pharma, Inc. (the "Company") at a purchase price of $[______] per share. The total exercise price for these Option Shares is
$[________]. Enclosed is payment in the form of [__________].
Enclosed are the documents and payment specified in Section 3 of my Option Agreement.
I understand that no Option Shares will be issued unless and until, in the opinion of the Company, there has been full compliance with any
applicable registration requirements of the Securities Act of l933, as amended, any applicable listing requirements of any securities exchange
on which stock of the same class is then listed, and any other requirements of law or any regulatory bodies having jurisdiction over such
issuance and delivery. I hereby acknowledge, represent, warrant and agree, to and with the Company as follows:
a.

The Option Shares I am purchasing are being acquired for my own account for investment purposes only and with no
view to their resale or other distribution of any kind, and no other person (except, if I am married, my spouse) will own
any interest therein. (Note: This provision to be included only if issuance of Option Shares is not registered at the time of
exercise.)

b.

I will not sell or dispose of my Option Shares in violation of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or any other
applicable federal or state securities laws.

c.

I will not sell, transfer, or otherwise dispose of any Option Shares prior to six months from the Date of Grant.

d.

I will report all sales of Option Shares to the Company in writing on a form prescribed by the Company.

e.

I agree that the Company may, without liability for its good faith actions, place legend restrictions upon my Option Shares
and issue "stop transfer" instructions requiring compliance with applicable securities laws and the terms of my Option
Agreement.

f.

If and so long as I am subject to reporting requirements under Section l6(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of l934, as
amended (the "Exchange Act"), I recognize that any sale by me or my immediate family of the Company's common stock
may create liability for me under Section l6(b) of the Exchange Act ("Section l6(b)"). Therefore, I have consulted with
my counsel regarding the application of Section l6(b) to this Option.

g.

I will consult with my counsel regarding the application of Section l6(b) before I sell any shares of the Company's
common stock, including the Option Shares, and I will furnish the Company with a copy of each Form 4 and Form 5 filed
by me and will timely file all reports that I may be required to file under the federal securities laws.

The number of Option Shares specified above, are to be issued in the name or names set forth below in the left hand column.

(Print Your Name)

Signature
Address

(Print Name of spouse if you wish joint registration)

City, State and Zip Code

Options dated [____________________]
I accept this Stock Option Agreement and agree to be bound by all of its terms. I acknowledge receipt of a copy of the AspenBio Pharma,
Inc. 2002 Stock Option Plan.
o I am not married.
o I am married to

(Optionee Signature)
Address:

Social Security
Number:

I am the spouse of the Advisor. I have read the Stock Option Agreement, and I understand that the Option is not transferable. I agree to be
bound by the Stock Option Agreement insofar as I may have any interest in the Option as the Advisor’s spouse.

(Spouse Signature)

Exhibit 10.15

Non-Employee Director Compensation
Type of Compensation

Amount

Monthly Retainer for Non-Employee Directors
Stock Option Awards
Other Compensation

$ 1,000
(1)
(2)

______________
(1)

Non-employee directors typically receive a stock option award upon joining the Board, and then typically receive annual
grants. In 2009, the annual grant was 50,000 stock options.

(2)

Directors are reimbursed for out-of-pocket expenses.

Exhibit 23.1
CONSENT OF
INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
We consent to the incorporation by reference in the Registration Statement on Form S-8 (No. 333-143959) and the Registration Statements on
Form S-3 (No. 333-148733 and No. 333-159249) of our report dated March 9, 2010, relating to the financial statements of AspenBio Pharma,
Inc., and the effectiveness of AspenBio Pharma, Inc.'s internal control over financial reporting, which appears on page 42 in this Annual
Report on Form 10-K of AspenBio Pharma, Inc. for the year ended December 31, 2009.

/s/ GHP HORWATH, P.C.
Denver, Colorado
March 9, 2010

Exhibit 31.1
CERTIFICATION
I, Daryl J. Faulkner certify that:
1.

I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of AspenBio Pharma, Inc.;

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary
to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to
the period covered by this report;

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material
respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this
report.

4.

The registrant’s other certifying officers and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act
Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:

5.

a)

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under
our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made
known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;

b)

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed
under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;

c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions
about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on
such evaluation; and

d)

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the
registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially
affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and

The registrant’s other certifying officers and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the
equivalent functions):
(a)

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting
which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial
information; and

(b)

Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the
registrant’s internal control over financial reporting.

March 9, 2010
/s/ Daryl J. Faulkner
Daryl J. Faulkner,
Chief Executive Officer
PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Exhibit 31.2
CERTIFICATION
I, Jeffrey G. McGonegal certify that:
1.

I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of AspenBio Pharma, Inc.;

2.

Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary
to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to
the period covered by this report;

3.

Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material
respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this
report.

4.

The registrant’s other certifying officers and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act
Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:

5.

a)

Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under
our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made
known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;

b)

Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed
under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;

c)

Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions
about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on
such evaluation; and

d)

Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the
registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially
affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and

The registrant’s other certifying officers and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the
equivalent functions):
(a)

All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting
which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial
information; and

(b)

Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the
registrant’s internal control over financial reporting.

March 9, 2010
/s/ Jeffrey G. McGonegal
Jeffrey G. McGonegal,
Chief Financial Officer
PRINCIPAL FINANCIAL AND ACCOUNTING OFFICER

Exhibit 32
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO 18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350,
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
In connection with the Annual Report of AspenBio Pharma, Inc. (the “Company”) on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2009
as filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), each of the undersigned Daryl J. Faulkner and
Jeffrey G. McGonegal, hereby certifies, pursuant to Section 1350 of Chapter 63 of Title 18 of the United States Code as adopted pursuant to
Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that:
(1)

the Report fully complies with the requirements of section 13(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and

(2)

the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of
operations of the Company.

March 9, 2010
/s/ Daryl J. Faulkner
Daryl J. Faulkner,
Chief Executive Officer
PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICER

March 9, 2010
/s/ Jeffrey G. McGonegal
Jeffrey G. McGonegal,
Chief Financial Officer
PRINCIPAL FINANCIAL AND ACCOUNTING OFFICER

A signed original of the written statement required by Section 906 has been provided to the Company and will be retained by the Company
and furnished to the Securities and Exchange Commission or its staff upon request. This certification is being furnished as required by
Rule 13a-14(b) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”) and Section 1350 of Chapter 63 of Title 18 of
the United States Code, and shall not be deemed “filed” for purposes of Section 18 of the Exchange Act or otherwise subject to the liability of
that Section. This certification shall not be deemed to be incorporated by reference into any filing under the Securities Act of 1933 or the
Exchange Act, except as otherwise stated in such filing.

